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Chapter 1 .. Introduction
1.1. Introduction
Throughout hidnrv traillsportati(m has been a major factor in the eccmOlnlC
cities, and nations. The a to enlCl(~ntJly
one place to another, competitive ad'{anita~~e
limited traltlSportatlc)n s,rstems.
trade routes to ....."' .... "" hill'hwaIVS. raiilwalVS. Wl'llt~rwl'lv(: with
economic and improved quality and transportation
related expenditures constitute a of the eC(lin9Iny, are as
important for the economic development and quality of COlnlTlUIllitic;::s as transportation.
This TSP has been prepared within
context of an urban area consisting of 2,880
acres, Planning
Rule (TPR), the Re~~ion:al TJrans:portatic)n
Plan (RTP) as developed by Rogue
Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization
(RVMPO) and other local transportation
plans and as in detail in
Chapter 2. This will serve as
Transportation of the
Comprehensive Plan.
The City ofCentral Point reCC)gniLzes
network oftransportation tac:Hlt:ies
1.2. The Transportation Plan.ning Rule
In recognition ofthe role that transportation plays in the economic success and livability of the
state and the magnitude of the cost to provide and maintain a transportation system,
Oregon has included it as an element of the statewide planning process. Goal 12· Transportation
provides and encourages the planning and implementation of a convenient, economic, and safe
transportation system that integrates local, regional, state and inter·state transportation systems.
This goal recognizes the necessity, at all levels of government, of having, and a
cornpl~ehienslve transportation planning program that serves statewide transportation . The
preferred means to achieving this objective is through the preparation of transportation system
I Oregon Statewide Planning Goals and Guidelines
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plans (TSP). A TSP is a plan for one or more transportation facilities that are planned, developed,
operated, and maintained in a coordinated manner to assure continuity of movement between
modes and geographic and jurisdictional boundaries.
(a) Promote the development oftransportation systems adequate to
serve statewide, regional and local transportation needs and the mobility
needs ofthe transportation disadvantaged;
The following objectives of the TPR have been incorporated in the
guiding principles, goals, and policies presented in this TSP:
(b) Encourage and support the availability ofa variety of
transportation choices for moving people that balance vehicular use with
other transportation modes, including walking, bicycling and transit.
(c) Provide for safe and convenient vehicular, transit, pedestrian,
and bicycle access and circulation;
To facilitate implementation of Goal 12, the state adopted rules governing the preparation and
coordination of transportation system plans (OAR 660-12). These rules are collectively referred to
as the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR). The TPR acknowledges the significance in the
relationship between transportation and land use planning, and defines transportation systems
planning as a mandatory element ofa community's comprehensive
planning process.r-T~~-~~por~;ti~n \tran(t)s-
I
p~r-'tii.-shen\ n I: an act,
process, or instance of




, 'po(~)rt, 'tran(t)s-,\ VI I:
i to transfer or convey from
"
one place to another.
System \'sis-t~m\ n I: a
I regularly interacting or
I interdependent group of
I
I items forming a unified
whole. 2: an organized set
! ofdoctrines, ideas, or
principles usually
intended to explain the
I arrangement or working
i of a systematic whole.L ...!
(d) Facilitate the safe, efficient and economic flow offreight and
other goods and services within regions and throughout the state through a variety ofmodes
including road, air, rail and marine transportation;
(e) Protect existing andplanned transportationfacilities, corridors and sites for their
identifiedfunctions;
(j) Provide for the construction and implementation oftransportation facilities, improvements
and services necessary to support acknowledged comprehensive plans;
(g) Identify how transportationfacilities are provided on rural lands consistent with the
goals;
(h) Ensure coordination among affected local governments and transportation service
providers and consistency between state, regional and local transportation plans; and
(i) Ensure that changes to comprehensive plans are supported by adequate planned
transportation facilities.
1.3. The Regional Transportation Plan
In accordance with the TPR, the RVMPO is charged with the preparation, management, and
maintenance of the RTp2• The RVMPO covers the urbanized area ofJacksoll County, including
the cities of Central Point, Ashland, Eagle Point, Jacksonville, Medford, Phoenix, Talent, the
2 OAR 660-0 12-001 5(3)(a)
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unincorporated area of White City and surrounding Jackson County which in 2007 had an
estimated population of] 28,780. The Rogue Yalley Council of Governments (RYCOG) serves as
the MPO for the Rogue Yalley area. The MPO Policy Committee, the organization's decision-
making board, consists of elected officials from the member cities and Jackson County, plus the
Rogue Yalley Transportation District (RVTD), Jackson County, and the Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT).
1.4. Values, Guiding Principles, Goals
and Policies
In 2007, Central Point Forward, Fair City
Vision 2020 (Vision 2020) was adopted by the
City Council3• Preparation of Vision 2020
included considerable citizen involvement in
defining the future of the City, including the
role transportation will playas the vision
unfolds. Vision 2020 adopted the following
statement as a core value for the planning and
development ofthe City's transportation
system:
'The City a/Central Point values a system a/transportation and
infrastructure that is modern, efficient and sensitive to the
environment. "
In addition to this core transportation value, the citizens of Central Point developed a series of
transportation related principles. The term "principle" refers to the community's fundamental
position to be used throughout the preparation and implementation of this TSP. The use of
principles is intended to serve as a point of reference and a philosophical system ofway~finding as
the City navigates its way through the goals, policies, and implementation strategies necessary to
attain the City's transportation vision. The following represents the principles that will guide the
preparation and implementation of this TSP:
1. To strike a balance between accessibility and connectivity ofpeople and goods, while
keeping the system safe, attractive and well-maintained.
2. To advocate land use patterns, such as transit-oriented development and in-jill strategies,
that support the continued enhancement ofmulti-modal transportation.
3. To increase street system safety andfunction through the adoption and implementation of
access management standards for the purpose ofmaintaining andpreserving the existing
investment in transportation facilities.
4. To design streets in a manner that: maximizes the utility ofpublic right-oj-way; is
appropriate to their functional role, andprovidesfor multiple travel modes. while
minimizing their impact on the character and livability ofsurrounding neighborhoods,
business districts and the environment.
In addition to guiding principles the City has adopted a series of transportation related goals. The
3 City of Central Point Resolution No. 1143
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term "Goals" is defined as the City's major desire, or intent, determined necessary for the
attainment of its preferred transportation system. The goals are written to focus attention, to
energize the community to action, and to instill the resolve necessary to attain the goal during the
life of the Plan.
Goal implementation is generally enforced through what is referred to as policies. The term
"Policy" identifies the preferred course ofaction determined appropriate to the successful
attainment of a related goal. Where appropriate each policy is followed with actions related to the
implementation of the policy. Actions are typically associated with events such as code
amendments, capital improvement plans, etc.
1.5. Public Involvement & Plan Approval Process
In accordance with the Statewide Planning Goal, 1 the preparation and adoption of this TSP
included a citizen involvement component that included the following:
Central Point Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC). Throughout development of the
TSP the CAC served as a reviewing authority, providing input and forwarding
recommendations to the Planning Commission and City Council. The CAC draft TSP was
the first released to the public and to other agencies for review (Oregon Department of
Transportation and the Department ofLand Conservation and Development). Throughout
the CAC review all meetings were noticed to encourage the public to participate in
preparation of the draft TSP.
The Central Point Planning Commission. The draft TSP, as recommended by the CAC,
was forwarded to the Planning Commission for consideration and recommendation to the
City Council. All Planning Commission meetings were noticed to encourage the public to
provide input on preparation of the final draft of the TSP, and City Council meetings at
which the TSP was considered
Central Point City Council. Based on recommendations from the CAe and the Planning
Commission, the City Council reviewed the TSP and after conducting public hearings the
City Council on , 2008 adopted the TSP as presented in this
document. The City Council meetings were noticed to further encourage the public to
provide final input on TSP
1.6. Plan Organization
In acknowledgement of the relationship between the TPR, the RTP, and this TSP, the organization
of this document closely follows the format described in the TPR - Elements ofTransportation
System Plans4• Central Point's TSP has been developed through a series oftechnical evaluations
of the City's transportation system as it currently exists and as it will be expanded and used
through the year 2030. In addition, the technical analysis preparation of this TSP has included
systematic input and review by the city staff, the Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC), a Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC), the Planning Commission, and the citizens of Central Point. In its
entirety, this TSP contains thirteen (13) chapters as follows:
Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 2. Plan Compliance
4 OAR 660-0 12~0020(2)
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Chapter 3. Land Use and Forecasting
Chapter 4. Existing Conditions and Needs
Chapter 5. Transportation Management
Chapter 6. Parking System & Management
Chapter 7. Street System
Chapter 8. Bicycle and Pedestrian System
Chapter 9. Public Transit System
Chapter 1O. Aviation and Rail System
Chapter 11. Freight System
Chapter 12. Transportation System Financing
Chapter 13. Implementation Policies
Each of these chapters has been prepared in compliance with the TPR and tested for consistency
with federal, state, regional, and local transportation plans.
1.7. The Action Program
During the preparation of this TSP, there were numerous occasions where it was determined that
the current standards and regulations were in need of modification or that entirely new provisions
were required to bring the City's transportation program into compliance with the TPR. Changes
to the City's zoning and public works standards are presented in the Implementation subsection of
Chapter 13, Implementation Policies. The Implementation subsection identifies required actions,
the lead department responsible, the document needing modification, and a schedule for
completion of the action throughout the planning period. The design of the Implementation
subsection fully expects that as actions are completed that they are noted in the Action Program
and that this section will be periodically updated to reflect the action. These periodic updates of the
Action Program are not considered amendments to this TSP, but merely reflect an accounting of
progress in attaining the objectives of the TSP throughout its life.
1.8. Program Compliance
In collaboration with the TPR and the RTP, the City of Central Point has prepared this TSP.
Central Point's TSP is consistent with, and complements, other related transportation system plans,
including local, regional, state, and federal transportation policies and programs. The goals,
policies, and plans set forth in this TSP represent the City's vision for maintaining and advancing
its transportation system in coordination with its land use planning program. The ultimate
objective is to efficiently, and effectively provide for the transportation needs of the community
while improving the quality of life of its citizens.
CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
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Chapter 2 - Plan Compliance
2.1. Introduction
The Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) requires that all local transportation system plans be
consistent with the regional transportation system plan and adopted elements of the state
transportation system plans. Local transportation system plans are also required to be coordinated
with affected federal and state agencies, local governments, special districts, and private providers
of transportation services. The purpose of this chapter is to verity coordination, and where
appropriate, compliance with applicable transportation plans and programs and to address the
consistency of this Transportation System Plan (TSP) with affected state, federal and local
transportation plans and programs.
2.2. Plan Compliance, Scope of Review
Oregon's Statewide Planning Goals & Guidelines, Goa1I2: Transportation serves as the principal
document governing the preparation and implementation of state, regional and local transportation
plans. Goal 12 requires that transportation system plans:
IZl Consider all modes of transportation;
III Be based upon an inventory of local, regional and state transportation needs;
o Consider the differences in social consequences that would result from utilizing differing
combinations of transportation modes;
III Avoid principal reliance upon anyone mode of transportation;
III Minimize adverse social, economic and environmental impacts and costs;
o Conserve energy;
o Meet the needs of the transportation disadvantaged by improving transportation services;
bZI Facilitate the flow ofgoods and services so as to strengthen the local and regional
economy; and
b2l Confonnity with local and regional comprehensive land use plans.
While Goal 12 establishes the state's overall transportation goal, it is the TPR that defines the
minimum requirements for the preparation of local transportation system plans, including
compliance with other federal, state and regional transportation plans. The goals, policies and
plans presented in this TSP have been reviewed for compliance with the following transportation
plans and other documents:
III Central Point Fonvard. Fair City Vision 2020 - A review of the City's updated long-
tenn vision for the City of Central Point, with an emphasis on the community's vision for
their transportation needs.
SOAR 660-012-0015(3)(a)
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121 Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) - The Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) was
adopted by the Land Conservation and Development Commission in 1991 and sets forth
the requirements for preparation oflocal transportation system plans. The City ofCentra]
Point's TSP is based on, and complies with, the most recent amendments to the TPR as set
forth in OAR 660, Division 12 dated October 30,2006.
I2l Plan Conformity, Other - Preparation of this TSP included a review of the goals and
policies of applicable state, regional, and local transportation plans, as well as the City's
Comprehensive Plan and development ordinances. Other plans considered in the
preparation of this TSP included:
• Oregon Transportation Plan
• 1999 Oregon Highway Plan
• Oregon Rail Plan, 2001 [ODOT]
• Regional Freight Study
• Statewide Transportation Improvement Program
• Oregon Access Management Rules (OAR 734-051)
• Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
• Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)
• Jackson County Transportation System Plan, March 2005
• Jackson County Bicycle Master Plan
• Transit Oriented Design (TOD) and Transit Corridor Development Strategies for
the Rogue Valley
• Rogue Valley Transit District Plan
• City of Central Point Comprehensive Plan
• City ofMedford Transportation System Plan
• City of Central Point Zoning Ordinance
• City of Central Point Subdivision Ordinance
• City of Central Point Public Works Standards
• Other plans
2.3 Central Point Fonvard, Fair City Vision 2020
Over the course of time, there are many documents and plans that are used in guiding the
development practices of any community. The most significant of these documents is the one that
identifies a community's long-term vision for its future. The City of Central Point has developed
such a vision plan, Central Point Forward, Fair City Vision 2020. Preparation of this plan was
based on considerable citizen involvement in defining the preferred future of the City, including
the role transportation will playas the vision unfolds. Within the scope of the visioning process,
citizens defined a system of values, goals, strategies, and actions to be applied over the course of
the next thirteen years. When completed, there was six categories defining the City's vision and
strategies for attaining that vision. One ofthose categories included Transportation.
For transportation, the citizens of Central Point defined as a core value the planning and
development of a st'stem of transportation and infrastructure that is modem, efficient, and sensitive
to the environment. For transportation, the Vision Plan identified three goals, thirteen strategies,
6 Central Point Forward, Fair City Vision 2020, April 26, 2007, page 6
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and eight actions. Each of these goals, strategies, and actions has been addressed in this TSP.
2.4 Oregon Transportation Planning Rule
The need to update the TSP is driven by the requirements of the Oregon TPR. In accordance with
the TPR, local transportation plans at a minimum must:
I2l Establish a system of transportation facilities and services adequate to meet identified local
transportation needs and shall be consistent with regional TSPs and adopted elements of
the state TSP;
I;ZI Be adopted as part of the City's comprehensive plan (Comprehensive Plan); and
I;ZI Be coordinated with affected state and federal agencies, local governments, special
districts, and private providers of transportation services (Plan Conformity).
The goals and policies of the City's TSP have also been reviewed for consistency with the
Planning and Implementation Guidelines established by Goal 12, Transportation, and modified as
necessary to address the following key provisions of Goal 12:
I;ZI Planning - To the fullest extent possible transportation systems should be planned to
utilize existing facilities and rights-of-way;
I;ZI Planning - Population densities and peak hour travel patterns of existing and planned
developments should be considered in the choice of transportation modes for trips taken
by persons. While high density developments with concentrated trip origins and
destinations should be designated to be principally served by mass transit, low-density
developments with dispersed origins and destinations should be principally served by all
transportation modes, including automobiles, multiple use trails, public transportation,
bicycles, etc,;
III Planning - Plans providing for a transportation system should consider as a major
determinant the carry capacity of the air, land, and water resources of the planning area.
The land conservation and development actions provided for by such plans should not
exceed the carrying capacity of such resources;
I;ZI Implementation - The number and location of major transportation facilities should
conform to the applicable state or local land use plans and policies designed to direct
urban expansion to areas identified as necessary and suitable for urban development;
III Implementation - Plans for new or for improvement ofmajor transportation facilities






Local land use patterns;
Environmental quality;
Energy use and resources;
Existing transportation systems; and
Fiscal resources in a manner sufficient to enable local governments to rationally
consider the issues posed by the construction and operation of such facilities.
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121 Implementation - Lands adjacent to major mass transit stations, freeway interchanges, and
major air, land and water terminals should be managed and controlled so as to be
consistent with and supportive of the land use and development patterns identified in the
comprehensive plan of the jurisdiction within which the facilities are located; and
f2J Implementation - Plans should provide for a detailed management program to assign
respective implementation roles and responsibilities to those governmental bodies
operating in the planning area and having interests in carrying out the goal.
Additionally, the TSP goals and policies were reviewed to confirm that the following required
elements have been addressed:
bZI A coordinated network of transportation facilities adequate to serve state, regional, and
local transportation needs;
IZl A determination of transportation needs;
!ZI A road plan for arterial and collector streets and standards for the layout oflocal streets
and other non-collector street connections; and
IZl An inventory and general assessment of existing and committed transportation facilities
and services by function, type, capacity, and condition;
121 A public transportation plan;
!ZI A bicycle and pedestrian plan;
121 An air, rail, water and pipeline transportation plan;
IZl A transportation system management plan and demand management plan (for areas greater
than 25,000 persons)
121 A parking plan;
IZl Policies and land use regulations for TSP implementation; and
121 A transportation financing program.
2.5. Plan Conformity, Other
The objective of the state's transportation program is to assure that the preparation and content of
local transportation system plans support other local, regional and state transportation plans. The
following identifies each of the local, regional and state plans, the City's Comprehensive Plan, and
land development regulations, including a summary of changes required for conformity.
2.5.1. Oregon Transportation Plan, 2006 (OTP): With the exception of the
designation ofHwy. 99 as noted below, the TSP goals and policies are consistent with the
OTP goals and policies.
2.5.2. 1999 Oregon Highway Plan (OHP): As its name implies the OHP is the state's
twenty year plan for managing and improving its highway system. The OHP sets forth the
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state's guiding vision for the future of the state highway system, and sets forth goals,
policies and actions (the Policy Element) necessary to attain its vision. The OHP also
includes an analysis of system needs, revenue forecasts, investment and implementation
strategies, and perfonnance measurements.
The goals and policies of this TSP are consistent with the OHP, with one exception
resulting from a jurisdictional exchange affecting the District Highway designation of
Hwy.99. On May 14,2004, by City of Central Point Resolution No. lOIS the jurisdiction
ofHwy. 99 from Mile Post .1.64 to Mile Post 2.18 was transferred to the City and re-
designated as a Major Arterial. Within the City's urban area there remain two short
sections, one north of Mile Post I .64 and one south of Mile Post.063 that retain the
District Highway designation. The City's Street Classification Map has been modified to
reflect these changes.
2.5.3. 2001 Oregon Rail Plan: The goals, policies and actions set forth in the Air & Rail
chapter of the TSP are consistent with the Oregon Rail Plan.
2.5.5. Regional Freight Study: The Regional Freight Study identified Pine Street as a
freight route. As stated in the City's 2000 TSP and its Vision 2020, the preference is that
freight be diverted from that section of Pine Street within the Central Business District.
2.5.6. Statewide Transportation Improvement Program: The goals, policies and
actions set forth in the TSP are consistent with the Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program.
2.5.7. Oregon Access Management Rules (ORS 734-015): The goals, policies and
actions set forth in the Access Management chapter of the TSP are consistent with ORS
734-015.
2.5.8. Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan: The goals, policies and actions set forth in
the Bicycle and Pedestrian chapter of the TSP are consistent with the Oregon Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan.
2.5.9 Regional Transportation Plan 2005-2030 (RTP): Aside from Goal 12 and the
TPR, the RTP is the most significant contributing document with regards to preparation of
this TSP. Many of the findings and compliance statements contained in the RTP are relied
upon for compliance ofthis TSP, particularly in reference to state and federal plans and
programs. The goals, objectives and policies of this TSP were compared against, and
detennined to be consistent with, those of the RTP, with the exception of the following
two items as follows:
I. Hwy. 99 Classification - As discussed, subsequent to the adoption of the OHP
and the RTP, Hwy. 99 was transferred to the City and downgraded from District
Highway to Major Arterial Street. When the OHP and RTP are updated they will
reflect the change in designation of Hwy. 99 to Major Arterial Street.
2. Regional Freight Study - In the Regional Freight Study, the RTP designates Pine
Street, from Front Street to Hamrick Road as a freight route. The freight
designation conflicted with goals and policies of the prior TSP (2000) and the
City's Vision Plan.
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In addition to the goals and policies, the RTP also included seven performance measures.
The purpose of the performance measures is to provide assurances that a reduction in the
region's reliance on the automobile would be achieved. The City of Central Point's TSP
acknowledges these performance measures and has included similar supporting
performance measures for the City. The RTP performance measures are presented in
Table 2. I: Alternative RTP Performance Measures.
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2.5.10. Jackson County Transportation System Plan 2005: The goals and policies of
this TSP have been reviewed against Jackson County's TSP and detennined to be
consistent. No changes were required.
2.5.11. Jackson County Bicycle Master Plan: The goals, policies and actions set forth
in the Bicycle and Pedestrian chapter of the TSP is consistent with the Jackson County
Bicycle Master Plan.
2.5.12. Rogue Valley Transit District Plan: The goals, policies and actions set forth in
the Transit chapter of the TSP is consistent with the Rogue Valley Transit Plan.
2.5.13. City of Medford Transportation Plan: Similar to Jackson County, the City's
transportation network interfaces in several locations with that of the City of Medford.
Central Point's TSP was compared with Medford's TSP and found to be consistent on all
levels. The functional classification of streets, particularly the arterials system, is
consistent as they traverse jurisdictional lines. Similarly the bicycle and pedestrian
systems facilitate inter~jurisdictional movement. No changes were required to assure
consistency between the two TSPs.
2.5.14. City of Central Point Comprehensive Plan: This TSP has been prepared based
on the land use classifications and distribution as presented in the City's Comprehensive
Plan.
2.5.15. City of Central Point Zoning Ordinance: As a result of the preparation of this
TSP, numerous incidents were revealed requiring amendment of the City of Central Point
Municipal Code, Title 17, Zoning.
2.5.16. City of Central Point Subdivision Ordinance: As a result of the preparation of
this TSP, numerous incidents were revealed requiring amendment of the Central Point
Municipal Code, Title 16, Subdivisions.
2.6. Other Plans
Over the course of the past five years, the City has completed three significant transportation
studies for Hwy. 99, East Pine Street, and the Twin Oaks Transit Oriented Development district.
The findings and recommendations from these two plans have been reviewed and incorporated in
this TSP. The following is a brief description of each study and its relationship to the TSP.
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2.6.1. Highway 99 Corridor Plan: This plan was prepared in 2005 for the purpose of
identifYing improvements to Hwy. 99 consistent with commercial revitalization of
the Hwy. 99 corridor through Central Point. The findings and recommendations
of the Highway 99 Corridor Plan have been incorporated in this TSP.
2.6.2. East Pine Street Transportation Plan: This plan was prepared in 2004 by JRH
Transportation Engineering. The purpose of this plan was to provide an
assessment of the future transportation infrastructure of the East Pine Street
corridor area to accommodate regional and local traffic growth. The plan forecast
traffic growth through the year 2023 and recommended improvements necessary
to maintain an acceptable level of service. The findings and recommendations of
the East Pine Street Transportation Plan have been updated and incorporated in
this TSP.
2.6.3. Central Point Transit Oriented Development Traffic Impact Study: This
study was completed in August 2000 by JRH Transportation Engineers to evaluate
the traffic impacts of Central Points Transit Oriented District. The findings and
recommendations have been incorporated in this Plan.
2.7. Conclusion
The TSP as presented in this document is found to be consistent with all applicable federal, state,
regional and local transportation plans. It is the City's intent, throughout the duration of this TSP,
to continue monitoring and managing the TSP as necessary to maintain compliance with federal,
state, regional, and local transportation system plans and changing transportation and land use
needs.
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Chapter 3 - Land Use & Transportation Planning
3.1. Introduction
By the year 2030, it is expected that the City of Central Point's population will approach 26,000,
making Central Point the second largest city in the Rogue Valley. To accommodate the City's
projected growth, land will be needed for housing and jobs as well as other supporting land uses.
Improvements to the City's transportation system will be needed to accommodate continued
growth. The amount, use, and distribution of future development, and the policies governing land
use and development will determine the need for improvements to the transportation system.
Consequently, the ability of the City to effectively incorporate transportation planning as an
element of its land use planning process is critical to the continued enhancement of the quality of
life offered to the citizens of Central Point.
The purpose of this chapter is to acknowledge the relationship within the City's Comprehensive
Plan between land use and transportation planning. The findings, goals, and policies presented in
the TSP have been integrated with the findings, goals, and policies of the City's land use program
as presented in the Comprehensive Plan. It is not the purpose of this chapter to restate the City's
land use program, but instead to reference those elements of the Comprehensive Plan that most
directly determine the transportation needs of the City.
Within the City's Comprehensive Plan there are four elements that have a noticeable impact on
transportation planning. Those elements are the Land Use Element, the Population Element; the
Housing Element; and the Economic Element. Together these elements affect the rate, character,
and location of development within the City's urban area, which then determines the need for
transportation services. Each ofthese elements and their role in the City's transportation planning
process will be discussed and noted as a reference to the TSP.
3.2. The Land Use Element
Currently, within the City's urban area there are 2,890 acres ofland distributed over eleven (II)
land use classifications. Included in the land use classifications is a Transit Oriented Development
(TOO) overlay zone. The land use classifications identified in the Land Use Element are
supported by fourteen (14) zoning districts, with nine (9) residential zones and five (5)
commerciaVindustrial zones. Development within each zoning district is regulated by standards
set forth in the City's Land Development Code. Collectively, this system of land use
classifications, zoning districts, and development standards establish the limits and tools for the
development of an efficient and timely transportation system.
Land Use Classifications: The land use classifications are the basis for determining
traffic generation/services. The transportation modeling used in the preparation and
maintenance of the TSP relies on the land use classifications defined in the Land Use
Element. Changes in the City's land use classifications should be accompanied by
supplemental traffic analysis to identifY any impacts and mitigation measures necessary to
maintain a balanced transportation system.
Zoning Districts: Zoning districts are a higher order refinement of the land use
classification system. Zoning districts must be compatible with the underlying land use
designation. For each zoning district, specific types of uses are identified and regulated in
accordance with the standards set forth in the City's Land Development Code. Allowed
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uses within a zoning district are consistent with the underlying land use classification.
Development Standards: Throughout the City of Central Point Municipal Code (CPMC)
there are codified standards that control improvements to the City's transportation system.
Most of these development standards are contained in the City's Land Development Code
(Chapter 17). Another source of development standards can be found in the City of
Central Point Public Works Standards. The City's development standards are designed to
support and implement the multi-modal goals and policies of the TSP.
3.3. Buildable Land Inventory (BLI)
One of the significant considerations in preparation of the TSP is the availability and distribution
of vacant lands within the City's urban area. The BLI provides an accounting of buildable lands
by land use designation, zoning, and Transportation Area Zones (TAZ) making it possible to
determine the location and type of new development, and the future impact of that development on
the City's transportation system. The BLI is a support document to the Land Use Element.
3.4. Growth Projections
The rate ofdevelopment of the City's buildable lands and its impact on the transportation system is
a function of the rate of population and employment growth. The Population Element and
Housing Element of the Comprehensive Plan addresses the City's projected population growth and
housing needs throughout the planning period, while the Economic Element addresses the City's
expected employment growth. Together these three Comprehensive Plan elements will, in
conjunction with the BLI, provide the basis for identifying the rate, location of new development,
and the impact of that development on the City's transportation system.
3.4.1. Population Element: The Population Element identifies the City's projected
population growth and population characteristics throughout the planning period. It
is expected that by the year 2030 the City's population will be approaching 29,000
people.
3.4.2. Housing Element: The demand for housing is a function of population
growth and household characteristics such as housing type, vacancy rate, and
persons per household. The Housing Element evaluates the housing needs ofthe
City throughout the planning period. The Housing Element, in conjunction with
the Land Use Element, detennines the mix and distribution of housing within the
urban area. As evidenced in the Housing Element, the City is encouraging use of
the TOD overlay to encourage mixed residential development and the use of multi-
modal transportation opportunities.
3.4.3. Economic Element: Similar to the Housing Element, the Economic
Element, using population projections, estimates job creation throughout the
planning period. Together with the Land Use Element, the Economic Element
provides infonnation on the rate and location ofjobs.
3.5. Transit Oriented Development
Any discussion of land use and transportation planning is not complete without the inclusion of
transit oriented development (TOO). As used in this chapter, the term "TOO" refers to mixed-
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use, pedestrian friendly development7. Transit-oriented design is a general description of a set of
development strategies designed to create an atmosphere that is safe, convenient, and easily
accessible by foot, bicycle and transit users.
With the completion of the Transit-Oriented Design and Transit Corridor Development Strategies
Study (TOD 1999 Study), cities within the metropolitan area have been successfully applying
transit-oriented development (TOD) as a land use strategy. The City of Central Point is an
excellent example of the application ofTOD strategies. Shortly after completion of the TOD 1999
Study the City adopted TOD standards and in December of2000, a final plan for the Twin Creeks
Transit-Oriented Development, a 230-acre TOD project was approved, and development
commenced. Today the Twin Creeks TOD is a successful representation of applied TOD
strategies. The Twin Creeks TOO has been a positive influence on the land use planning for the
City and has set the standard for new, in-fill and redevelopment standards throughout the City.
Today the City has a TaO designation for the City's Central Business District and for the
commercial area along Highway 99. Most recently the citizens of Central Point have reasserted in
Vision 2020 their continued endorsement ofland use policies that support and enhance the City's
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The use ofTaD strategies has been endorsed on the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and is
represented in three of the seven RTP performance measures identified in Chapter 2. These
performance standards have been acknowledged by the City and included in the TSP as land use
performance measures for the City. The RTP performance measures are presented below and
included in the TSP as future performance benchmarks for the City.




















7 Transportation Planning Rule
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3.6. Land Use Goals and Policies
GOAL 3.1: TO EFFECTIVELY MANAGE THE USE OF LAND WITHIN THE CENTRAL
POINT URBAN AREA IN A MANNER THAT IS CONSISTENT WITH, AND
THAT SUPPORTS, THE SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN.
Policy 3.1.1. The City shall manage the land use element ofthe Comprehensive Plan in
a manner that enhances livability for the citizens oiCentral Point as set
forth in the Transportation System Plan.
Policy 3.1. 2. The City shall continuously monitor and update the Land Development
Code to maintain best practices in transit oriented design consistent with
the overall land use objectives ofthe City.
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Chapter 4 - Existing Transportation Conditions
4.1. Introduction
Section 660-012-0020(3) of the Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) requires that all
transportation system plans include an inventory of existing transportation facilities and services
by function, type, capacity and condition. In accordance with the TPR, this chapter will inventory
the condition of the City's existing transportation system. The City's transportation system is
comprised of five (5) transportation modes:





An inventory of each of these transportation modes has been completed as part of the 2008 TSP
planning process. The inventory data comes from a variety of sources including the City's physical
inventory of its street, pedestrian, and bikeway systems. For the transit system, the facilities
inventory infonnation was provided by the Rogue Valley Transportation District. For the rail
system, the inventory infonnation was provided by Central Oregon Pacific Railroad (CORP).
4.2. Street System
The City's street system is comprised of over 60 miles of roadway serving a variety of functions
from arterial and collector streets to local residential and commercial streets. Each street type
within the City has a specific functional classification.
4.2.1. Functional Classification: Streets, whether public or private, do not operate
independent of one another but as a network of roadways. The City's street system is
comprised of a hierarchy of street types, each designed and constructed with the objective
of serving a specific function within the City's street system, the regional street system,
and the state roadway system.
The City's street classification system is derived from the Federal Highway
Administration's (FWHA) functional classification definitions, which consists offoUT (4)
basic street types: principal arterials, minor arterials, collector streets, and local streets.
Each street classification describes the role ofthat classification in serving the flow of trips
through a community's street network, as well as how it interfaces with regional, state, and
national street networks. The following describes each of the City's street classifications:
Principal Arterials. The City's principal arterial system is designed to link major
activity centers within the metro area. Principal arterials have the highest traffic
volumes, serve the longest trip desires, and should be integrated with local and
regional arterial systems.
To effectively serve its design objective, principal arterials are either partially, or
fully, access controlled. In order to preserve the identification of controlled access
facilities, the principal arterial system is further classified as interstate freeways (I-
S), principal arterials, or minor arterials.
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Changes to this classification require amendment to the TSP and would be based
on factors such as changes in land use, including expansion of the urban growth
boundary.
Minor Arterials. The minor arterial street system includes all arterials not
classified as a principal arterial, contains facilities that place more emphasis on
land access than principal arterials, and offer a lower level of traffic mobility.
Minor arterials may carry local bus routes and provide intrawcommunity
connectivity but ideally should not penetrate identifiable neighborhoods.
Changes to this classification require an amendment to the TSP and would be
based on factors such as changes in land use, including expansion of the urban
growth boundary.
Collector Streets. As their name implies, collector streets collect and distribute
traffic from principal arterials and minor arterials to the local street system or
directly to local destinations. Collector streets differ from the arterial system in
that the collector system may penetrate residential neighborhoods, distributing
trips from the arterials through the area to their ultimate destination.
Changes to this classification require an amendment to the TSP and would be
based on factors such as changes in land use, including expansion of the urban
growth boundary.
Local Streets. The local street system consists of all streets not classified as one
of the other higher order streets. As their name implies local streets provide
adjacent residential, commercial, and industrial land uses with access to the City's
higher order streets. Local streets typically offer the lowest level of mobility.
Residential Streets. Residential streets provide direct access from the arterial
network to local land uses. Residential access streets provide access to low and
medium density residentially zoned lands.
Changes to this classification require an amendment to the TSP and would be
based on factors such as changes in land use, including expansion of the urban
growth boundary.
Commercial Streets. Commercial streets provide direct access from the arterial
network to local land uses. Commercial access streets provide access to
commercial and industrial land uses and provide localized traffic circulation.
They serve commercial, manufacturing, and industrially zoned lands.
Changes to this classification require an amendment to the TSP and would be
based on factors such as changes in land use, including expansion of the urban
growth boundary.
Private Streets. Privately owned streets provide direct access from the arterial
network to local land uses. Private streets may serve both residential and
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commercial land uses and provide localized traffic circulation. Private streets are
no longer permitted by the City.
Changes to this classification require the streets to be brought to public street
standards and dedicated to the City without modification to this TSP.
Figure 4.1 Functional Classification System Map, illustrates the City's existing arterial and
collector street classification system.
4.2.2. Jurisdictional Responsibility: Several jurisdictions, including the Oregon
Department of Transportation (OOOT) and Jackson County, are responsible for portions
of the existing street system within the study area. Figure 4.2 Jurisdictional
Responsibilities Map identifies the jurisdictions responsible for each street within the City.
State Maintained Facilities. Within the planning area, OOOT maintains
Interstate 5 (1-5) as well as portions of Pine Street near the Central PointlI-5
Interchange and portions of Highway 99. Each of these roadways is identified in
the I~5 as a four-lane divided interstate freeway with posted speeds of 55 and 65
miles per hour in the Central Point area. It is classified in the 1999 Oregon
Highway Plan as having interstate significance and serves as the primary north
and south route for traffic traveling through the area. Highway 99 serves as
another north-south access through Central Point. In 2004, ajurisdictional
transfer was completed conveying to the City ofCentral Point the section of
Highway 99 from M.P. 1.64 to M.P. 2.18 and reclassifying this section of
Highway 99 from District Highway to Local Arterial Street8•
County Maintained Facilities. Jackson County has jurisdiction over many roads
within the Central Point UGB, including many sections of the City's arterial and
collector street system such as East and West Pine Street, Hanley Road, Beall
Lane, Grant Road, Taylor Road, Freeman Road, North 10th Street, Upton Road,
Beebe Road, and Gebhard Road. As a result of the loss of Timber Revenue
Sharing funds, the County has declared that it will no longer maintain or
otherwise compensate for jurisdictional exchange of roads within a city's
jurisdiction. The County does not anticipate any short-term solutions to this
situation.
City Maintained Facilities. As illustrated in Figure 4.2., the City maintains the
majority of the streets within the Central Point urban area. The cross-sections
range from two lane local streets to five lane arterial streets with posted speed
ranges between 20 and 40 mph.
Privately Maintained Facilities. Throughout the City there are a limited number
of privately owned and maintained streets. The City no longer allows the creation
of private streets.
8 City of Central Point Resolution No. 10 I5/Jurisdictional Transfer Agreement No. 746
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4.2.3. Traffic Safety Analysis: The crash histories on the major intersections within
the City were reviewed to identifY potential intersection safety concerns. Crash records
were obtained from the ODOT Crash Summary Books9 and the City of Central Point
Police Department for the period on January 1, 2002 through December 31, 2006.
Table 4.1 provides a summary of this crash data for each of the study intersections. As
illustrated in Table 4.1, all study area intersections are currently operating at less than
1.0 accidents per Million Entering Vehicles (MEV), indicating that there are currently
no apparent safety issues within the City's street system.
Table 4.1. Accident Rate, City of Central Point, 2006
Intersection Threshold Used in 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 ADT Crash
Evaluation Raie
(MEV) (MEV)
Beall & Freeman 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 5,629 0.10
Beall & Bursell 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 4,810 0.00
Beall & Grant 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 3,360 0.00
Beall & Hanley 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 7,000 0.00
Beall & Hwy. 99 1.0 0 0 4 2 I 18,480 0.21
Taylor & Grant (south) 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 1,550 0.00
Taylor & Grant (north) 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 1,740 0.00
Bursell & Hopkins 1.0 2 1 0 1 I 4,490 0.61
Wilson & Table Rock 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 14,960 0.00
Vilas & Table Rock 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 23,870 0.00
New Haven & Hamrick 1.0 0 1 0 1 0 11,850 0.09
Gebhard & Wilson 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 1,860 0.00
Grant & Scenic 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 1,710 0.00
Scenic & Hwy. 99 1.0 0 1 0 1 0 9,660 0.11
Haskell & Taylor 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 2,840 0.00
Haskell & West Pine 1.0 1 2 2 3 2 11,320 0,48
Upton & Peninger 1.0 0 1 1 0 0 4,590 0.24
Freeman & Hopkins 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 7,650 0.00
Meadowbrook & East Pine 1.0 0 0 0 1 0 13,540 0.04
Beebe & Hamrick 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 12,960 0.00
Peninger & East Pine 1.0 10 3 3 5 4 27,340 0.50
Hamrick & East Pine 1.0 2 0 3 1 3 24,550 0.20
Hwy. 99 & East Pine (Front) 1.0 4 7 2 4 4 22,230 0.52
2nd & East Pine 1.0 3 3 5 3 2 15,420 0.57
3rd & East Pine 1.0 5 4 4 4 5 14,070 0.86
41h & East Pine 1.0 2 4 4 1 2 13,430 0.53
6th & East Pine 1.0 3 1 1 I 2 15,430 0.28
Joth & East Pine 1.0 12 9 8 10 8 25,960 0.99
1-5 NB & East Pine 1.0 2 2 2 2 1 26,960 0.18
1-5 SB & East Pine 1.0 2 2 2 2 I 23,460 0.21
Table Rock & East Pine 1.0 I 0 0 0 0 16,060 0.03
Hazel & 3rd & 2nd 1.0 3 0 1 0 0 3,160 0.69
9 http://www.oregon.gov/ODOTITDITDATA/car/CAR]ublications.shtml
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4.2.4. Mobility Measures and Standards: There are two methods for determining the
quality ofa street system's mobility: Level of Service (LOS) and Volume-to-Capacity Ratio
(VIC Ratio). The City uses the LOS methodology, while ODOT and Jackson County uses the
VIC Ratio methodology. Jackson County uses the VIC Ratio to provide for consistent traffic
analysis with ODOT and because the VIC Ratio is conceptually simpler making is somewhat
easier to use in a public hearing format.
Level of Service (LOS)
The LOS methodology was developed to quantify the quality of service of
transportation facilities. LOS quantifies the degree ofcomfort (including such
elements as travel time, number of stops, total amount of stopped delay and
impediments caused by other vehicles) afforded to drivers as they travel through
an intersection or along a roadway section. In general, level of service is based on
total delay. This parameter is defined as the total elapsed time from when a
vehicle stops at the end ofa queue until the vehicle departs from the stop line.
LOS ranges from "A" to "F", with LOS "A" indicating the most desirable
condition and LOS "F" indicating an unsatisfactory condition. The Highway
Capacity Manual (HeM) LOS designations for signalized and stop~controlled
intersections are provided in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.
The City uses LOS as a performance standard for its traffic facilities. The
maximum level of service for Central Point facilities is level of service "D".
Table 4.2. Highway Capacity Manual Level of Service Designations for Signalized
Intersections
>55 and <= 80
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Volume-to-Capacity Ratio
Volume~to-capacity(vic) ratio is another measure of effectiveness that is used to
describe the level of operation of signalized intersections, stop-controlled
movements, and roadway segments. A volume~to-capacity ratio measures
indicates the percentage ofavailable capacity that is used by traffic demand during
a given time period. When the volume-to-capacity ratio exceeds 1.0 traffic queues
will fonn and continue to lengthen until demand reduces to below the capacity.
ODOT has jurisdiction over the signalized 1-5 ramp terminal intersections at East
Pine Street, as well as the intersections ofHwy. 99 & Beall Lane & Hwy. 99,
Hwy. 99 & Scenic Avenue and Peninger Road & East Pine Street. OOOT does
not employ LOS methodology. The 1999 Oregon Highway Plan lists maximum
volume-to-capacity ratios for all Oregon highways based on their level of
importance within the statewide highway system. Volume-to-capacity ratio
provides an indication of capacity sufficiency. The higher the volume-to-capacity
ratio, the more congested the facility. The Highway Mobility Standards Policy
established standards for mobility that are reasonable and consistent with the
directions of other Highway Plan policies.
The 1999 Oregon Highway Plan volume~to~capacity ratio standard for 1-5 and its
interchange components is 0.80. Action IF.1 of the plan states that the maximum
volume-to-capacity ratio for the ramp terminals of interchange ramps shall be the
smaller of the values of the volume-to-capacity ratio for the crossroad, or 0.85.
All other ODOT intersections within the City ofCentral Point must operate at a
volume-to-capacity ratio less than or equal to 0.90.
Table 4.3. Highway Capacity Manual Level of Service for Stopped Controlled
Intersections
.Level of Service Delay Range*
A (Desirable) <=10
B (Desira.ble) .. >10 and <=15
C (Desirable) >15 and <= 25
D (Acceptable) .. >25 and <= 35
E (Undesirable) >35 and <= 50
.F (Unsatisfactory) >50·
Delay Range related to the fange of average vehicle delay (in seconds per vehicle) that falls within the associated
level of service.
4.2.5. Existing Operational Analysis: In 2007, the City completed an operational
analysis of the City's existing street system lO, With the exception of the intersection of
Beebe Rd. and Hamrick Rd., the City's arterial and collector street system is currently
operating at an acceptable level of service. The LOS at the intersection of Beebe Rd. and
Hamrick Rd. is operating at a LOS ofElf (am/pm). All ODOT facilities are operating
within their minimum 0.90 volume~to~capacity ratio standard. The existing operational
levels of intersections within the study area are summarized in Table 4.4.
10 City ofCentral Point Transportation Plan, Existing Conditions Technical Traffic Report, JRH
Transportation Engineering, January 24, 2007
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Table 4.4. Level of Senrice and Vehicle-to-Capacity Ratio
Intersection Control LOS & VIC Year 2006 A.M. Year 2006 P.M.
Type Standard Performance Performance
WESTSIDE
Beall & Freeman Stopl1Jnsignalized LOS 0 LOSC LOSC
Beall & Bursell StopfUnsignal ized LOS 0 LOSB LOSB
Beall & Grant StopfUnsignal ized LOS 0 LOSB LOSB
Beall & Hanley StopfUnsignalized LOS 0 LOSB LOSB
Beall & Hwy. 99 Signalized VIC 0.90 VIC 0.81 VIC 0.76
Taylor & Grant (south) StopfUnsignalized LOS 0 LOS A LOS A
Taylor & Grant (north) StoplUnsignalized LOS 0 LOS A LOS A
BurseH & Hopkins StopfUnsignal ized LOS 0 LOSB LOSe
Hwy. 99 & East Pine (Front) Signalized VIC 0.90 VIC 0.61 VIC 0.69
2nd & East Pine StopfUnsignalized LOS 0 LOSe LOS 0
3fd &East Pine Signalized LOS 0 LOS A LOS A
4th & East Pine Signalized LOS 0 LOS A LOS A
6th & East Pine StoplUnsignal ized LOS 0 LOS 0 LOS 0
10th & East Pine Signalized LOS 0 LOSD LOSC
Grant & Scenic StoplUnsignalized LOS 0 LOS A LOS A
Scenic & Hv,y. 99 Stopl1Jnsignalized VIC 0.90 VIC 0.23 VIC 0.64
Haskell & Taylor StopfUnsignalized LOS 0 LOS A LOS A
Haskell & West Pine Signalized LOS 0 LOSB LOS A
Freeman & Hopkins StopfUnsignal ized LOS 0 LOSB LOSC
Hazel & 3fd & 2nd StoplUnsignalized LOS 0 LOSB LOSB
Haskell & Beall Stop/Unsignalized LOSO LOSC LOSC
EASTSIDE
Meadowbrook & East Pine StopfUnsignalized LOSD LOSB LOSC
Beebe & Hamrick StopfUnsignalized LOS 0 LOSE LOSF
Peninger & East Pine Signalized VIC 0.90 VIC 0.61 VIC 0.82
Hamrick & East Pine Signalized LOS 0 LOSB LOSC
Upton & Peninger StoplUnsignalized LOS 0 LOS A LOSB
1-5 NB & East Pine Signalized VIC 0.90 VIC 0.51 VIC 0.77
1-5 SB & East Pine Signalized VIC 0.90 VIC 0.72 VIC 0.65
Table Rock & East Pine Signalized LOSD LOSB LOSe
Wilson & Table Rock StoplUnsignalized LOS 0 LOS 0 LOSD
Vilas & Table Rock Signalized LOSD LOSB LOSe
New Haven & Hamrick StoplUnsignalized LOSD LOSC LOSC
Gebhard & Wilson Stopl1Jnsignalized LOSD LOS A LOSB
4.2.4. Freight Senrice.
Truck freight transportation within the Central Point UOB is primarily concentrated along
the truck routes designated in the Regional Transportation Plan. Figure 4.3 illustrates the
City's truck routes, which include Interstate 5 (I-5) and Highway 99 (Front Street). 1-5 is
the most important freight route in the region carrying approximately 4,000 to 5,000 trucks
per day through the area. 1-5 not only serves freight heading to destinations within the
Central Point UGB, but also serves trucks passing through the region to destinations
throughout the West Coast. Currently, the combined volume of freight transported over
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highway and rail modes in the 1~5 corridor through the Rogue Valley Metropolitan
Planning Region is estimated at 25 million tons annually, with the majority of this freight
carried on the highway system I [. Additional Central Point Freight Routes as identified in
the RVMPO Freight Study (2006) include Table Rock Road, Hamrick Road, East Vilas
Road, Pine Street, and Hanley Road.
The Freight Study finds that the freight system is in need of improvements to maintain
adequate levels of service to remain competitive and safe. The Freight Study
recommended twenty-nine (29) projects that would improve the region's freight system.
Of these twenty-nine projects, ten were within Central Point's urban area. This projects
and their scoring are listed in Table 4.5.
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4.3. Transportation Corridor Studies
Within the City, there are two major transportation corridors: Hwy. 99 and Pine Street. Over the
years each of these transportation corridors have had studies prepared addressing the transportation
role ofeach in the community and preferred design solutions.
Pine Street Transportation Corridor. Pine Street serves as the City's primary
east/west major arterial and is also the primary street serving the Central Business
District. Additionally, Pine Street is a designated freight route. Because of its
I I 1-5 State of the Interstate Report, ODOT, 2000.
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history and abutting land uses, Pine Street has been segregated in to two unique
sections: East Pine Street and West Pine Street.
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East Pine Street Plan (JRH Transportation Engineering, October 2004)-
East Pine Street serves as a typical major arterial with limited access. In
2005, the City completed an East Pine Street Corridor Study. This study
identified limitations on East Pine Street due to continued growth in the
area. The study also identified mitigation measures needed to maintain an
acceptable level of service along East Pine Street. Recommended
improvements have been incorporated in this TSP as part of the roadway
improvements presented in Chapter 7.
West Pine Street serves the Central Business District and is considered
an urban arterial through the downtown with on-street parking, curb-
extension, and other design features to emphasize the pedestrian nature of
the downtown. Because West Pine Street traverses the downtown, it is
critical that the design standards for West Pine Street be formalized as a
by-product of a downtown master plan. Although West Pine Street is
classified as a major arterial, it is imperative that on-street parking
continue to be a part of the design for West Pine Street through the
downtown.
Highway 99 Corridor Plan (OTAKlDKS, June 13, 2005). Historically Hwy. 99
has been a north/south state highway that runs through Central Point. As is typical
of the State's old highway system, business developed and received direct access
from Hwy. 99. Although a major arterial street, there are many businesses that
have direct access to Hwy. 99. Through a Transportation Growth Management
(TGM) grant, the City has prepared a corridor plan for Hwy. 99 that will serve as a
blueprint for future private and public development along the highway using
Smart Growth techniques l2• It is the objective of this plan to provide an
aesthetically pleasing and safe multi-modal environment along the corridor.
In 2005, the City and the State agreed on ajurisdictional transfer conveying to the
City the jurisdiction ofHwy. 99 between Mile Post 1.64 and Mile Post 2.] 8.
During that same period the City; after considerable community and ODOT input,
adopted the Highway 99 Corridor Plan. The acknowledged function of Hwy. 99 is
as a major arterial with a posted speed of 45 mph. The proposed design of Hwy.
99 intends to slow the traffic through the inclusion ofthe following:
• Gateway medians
• Frontage improvements to Fire Station No.3
• Enhanced pedestrian crossings
• Continuous pedestrian sidewalks and pathways
• Narrower curb-to-curb distances and travel widths
• On-street parking
• Landscape improvements to the street edges, e.g., street trees and
landscape planter strips
12 Smart Growth is an urban planning and transportation theory that concentrates growth in the center of a
city to avoid urban sprawl; and advocates compact, transit-oriented, walkable, bicycle-friendly land use,
including mixed-use development with a range ofhollsing choices.
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These design components have been compiled into a boulevard design standard
that addresses the unique character of Hwy. 99. Figure 9.2 illustrates the City's
typical cross-section as applied to Hwy. 99. The primary challenge in managing
the redevelopment of Hwy. 99 will be access management. Typical access
management regulations will be difficult to apply to Hwy. 99 as a result of
existing land use pattems and driveways. An access management plan unique to
Hwy. 99/Front Street should be prepared and adopted by the City.
The recommendations presented in each of these studies are discussed in other chapters of this
TSP, such as Pedestrian, Bicycle, and Streets.
4.4. Bicycle System Existing Conditions
The City's existing bicycle system is illustrated in Figure 4.4. While existing bicycle facilities are
located on a few of the arterial and collector streets in Central Point, much of the City's arterial
and collector systems lack bicycle facilities. The bicycle facilities that do exist cover only a limited
geographic area and, in some cases, are disconnected from each other. Many of the City's public
schools and parks are poorly connected with surrounding neighborhoods, reducing the opportunity
for convenient and safe bicycle travel for students and employees. What follows are descriptions
of the status ofbicycle facilities on arterial and collector streets. The focus is on these streets
because they provide the essential connectivity needed to develop an effective bicycle facilities
system. The most significant arterial and collector streets with limited or no bicycle facilities are:
Front Street: There are no bicycle facilities located on Front Street. The
Highway 99 Corridor Plan was completed in June 2005 13 and recommended that
adding bike lanes to Front Street is not a recommended improvement. Within the
current curb-to-curb distances, the bicycle lanes would be substandard and the
differential between the average vehicle speeds and bike speeds are too great to
support a convenient and safe bicycle system. It was proposed that safe and
continuous north to south bicycle lanes could be provided along two parallel
routes:
Second Street (north bound), with bikes and vehicles sharing a travel lane;
and
- A multi-use pathway west of the existing railroad tracks and connecting
Crater High School with the Twin Creeks TOO and the future Snowy
Butte TOD (south bound). A fence separating the railroad lines and the
pathway will be required.
East Pine Street (Freeman Road to Front Street). This section of East Pine
Street has limited bicycle facilities located near the 1-5 Interchange and Front
Street. While East Pine Street may be designated as a bicycle route, due to issues
related to traffic flow, parking and access to shopping areas, bicycle lanes may not
be located on the street. Since this is the case, Manzanita Street andlor Oak Street
have been designated as bikeways.
Biddle Road (Table Rock Road to Hamrick Road). From Hamrick Road to
Table Rock Road, bicycle facilities are not available. This section of Biddle Road
]3 Central Point Highway 99 Corridor Plan, OTAKJDKS, May 24, 2005
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(Biddle Road changes to East Pine Street at the intersection of Hamrick Road) is
designated as a bicycle route consistent with the City of Medford's designation of
Biddle Road.
Upton Road - 1-5 Overpass: The Upton Road - I-S overpass provides one of
only two means for crossing I-S in Central Point. A new overpass was completed
in 2008 which provides both bicycle and pedestrian facilities. Bicycle lanes were
also added to the west side of Upton which now connects to 10th Street/Scenic
Avenue providing improved connectivity to the existing bicycle system.
4.4.2 Links to Other Existing Regional & Municipal Bicycle Facilities and Plans
The City's Bicycle Plan as illustrated in Figure 8.1 provides connectivity to other local and
regional bicycle facilities and plans. These links should be included to the Bear Creek
Greenway, and the City of Medford TSP, and Jackson County TSP which are described
below.
Bear Creek Greenway Plan: The Bear Creek Greenway is a narrow corridor of
publicly-owned land that follows the Bear Creek streambed from Ashland to
Central Point. Development of the Bear Creek Greenway bicycle and pedestrian
path began in 1973 when the Oregon Department of Transportation built the first
3.4 mile stretch of the pedestrian/bicycle path through Medford. The Greenway
currently includes two primary sections:
Pine Street in Central Point to Barnett Road in Medford; and
Blue Heron Park in Phoenix to Nevada Street in Ashland.
When complete, the Greenway will provide a 20-mile, multi-use path from the I-
S/Seven Oaks Interchange in Central Point to Nevada Street in Ashland. It will
serve as an important facility for intercity travel in the I-S/OR 99 corridor.
Additionally, a Rogue River Greenway is currently in the planning stages. This
greenway will connect the communities of Grants Pass, Rogue River, and Gold
Hilt and would eventually be linked to the Bear Creek Greenway at the Seven
Oaks Interchange.
In tenus of the bicycle component of the Central Point TSP, the Bear Creek
Greenway not only offers a relatively safe and efficient means of transportation
but also provides an essential connection to other communities located along the
path. The links from the Central Point bicycle system to the Bear Creek
Greenway are via Upton Road / Peninger Road and East Pine Street near the I-S
Interchange.
The Jackson County Transportation System Plan (March 2005): Jackson
County adopted its Bicycle Master Plan, which identified conditions, needs, and
projects in ]997. The current Jackson County Transportation Plan adopted in
March 200S incorporates the projects identified in the master plan that have not
yet been completed. The plan also adds projects that were not in the Master Plan
where traffic volumes are expected to exceed 3,000 Average Daily Traffic Count
(ADT) and adequate shoulders or bike lanes are not provided.
The primary connections that need to be considered as Central Point bicycle
facilities are planned, developed, and improved are Hanley Road, Beall Lane, and
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Taylor Road. The Jackson County section of Taylor Road from Grant Road to
Old Stage Road has been scheduled for improvement, including bicycle facilities.
Once completed, Taylor Road will provide an additional link from Central Point
to Old Stage Road. The county section of Beall Lane from Hanley Road to Old
Stage Road has bicycle facilities.
City of Medford Transportation System Plan (April 2003). The City of
Medford Transportation System Plan - Bicycle Plan identifies the existing and
planned bicycle system within the Medford urban area. On arterial and collector
streets, it is important that Medford's and Central Point's bicycle systems be
coordinated and supportive. The primary connections described in Medford's
Bicycle Plan that need to be considered as Central Point bicycle facilities are
planned, developed, and improved are Merriman Road via Beall Lane, Front
Street connection to North Pacific Highway (Hwy. 99), West Vilas Road via
Hamrick Road, and E. Pine Street connections to Biddle Road. Within the City of
Medford these streets have, or are planned to have, bicycle lanes.
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4.5. Pedestrian System, Existing Conditions
The City's existing pedestrian system is illustrated in Figure 4.5. The City has been aggressively
constructing sidewalks within activity centers, Le. schools, shopping, etc. The City's current
development standards require sidewalks along all public streets.
4.6. Rail System, Existing Conditions
A single rail line runs through the City parallel to Hwy. 99. The rail line is operated by Central
Oregon Pacific Railroad (CORP) and is used for freight purposes only. Throughout the City's
urban area, there are three (3) public at-grade railroad crossings and one (I) proposed crossing.
















4.7. Transit, Existing Conditions
The Rogue Valley Transportation District (RVTD) serves most of the urbanized area in Jackson
County with public transit and paratransit services. It also serves other roles such as
providing medical-purpose transportation for Medicaid clients, coordination with other
government agencies for transportation planning and houses the region's rideshare
program. Central Point is currently served by Route 40 (Figure 4.6) and has very strong
ridership. Based on the City's GIS mapping, Route 40 is within a Y4 mile walk of
approximately 40% of the City's residential population. Route 40 travels from Medford to
Central Point and has received increased frequency from one hour to 30-minute headways.
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Chapter 5 - Transportation Management
5.1. Introduction
The Transportation Management chapter addresses transportation management best practices.
There are three basic components to transportation management:
• Transportation System Management
• Access Management
• Transportation Demand Management
The Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) requires that cities over 25,000 population include in
their Transportation System Plan (TSP) strategies for Transportation System Management, Access
Management, and Transportation Demand Management. With a current population of less than
25,000, the City ofCentral Point is not required by the TPR to include these elements in its TSP.
However, because of the significance of these elements in maximizing the efficiency ofa
transportation system, coupled with the fact that during the life of this TSP the City will exceed
25,000, the City has elected to include these transportation management techniques as a part of its
TSP. Additional infonnation on these elements is provided in the Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP).
In this chapter, it is the City's objective to establish, as a guiding principle, the use of
transportation management strategies that maximizes the utility of public right-of-way; is
appropriate to the functional classification ofeach street; and provides for multiple travel modes,
while minimizing their impact on the character and livability of surrounding neighborhoods,
business districts, and the general environment.
5.2. Transportation System Management (TSM)
The TPR defines TSM as ''techniques for increasing the efficiency, safety, and capacity or level of
service ofa transportation facility without increasing its size." TSM strategies are aimed at
making the most efficient and timely use of the existing transportation infrastructure, thus reducing
the need for costly roadway capacity expansions. Techniques include, but are not limited to:
• Intersection and signal improvements:
o Signal timing optimization
o Controller/cabinet and signal head upgrades
o Vehicle detectors repair/replace




o Lane assessment changes
o Signage and lighting
o Using one-way streets
o Signal prioritization for mass transit
• Freeway bottleneck removal programs
• Data Collection to monitor system perfonnance
• Special events management
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TSM strategies emphasize policies that can guide implementation of solutions to problems when
they are discovered. Specific TSM measures most applicable to the City's transportation system
are presented below. The listing and discussion ofTSM strategies below does not represent any
priority order. The broad range ofTSM strategies must be considered for the individual problems
associated with traffic operations at each location.
5.3. Mobility Standards
5.3.1. Update Existing Tramc Signals: Local governments traditionally base their decisions
on the installation of traffic signals on the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.
Central Point has a history of successfully using signals to achieve optimum traffic flow, and
will continue to give priority to improving existing traffic signals and signal systems. Such
improvements should include regular signal maintenance, updating the signal equipment and
signal timing plan improvements.
The need for traffic signal equipment modernization, timing plan improvements, and traffic
signal removal should be evaluated based on detailed analyses of traffic operations at the
existing intersections where signals are in place. Recent advances in signal technology and
acceptance have led to installation of signals that offer a broader menu of traffic movement
options, such as protective~permissive left turns. Depending on the traffic and the precise
characteristics of individual intersections, installation of such equipment may prove desirable.
The Pine Street traffic calming project, which is a part ofthis TSP, includes the replacement of
the mechanical downtown Pine Street signals with protective-permissive left tum signals.
Signal evaluations must be made on a case-by-case basis and can be more easily evaluated
using software packages such as, but not limited to, TRANSYT, SYNCHRO, and Passer II.
5.3.2. Coordinate Tramc Signals: The coordination ofnew traffic signals through
interconnection with existing traffic signals is a management technique that has demonstrated
mobility improvements in corridor level traffic operations. Experience in other communities
has shown an eight to ten percent improvement in travel time along arterials after
interconnected systems have been installed. Reduction of some types of automobile-generated
emissions is also cited as a possible benefit of improved signal systems.
Whenever additional intersections are signalized, Central Point needs to consider how they can
be best integrated with nearby signalized intersections. In some cases, signals operate most
efficiently as independent signals, but in other cases, they are best integrated into a signal
system. Some of the existing systems may need to be expanded to attain maximum benefit
with the addition ofmore signals.
The RTP identifies East Pine Street between the 1-5 interchange and Rogue Valley Highway in
Central Point as a candidate corridor for consideration, or for re-evaluation, ofexisting traffic
signal systems. The East Pine Street signal needs were evaluated and recommendations
presented in the East Pine Street Transportation Plan, October 2004. The recommendations
from the East Pine Street Plan have been included in this TSP. Installation of master
controllers, interconnection systems, and other equipment may help to achieve increased
efficiency and reduce congestion of the street system. The Pine Street traffic calming project
includes the coordination of the downtown Pine Street signals.
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5.3.3. Eliminate Unnecessary Tramc Signals: Intersection traffic control improvements
such as traffic signals are generally based on identified traffic congestion and safety problems.
Over time, a change in the surrounding land use and/or street system may reduce travel
demand at the signalized intersection, or roadway and intersection geometric improvements
may mitigate the safety problems at the intersection. Such changes in travel demand and
safety at the intersection may make the signal unnecessary, thereby requiring that the signal be
removed for optimum system perfonnance.
Intersections requiring removal of traffic signals may be converted to two-way stop control
with free flow in the major direction of travel, or they may be converted to all-way stop
control. The placement of traffic signals in downtown Central Point is likely to be re-
evaluated during the Pine Street traffic calming project.
5.3.4. Intersection Geometric Improvements: Intersection improvements such as the
provision oftuming lanes, traffic islands, channelization, and improved design can generally
be implemented at relatively modest cost depending on their complexity. The benefits,
though, in terms of improved vehicular traffic flow and pedestrian safety are substantial.
Central Point should consider following recognized national standards for geometric
improvements at intersections. The following are guidelines established by the Institute of
Transportation Engineers in designing and improving arterial intersections at grade:
• Reduce the number of conflicts among vehicular movements.
• Control the relative speed ofvehicles both entering and leaving the intersection.
• Coordinate different types of traffic control devices used with the traffic volume at the
intersection.
• Select proper types of intersections to serve the traffic volume. Low volumes can be
served with minimal control, whereas higher volumes require turning lanes and
sophisticated actuated signal operations.
• Use separate left- and right-tum lanes at high volume intersections.
• Avoid multiple and compound merging and diverging maneuvers. These require
complex driver decisions and create additional conflicts.
• Separate conflict points. Intersection hazards and delays are increased when
intersection maneuver areas are too close together or overlap.
• Favor the heaviest and fastest flows.
• Reduce areas of conflict by channelization (striping, islands, etc.).
• Segregate non-homogenous flows. Separate lanes should be provided where
appreciable volumes of traffic are traveling at different speeds (e.g. turning lanes for
slowing vehicles).
• Consider the needs of pedestrians and bicyclists.
Geometric improvements at qualifying intersections are included in this TSP's project list (see
Chapter 7- Street System).
5.3.5. One-Way Streets: Streets carrying high traffic volumes in major activity centers,
such as in the central business district (CBD) areas ofcities, are often regulated to carry
traffic in only one direction. The one-way designation increases the vehicle carrying
capacity of the street by offering additional lanes for travel in the same direction and
increases capacity of signalized intersections along the highway through improved signal
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progression and reduction in the number of signal phases (turning movements). The
increased capacity along the corridor can result in reduced delays thereby providing
significant travel time savings.
One~way streets can also result in increased safety by reducing vehicle-pedestrian and
vehicle-vehicle conflicts; preventing the entrapment of pedestrians between opposing
traffic streams; and improving the driver's field of vision at intersection approaches.
Along with increasing capacity and safety, one-way streets can help meet community
objectives by saving sidewalks, trees, and other valuable frontage assets that would
otherwise be lost because of the need to widen existing two-way streets. Additionally, the
one-way designation can also permit improvements in public transit operations such as
routings without turn-back loops. Overall, one-way streets provide a cost-effective
operational solution to busy streets in highly developed areas, such as CBD or other
activity centers, without requiring large capital expenditures.
One-way street systems must be adequately signed and enough cross-connections must be
provided for adequate accessibility. Without such provisions, traffic congestion and
vehicle miles of travel could actually increase.
One-way streets are not universally accepted. Where one-way streets have been proposed
or implemented, many business owners object; fearing that access by customers will be
lost. Many communities where one-way streets have been implemented have
subsequently reversed their direction or have changed them back to two-way operation.
Such changes make it clear that implementation of one-way street systems must be
carefully considered; requiring involvement of all parties including business owners,
motorists, and all other transportation system users.
Several alleys in Central Point are one-way alleys. Currently, no streets are identified in
for being changed to one-way.
5.3.6. Install New Traffic Signals at Intersections: Traffic signal improvements
generally provide the most cost-effective solution to improving traffic congestion on
existing arterial and collector streets. The need for traffic signal control at intersections
that are currently under two-way or four-way stop-control has been evaluated as part of
this rsp and the need for new traffic signals has been identified in Chapter 7 - Street
System Plan.
5.3.7. Ramp Metering: Ramp meters are employed at freeway on-ramp entrances with
the objective of optimizing throughput capacity on the mainline freeway. The
optimization is achieved by regulating the entry of vehicles onto the freeway during the
peak hours of operation through the use of ramp signals at the on-ramps. Very often,
optimization of freeway throughput capacity is achieved at the expense of additional
delays at the metered on-ramps. Another key consideration is the ability to provide
adequate queuing or storage capacity for the stopped vehicles on the ramps leading to the
through road.
Ramp metering has proven to be one of the most cost-effective techniques to improve
traffic flow on the freeway. A Federal Highway Administration study of seven ramp
metering sites in the United States and Canada revealed that average highway speeds
increased by 29 percent after installing ramp metering. An analysis ofthe system in
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Seattle revealed that in addition to speed and corresponding travel time improvements,
highway volumes increased between 12 and 40 percent as a result of ramp metering. Also,
accident rate reductions between 20 and 58 percent have been recorded as a result of
improved merging operations associated with ramp metering at freeway and on~ramp
merge points.
The need for metering on-ramps to 1-5 should be evaluated by ODOT in cooperation with
local governments as the region grows and travel demands increase along 1-5. Although I-
S and the ramps are under the jurisdiction of ODOT, it will be important for agencies to
work cooperatively to balance the competing demands on the interstate system.
The ramps at the Central Point interchange are forecast to be operating at an acceptable
level of service through 2010, but by 2020 the northbound ramp is forecast to exceed
ODOT's minimum acceptable VIC ratio. By 2030, it is forecast that the southbound ramp
will have similar capacity problems. Whether ramp metering is a solution to the capacity
limitations of these two 1-5 ramps is a question to be answered by ODOT. This TSP does
not identifY any projects for meter installation at the 1-5 interchange.
5.3.8. Goods Movement Management: The efficient movement ofgoods into and out
of urban areas is essential for the economic vitality ofthe region. Goods movement
management strategies are aimed at improving congestion and safety conditions along the
arterials. Strategies include restricting truck deliveries and pick~ups to off-peak periods,
using alleys for loading and unloading, and providing additional curb space for loading
and unloading operations. Such strategies should be investigated in commercial areas
along heavily congested roads.
In preparation of this TSP the issue of freight movement has resulted in a chapter
dedicated to freight. Chapter 11 - Freight will discuss the role of freight movement,
issues, and solutions.
5.4. Access Management (AM)
An effective tool for maximization of the City's street system is through Access Management.
Access Management is an effective and rational approach to coordinating transportation with land
development. As its name implies, access management regulates access to land development
while simultaneously preserving the flow of traffic on the surrounding road system in terms of
safety, capacity needs, and speed. To be effective, access management requires that land use
planning and development be coordinated with transportation planning, which is the primary
objective of the State's transportation planning rule. Access management calls for land use
controls and incentives that are keyed to development policies and transport system capabilities.
The product of an effective access management program is a street system that is safe, accessible,
and viable. The challenge is to develop effective access standards that find a balance between land
development plans and the functional integrity of the roadways that serve the developments and
the region.
Access issues can be highly controversial since access management often regulates and limits
access to individual businesses or requires access from side streets or frontage roads. The key
elements to a successful access management program include:
• Defining allowable access levels and spacing for various classes of roadways;
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• Providing a mechanism for granting variances when reasonable access cannot be provided;
and
• Establishing a means of enforcing standards.
Without an access management program along arterials and collectors, roadways may need to be
periodically widened to accommodate demands of new development. This cycle is a result of
continually trying to satisfY traffic demands, which are often a result of increased business activity,
which is influenced by improved traffic conditions, which leads to further traffic demands. The
number of conflict points among vehicles rises as a result of an increase in the number of
driveways, causing capacity to diminish. Vehicle delay increases and safety and comfort are
reduced. The following are some of the more important elements of an access management
strategy that are applicable in the Central Point area:
• Regulate minimum spacing of driveways.
• Regulate maximum number ofdriveways per property frontage.
• Require access on adjacent cross-street (when available).
• Consolidate access for adjacent properties.
• Encourage connections between adjacent properties that do not require motorists to
traverse the public streets.
• Require adequate internal site design and circulation plan.
• Regulate the maximum width ofdriveways.
• Improve the vertical geometries of driveways.
• Optimize traffic signal spacing and coordination.
• Install raised median divider with left-tum deceleration lane.
• Install continuous two-way left-tum lane.
Access management standards associated with state facilities are a required component of local
transportation system plans. Table 5. I identifies the access management standards the City of
Central Point utilizes along state facilities. Table 5.2 identifies access management guidelines for
all other facilities within Central Point.
















40 and 45 mph
30 and 35 mph
>=25 mph
Existing block spacing specified in Comprehensive
Plan or other spacing as permitted. See complete
description in 1999 Oregon Highway Plan.
J1999 Oregon Highway Plan, Appendix C: Access Management Standards, Table 15.
21999 Oregon Highway Plan, Policy Element, Policy IB: Land Use and Transportation (definitions)
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Table 5.2: Access Management Guidelines
Functional Minimum Minimum Spacing Appropriate Adjacent Land Use








retail and buffered medium or
higher density residential
between intersections.
Minor Arterial 35~50 mph 300 feet Y4 Mile 0+ Light industry/offices and
.buffered medium or low
density.
0+. Neighborhood commercial
near some rnajor intersections.
Collector 25·35 mph 50 feet 300 feet -+- Neighborhood commercial
near some major intersections.
-+- Medium or low density
residential.
0+ Primarily lower density
residential.
-+- Primarily industrial.
Local 25 Access to each 300 feet -+- Primarily low density
lot permitted residential.
-+- Primarily industrial.
Desirable design spacing (existing spacing will vary).
5.4.1. Access Management Planning: In recognition of the value of access
management, the City ofCentral Point has prepared access management plans and
standards for its arterial and collector street system.
Access Management Plan for Front Street (Highway 99)/Pine Street. This plan
was prepared in 2003 to identify access management strategies for the section of
Highway 99 generally defined as Front Street. The Plan also included the section of
Pine Street from Haskell Street to First Street. Both short·term and long-term access
strategies were developed. The findings and recommendations of the Access
Management Plan for Front Street (Highway 99)/Pine Street Plan are incorporated in
this TSP by reference.
Central Point Highway 99 Corridor Plan. This plan was prepared in 2005 and
addressed the land use and transportation needs of Highway 99 as a major
transportation corridor. This plan differed from the 2003 Access Management Plan
for Front Street (Highway 99)/Pine Street Plan only to the extent that its purpose was
broader in scope, including roadway geometry options, bicycle and pedestrian
systems, urban design solutions, etc. The access management recommendations in
both plans are consistent for the section of Highway 99 referred to as Front Street.
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The findings and recommendations of the Central Point Highway 99 Corridor Plan are
incorporated in this TSP by reference.
5.5. Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
The objective of Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies is to reduce the number of
single-occupant vehicles using the road system while providing a wide variety of mobility options
to those who wish to travel. In accomplishing this objective, TDM measures increase the carrying
capacity of the transportation system, without the expense and inconvenience of adding capacity to
the system. If implemented on an area-wide basis and actively supported by agencies, businesses,
and residents, TDM strategies may be able to reduce or delay the need for street improvements as
well as reduce energy consumption and air quality problems. TDM strategies are aimed at
reducing travel demand by influencing people's travel behavior in one of two ways: (1) by
reducing the need to travel or (2) by encouraging travel by a mode other than a single-occupant
automobile.
To manage the demand upon a transportation system, there are a number of basic approaches that a
community may take. First, decreasing peak demand either by shifting person-trips from the peak
hour of demand or by eliminating person-trips. Person-trips represent the number of trips made by
an individual, while vehicle trips account for multiple person-trips depending upon the number of
people traveling in the vehicle. Second, for the person-trips that are necessary during the peak
hour of demand, a community may encourage non-vehicular and vehicular alternatives to single-
occupant vehicles (SaVs). Non-vehicular alternatives such as bicycling and walking are most
applicable for short trips, while vehicular alternatives such as ridesharing and transit are necessary
for intermediate and long trips. Finally, a community may reduce the demand on its surface
transportation system by decreasing the distances traveled by vehicle trips through different
methods including, but not limited to, transit-oriented type development and increasing the
attractiveness of alternative modes of transportation such as transit, bicycling, and walking. There
is an important inter-relationship between the TDM element and land use.
The major effect of the TOM programs would be on the home to work and return trips, which
comprise about one-fifth of the total daily trips and about half of the peak hour traffic. Although
other types of trips may be impacted, the effect would be considerably less because the trips are
not as regular (e.g., shopping or business trips), often have a higher vehicle occupancy (e.g., school
trips), and sometimes involve the transfer of goods (e.g., shopping trips).
TDM strategies recommended for the Rogue Valley metropolitan area focus on the home to work
and return trips. These include establishing alternative work arrangements, promoting
telecommuting and ridesharing, and adopting a trip reduction ordinance. TDM strategies are also
closely tied to the provision ofadequate pedestrianlbicycle facilities and transit services and
modifying parking requirements. The following describes the recommended plan for alternative
work arrangements, telecommuting, ridesharing, and a trip reduction ordinance. RVTO houses the
"Way to Go Program" which is Transportation Demand Management programs for the entire
Rogue Valley. Programs focus on bicycle and pedestrian safety, carpools and vanpools, etc.
5.5.1. Alternative Work Arrangements: Local governments and major employers can
encourage work arrangements providing an alternative to the 8-to-5 work schedule. These
arrangements could include, but not be limited to, employee flex-time programs, staggered
work hours, and compressed work weeks as described below:
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Employee Flex-Time Programs. One opportunity employers have to affect total trip
demand is through influencing their own employees' peak versus off-peak travel
behavior. A flexible schedule may allow employees to match their work hours with
transit schedules, make carpool arrangements, or merely avoid peak congestion times.
Active promotion of alternative schedules might slightly decrease total peak hour
traffic.
Flex-time is most useful in offices, particularly for administrative and information
workers. It may not be as applicable for non-office employers since their employees
often have to work hours that are not during the peak hour of traffic demand anyway
(e.g., retail employers) or because their work requires continuous communication
between workers. In addition, flex-time may be difficult to implement for small
employers.
Staggered Work Hours. Staggered work hours is a policy of established starting and
finishing times for different groups ofemployees. Unlike flex-time, the employer,
rather than the employee, determines the staggered work hours. Like flex-time, this
tool has greater applicability to employees of large offices, since many non-office
employees already work staggered work hours or work in a highly interdependent
manner.
Government agencies can take a lead by establishing a standard work schedule that
differs from the historic 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. schedule. For example, employees can
be encouraged to work a 7-to-4 or 9-to-6 five-day work schedule. This is often done
for the street and parks crews in public works situations because of summer hours and
weather conditions. It might also be established for other employees, although some
agencies and local governments have encountered opposition from employee groups
claiming they should have additional compensation for unusual work hours.
Staggered work hours have to be considered in light ofthe need to have service desk
hours that meet the needs of citizens. Staggered work hours could actually increase
the opportunities for citizen contact.
Compressed Work Week. Compressed work weeks involve employees working
fewer days and more hours per day. One common form of this policy is the 4-day/40-
hour week where the employee works four 10-hour days. A second common form is
the 9-day/80 hour schedule in which the employee works 9 days and 80 hours over a
two-week period. With the 4/40 schedule, the employee gets one business day off
each week; with the 9/80 schedule, the employee gets one business day off each two
weeks.
Because of the extended hours, both policies usually shift one "leg" of a work trip per
working day (either the arriving or departing "leg") out of the peak hours. The 4/40
policy additionally eliminates an entire work trip every five business days (1/5 ofthe
work trips). The 9/80 policy eliminates an entire work trip every ten business days
(1/10 of the work trips).
One of the problems with any of the compressed work schedules is the potential for
increases in non-work trips during the "offday." Increases from non-work travel may
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off-set gains made from the shift in employee schedule. Such trips, however, may not
be taken during peak periods and could still produce benefits related to peak hour
congestion and air quality.
5.5.2. Telecommuting: Local governments and major employers can encourage
telecommuting. Telecommuting is another opportunity available to employers to affect
total trip demand. It is similar to work-at-home policies, except that the employee
connects to the workplace via a computer and fax/modem. Telecommuting arrangements
can also involve more than one employee, e.g., when an employer provides a satellite
work center connected to the principal work center. Another telecommuting alternative is
a neighborhood work center operated by more than one employer, or by an agency.
Recent advances in communications technology (e.g., Internet capabilities) should greatly
enhance telecommuting options. Telecommuting for even one or two days per week could
save significant trip miles and still reap the benefits of working at the central work site.
5.5.3 Ridesharing: Local governments and major employers can encourage ridesharing
by subsidizing ridesharing or by making ridesharing more convenient. Ridesharing
includes two principal categories: carpooling and vanpooling. Carpooling involves the use
of an employee's private vehicle to carry other employees to work, either using one car
and sharing expenses or rotating driving responsibilities and vehicles. Vanpooling
involves the use of a passenger van driven by one ofthe employees with the fixed and
operating costs at least partially paid by the other riders through monthly fares. A
common feature of vanpooling is that the van is often owned by the employer, a public
agency (such as a transit district), or a private, non-profit corporation set up for that
purpose.
Ridesharing can be greatly influenced by special treatment at the work place. Participation
can be increased by employer actions, which make ridesharing more convenient through
incentives such as providing guaranteed ride home services, preferential car/vanpool
parking, and area-wide and employer-based commuter matching services:
Guaranteed ride. A guaranteed ride home often makes ridesharing more
attractive. Surveys have shown that many employees drive to work because they
feel they need their automobile during the day or because they may work late. In
some cases, they need their automobile for work trips or errands. In other cases,
they do not use their automobile but simply want it available for emergencies.
Provision of daytime and emergency transportation by allowing use ofa company
vehicle or employer-sponsored free taxi can encourage ridesharing by eliminating
some of the barriers. On the other hand, ridesharing also reduces individual
"freedom" and is not widely accepted until there is real congestion or financial
benefits.
Preferential car/vanpool parking. Preferential carpool and vanpool parking is a
simple, inexpensive way for an employer to encourage employees to rideshare by
increasing the ease of access to the workplace. Generally, preferential carpool and
vanpool parking spaces are provided close to the building entrance. This makes it
convenient for the employees to access the building, particularly during inclement
weather conditions.
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Commuter matching services. Commuter matching services, whether area-wide
or employer-based, permit those who wish to rideshare to find others with similar
locations and schedules. An employer-based matching service offers the
advantage of a shared destination, but presents the disadvantage of limiting the
pool of potential riders. A carpool matching service can be one-time or
continuous. The Rogue Valley Transportation District (RVTD) serves as the
carpooling agency and performs a wide variety of services to support and
encourage the use of carpools, including matching of potential riders.
5.5.4. Trip Reduction Ordinance: Local governments can encourage major
employers to adopt trip reduction goals designed to reduce site vehicular trip
generation. A voluntary Trip Reduction Ordinance (TRO) is recommended for the
Rogue Valley metropolitan area, applicable to major employers with more than 50
employees. The ordinance would apply to both existing and proposed development,
thereby distributing the responsibility equitably between existing and future
development.
A TRO is not a TDM strategy itself, but is a device by which TDM measures are
implemented. TROs typically require employers and developers to share some of the
responsibility for reducing single-occupant automobile use by their employees. Some
communities place the burden on the initial developers of office parks or other major
employment centers, including obligating them to fund a transportation management
organization. The developer then passes these costs on to tenants ofthe facilities.
TROs identifY specific trip reduction targets, such as the percentage reduction of
commuter vehicle trips. The decrease in trip generation can be achieved by decreasing
auto trips and by increasing ridesharing and transit trips and trips by other alternative
modes.
Ordinances are usually slowly phased into many communities as a way of easing the
compliance burden. A voluntary compliance period is initially implemented for
employers to voluntarily adapt to the requirements and learn the various demand
management tools, such as promoting ridesharing, subsidizing transit passes, and
developing parking incentives. During this period, studies are conducted to determine
if voluntary compliance is meeting the community trip reduction goals. If the goals
are not met, then a community may choose to make the trip reduction goals mandatory
for major employers and/or expand it to smaller ones.
5.5.5. Bicycle, Pedestrian, and Transit Programs: Bicycle, pedestrian, and transit
are often treated as TOM measures because promotional programs aimed at
encouraging their use are a major part of an area plan. The Central Point TSP project
improvement list calls for facilities as well as operational or promotional programs for
all three modes. Because of the importance of these modes to the overall
transportation strategy for the region, these modes are addressed in separate plan
elements.
5.5.6. Park-and-Ride Facilities: Local governments should consider the
development of park-and-ride facilities as a cost-effective means of increasing the
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efficiency of the existing transportation system. Park-and-ride facilities are one of
many TDM tools designed to increase efficiency, reduce energy consumption, and
provide options to the single occupant vehicle trip. Park-and-ride facilities increase the
effectiveness of transit service by expanding the area from which transit draws.
Patrons living outside of walking distance of an established transit stop can drive or
bike to the park-and-ride and use transit instead of driving or cycling long distances to
their destination. Ease of access, security and safety, easy to understand layouts and
good, direct pedestrian and bicyclist connections make use of park-and-ride lots
desirable.
Park-and-rides are frequently located near freeway interchanges or at transit stations
and may be either shared use, such as at a church or Transit Oriented Development
(TaD) center, or exclusive use. Shared use facilities are generally designated and
maintained through agreements reached between the local transit operator and nearby
businesses, churches, or other entities.
The Rogue Valley Council ofGovemments completed The Park-and-Ride
Feasibility/Location Study in January 2001 for the RVTD service area. Feasible
locations for park-and-ride sites were one of the tasks of the study. For Central Point,
it was suggested that a park-and-ride site could be located at East Pine Street and
Freeman Road in the Albertson's parking lot located on Route 40 (Medford to Central
Point). This site could be accessed by southbound 1-5 commuters or those coming
from within Central Point. This site would be most logical if it could be served by an
express transit line running on the 1-5 corridor. Current routing would require buses to
slightly deviate on their in-boundjoumey. In most other respects, this lot would work
well as a park-and-ride facility14.
14 Park and Ride FeasibilitylLocation Study. Rogue Valley Council of Govemments, January 2001
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5.6. Transportation Management Goals, Objectives, and Policies
GOAL 5.1: TO MAXIMIZE, THROUGH TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES, THE EFFICIENCY, SAFETY, AND CAPACITY OF THE
CITY'S EXISTING TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES AND SERVICES.
Policy 5.1.1. The City shall make every effort to maintain mobility standards that result in a
minimum level ofservice (LOS) "D." The City defines LOS D as the equivalent to
a volume-capacity ratio of0.9.
Policy 5.1.2. The City shall facilitate implementation ofbus bays by RVTD on transit routes as
a means offacilitating traffic flow during peak travel periody. The feasibility,
location and design ofbus bays shall be developed in consultation between the
City and RVTD.
GOAL 5.2: TO EMPLOY ACCESS MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES TO ENSURE SAFE
AND EFFICIENT ROADWAYS CONSISTENT WITH THEIR DESIGNATED
FUNCTION.
Policy 5.2.1. The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain, either within the zoning ordinance or
the Public Works Standards and Details manual, access management standards
based on best practices.
Policy 5.2.2. The City shall implement the access management strategies presented in the
Access Management Plan for Front Street (Highway 99)/Pine Street and the
Central Point Highway 99 Corridor Plan.
GOAL 5.3: TO REDUCE THE DEMANDS PLACED ON THE CURRENT AND FUTURE
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM BY THE SINGLE-OCCUPANT VEHICLE.
Objective 5.3: The City ofCentral Point shall encourage the use ofalternative travel modes by
serving as an institutional modelfor other agencies and businesses in the
community.
Policy 5.3.1 The City shall serve as a leading example for other businesses and agencies by
maximizing the use ofalternative transportation modes among City employees
through incentive programs. The City shall provide information on alternative
transportation modes and provide incentives for employees who use alternatives
to the single-occupant automobile.
Policy 5.3.2. The City shall offer flexible schedules and compressed work-week options
whenever feasible, as a way ofreducing travel demand. The City shall encourage
employees to telecommute, whenever feasible.
Objective 5.4: The City shall work towards reducing the vehicle miles traveled (VMTj in the
Central Point Urban Area by assisting individuals in choosing alternative travel
modes.
Policy 5.4.1 The City shall encourage major employers to promote work arrangements
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providing an alternative to the 8-to-5 work schedule. These arrangements shall
include, but are not limited to, employee flex-time programs, staggered work
hours, and compressed work weeks.
Policy 5.4.2 The City shall encourage major employers to promote telecommuting where
feasible.
Policy 5.4.3 The City and major employers shall encourage ridesharing by making ridesharing
more convenient.
Policy 5.4.4 The City shall encourage major employers to work with RVTD to adopt trip
reduction goals designed to reduce site vehicular trip generation.
Objective 5.5: Transportation demand management (TDM) measures promoted by the City shall
be consistent with the Regional Transportation Plan strategies aimed at reducing
reliance on the single occupant vehicle (SOV) and reducing vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) per capita.
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Chapter 6 - Parking Management
6.1 Introduction
The Oregon State Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) encourages and promotes a variety of
transportation choices that balance vehicular use with other transportation modes, including the
reasonable management ofvehicular parking spaces. In accordance with OAR 660-012-
0045(5)(c), the City of Central Point has elected to prepare, as part of its Transportation System
Plan (TSP), a chapter addressing management of on-street and off-street parking within the City's
urban area. The primary goal in regulating parking is to responsibly reduce auto dependence, and
to encourage use of alternative modes of transportation where they are available. This chapter will
address objectives and strategies for the management of the City's parking supply that integrates
land use planning and best practices for on-street and off-street vehicular parking consistent with
the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and the TPR. The contents of this chapter are intended to
provide a basis for the development and implementation of parking regulations for the City of
Central Point.
6.2. Current Parking Inventory
The TPR defines the term "parking space" as on-street and off-street parking spaces designated for
automobile parking in areas planned for industrial, commercial, and institutional or public use.
Based on this definition, a parking inventory for the City was completed in 2008 with a count of
4,585 parking spaces located within the City's urban area. The City o/Central Point Parking
Space Inventory (Parking Inventory) is in Table 6.3. The Parking Inventory will be maintained on
an annual basis.
6.3. Parking Performance Measures
The primary means of measuring the City'S progress in attaining its parking objectives will be
determined using a per capita parking ratio (Parking Ratio). The Parking Ratio is measured by
dividing the parking inventory by the most current population. Over the course of this TSP, it is
the City's objective to reduce parking spaces per capita by 10%. Currently, the City's Parking
Ratio is 0.27. A 10% reduction will reduce the Parking Ratio to 0.24 by the year 2030. The
parking performance benchmark is defined in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Transportation System Plan Parking Performance Measures
Measure How Measured Current Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark
2008 2010 2015 2020 2030
Measure 6-1: Ratio of Calculated based on the City of
parking spaces to Central Point Parking Inventory
population within the and annual population estimates
urban area. from Portland State University. 0.270 0.265 0.260 0.250 0.240
6.4. Parking Strategies
There are many parking strategies addressing a wide variety of techniques that manage parking
supply and demand. The appropriateness of any individual parking strategy is dependent on the
needs of the community. Not all parking strategies are appropriate for a community at any
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particular period in time, but may be appropriate during later stages ofa community's
development. Consequently, the list of potential parking strategies includes strategies that may not
be appropriate at this time, but may be appropriate within the planning period.
In Table 6.2, a comprehensive listing of parking strategies are identified and cross referenced to
both the RTP and TSP. A discussion of each of the strategies and their and applicability to the
City is included in this section. There are two categories of parking strategies presented in Table
6.2: Parking Facility Efficiency and Reduce Parking Demand. As their names imply, strategies
that address Parking Facility Efficiency are intended to maximize the use of parking spaces
(supply) while strategies to Reduce Parking Demand are directed to reductions in the demand for
parking.
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6.4.1 Shared Parking: The term "shared parking" refers to a parking facility that serves
multiple destinations/uses. The key to the effective use of shared parking relies on the mix
of uses sharing the parking facility. The use of shared parking is most effective in a mixed
use development where there is a variety of uses that have different peak hour parking
demands.
Traditionally, parking lots have been sized to accommodate 90 percent of peak hour and
peak month usage, typically the Christmas season, and serve a single development. For
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the most part, these lots are operating at levels considerably less than the number of spaces
provided. Shared parking standards allow different uses with different peak period
parking demand to share parking facilities.
For example, a series of buildings may include such land uses as restaurants, theaters,
offices, and retail, all of which have varying peak use times. A restaurant generally
experiences parking peaks from 6 to 8 p.m., while offices typically peak around 10 a.m.
and again around 2 p.m. on weekdays. Some retail establishments have their peak usage
on weekends. Theaters often peak from 8 to 10 p.m. Without a shared parking plan, these
uses would develop parking to serve each of their individual peaks. This generally results
in each lot being heavily used while the other lots operate at far less than capacity.
Depending upon the combination of uses, a shared parking plan may allow some
developments to realize a parking reduction of 10-15 percent without a significant
reduction in the availability of parking at anyone time, due solely to the different peak
periods for parking.
One of the major stumbling blocks to implementing shared parking standards is local
jurisdictions themselves. Quite often, parking codes are written to express parking
minimums as opposed to maximums. In some cases, the implementation of shared
parking strategies may require changes to the minimum parking requirements contained in
the parking policies.
Other issues surrounding shared parking are liability, insurance, and the need for
reciprocal access agreements allowing patrons of one establishment to cross land owned
by another.
The City zoning ordinance currently contains some provisions permitting sharedparking,
and will continue efforts to expand the use ofsharedparking. It is acknowledged that the
success ofsharedparking is in the understanding ofa peakparking demand and the mix of
uses to assure different peak parking demand.
6.5.2. Regulate Parking: Parking regulations refer to the adoption of controls regulating
who can use parking, when the parking can be used, and for how long a vehicle may park
in a given location. As an example the establishment of loading zones is a parking
regulation, as is handicapped parking, time limits, no parking zones, etc. The primary
objective of regulating parking is to ensure that parking is available to a specific user
group.
The City's parking regulations follow conventional practices and laws. Since the City
already employs parking regulations, it is only necessary that the City periodically
evaluate the efficiency ofits parking regulation program and update as necessary to
maintain optimal efficiency.
6.5.3. Accurate and Flexible Standards: Generally referred to as efficiency-based
parking standards, this strategy refers to the use of parking requirements adjusted to a
location's needs based on parking demand and supply that addresses the demographic,
geographic, and management factors unique to the area. The use oflower parking
standards for retirement housing is an example ofaccurate and flexible parking standards.
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The City will continue efforts to establish lower minimum parking requirements in the
current zoning districts to encourage in-fill development and the use ofalternative travel
modes. This is particularly true ofcommercial and industrial zoning. Lower parking
minimums could have an impact on the total parking inventory, but there is no guarantee
that development would choose fewer parking spaces for their developments. Lower
minimum parking requirements, however, might encourage some in~fill development. In~
fill development can be encouraged to increase densities and remove landfrom its
temporary status as parking lots. Both the reduction ofexisting parking and increasing
building densities will help lead to a more pedestrian friendly environment and encourage
transit ridership ~ a primary goal ofthe TPR.
6.5.4. Parking Maximums: Most often zoning regulations address parking in tenns of
the minimum parking required for any given use. This often leads to an over abundance of
parking, particularly in retail environments. As its name implies, maximum parking
standards establish a maximum amount ofparking allowed per use or area. Depending
upon how the zoning regulation is structured, the amount ofparking built in connection
with new development could be reduced by as much as 30 percent. The exact levels of
parking pennitted for new development would be figured on the rate of expected
construction by land use type.
The City does not currently regulate the maximum amount ofparking allowed. The
adoption ofmaximum parking standards is an effective means ofreducing excessive
parking and is a statedpolicy ofthe City. As a product ofthis TSP, the City will be
updating the parking regulations in its Land Development Code to provide maximum
parking requirements for all uses and development (new, in-fill, redevelopment).
6.5.5. Remote Parking and Shuttle Service: Remote parking typically involves off~site
parking, and is very similar to shared parking. Remote parking essentially addresses
parking needs by providing parking in outlying areas. Consequently, users of remote
parking are required to walk further, or use transit/shuttle services to reach the intended
destination.
The City's current zoning regulations support remote parking, provided that it is located
within a minimum specified distance. With respect to transit/shuttle service, the City does
support efforts by ODOT and RVTD to develop shuttle service andpark~and~ride
facilities.
6.5.6. Smart Growth: Smart growth is a term that represents land use planning
techniques that encourage compact, mixed-use, and pedestrian friendly, and transit-
oriented development. Smart growth techniques are aimed at reducing reliance on the
automobile by providing an environment that encourages walking and bicycling.
The City has been very aggressive in its pursuit ofsmart growth techniques, with projects
such as Twin Creeks TOD, SnOlty Butte Station, and the adoption oftransit oriented
development standards.
6.5.7. Walking and Bicycle Alternatives: To the extent that they reduce reliance on use
of the automobile, walking and bicycle policies are an effective parking strategy. An
effective and connected pedestrian and bicycle system will reduce the demand for parking.
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In Chapter 8, the City's policies andplans for development ofa convenient and safe
pedestrian and bicycle system are stated.
6.5.8. Capacity of Existing Parking Facilities: Increases in the capacity of existing
parking facilities applies to both on-street and off-street parking. It is not unusual for older
parking facilities to have areas of waste, or paring dimensions which can yield additional
parking. Many cities also have parking requirements that don't allow flexibility in
dimensional standards, i.e. compact parking.
The City will continuously evaluate its parking standards to maintain use ofbest practices
for parking management.
6.5.9. Mobility Management: Mobility management, more commonly referred to as
transportation demand management (TDM) addresses strategies that increase the
efficiency of a transportation system by changing travel behavior. This change in behavior
can be in the form of routes use, transportation mode, time of travel, etc., or a combination
thereof. An effective TOM program can cause a reduction in the demand for parking.
Chapter 5 ofthe TSP discusses the City's use ofTDMstrategies. When successfully
implemented, many TDM strategies will also result in a reduction in the parking demand
6.5.10. Price Parking: Another approach to reducing the supply of parking is to impose a
fee on the use of parking spaces, particularly within commercial areas. There are a
number of responses, both positive and negative, to pricing parking. One of the negative
responses is to work, shop, or visit other destinations that are not subject to pricing of
parking.
At this time, the pricing ofparking is not considered a reasonable parking reduction
technique for the City. However, it is acknowledged that it is merely a matter oftime
before the pricing ofparking will be a viable strategy, this will be particularly true ofthe
succes.iful revitalization ofthe downtown.
6.5.11. Improve Pricing Methods: Improvements to pricing methods relates to the actual
means by which motorists pay for parking, i.e. meters, parking passes, debit cards, etc.
These payment systems are often an aggravation to the motorist, because of the general
inconvenience they cause versus the preferred free parking that they have become
accustomed to.
The improvement in pricing methods strategy requires that a pricing system be in place
(6.5.10). As noted above, it is not expected that the City will generate sufficient demand in
parking to support price parking and pricing methods. However, when considering plans
for the downtown, price parking and pricing methods will be a consideration.
6.5.12. Financial Incentives: Financial incentives refer to strategies that encourage
motorists to use alternative means of commuting to work/shopping. Examples include,
discounted transit passes, rideshare incentives, and what is referred to as cash-out which is
a direct cash incentive to employees to use an alternative travel mode less reliant on
parking.
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In theforeseeablefuture, the City does not anticipate its direct use ofthis strategy but
does support its use by R VTD.
6.5.13. Unbundle Parking: The tenn "unbundle parking" refers to the leasing or sale of
parking spaces separate from the building space. The objective is to allow users to
purchase only the parking that is needed. Because of the administrative sophistication
(legal) of unbundled parking, its use is primarily limited to metropolitan, high density
environments with very high parking demand.
At this time unbundledparking is not an appropriate parking strategyfor the City of
Central Point. Parking demand and general land use characteristics do not support
consideration ofthis strategy.
6.5.14. Parking Taxes: The taxation of parking is another strategy for managing the
supply of parking. Parking taxation strategies refer to a wide range of taxation related to
parking, including the actual taxation of parking, stonn water management fees, etc.
Through its storm water systems developmentfee and maintenance fees the City does
indirectly tax parking based on the impervious surface area parking creates. The use ofa
parking tax, other than the storm development and maintenance fee, is not a realistic
consideration until it becomes a common practice throughout the metropolitan area.
6.5.15. User Information and Marketing: Often parking is available, but the location of
that parking is unknown. Proper signage and marketing can improve the efficiency of
parking use.
Parking information and marketing willprimarily apply to the City's downtown area. As
the downtown revitalizes, parking will become a premium and the location and
availability ofparking will be afunctional component ofthe downtown revitalization
process.
6.5.16. Enforcement and Control: As its name implies, this parking strategy addresses
improvement in the efficiency of a City's parking enforcement and control program. This
strategy is primarily a management strategy focusing on the attainment of a City's parking
objectives.
Until the City has an enforcement orformal parking management program, this strategy is
premature. It is probable that over the next twenty years revitalization ofthe downtown
will result in the needfor parking management. When a parking management program is
developed, it is important to define the mission ofthe program.
6.5.17. Parking Management Association: Parking management and parking
management associations (PMAs) are mechanisms that can facilitate shared parking
among non~adjacent land uses by providing off~site centralized parking facilities. These
facilities can be large parking structures or surface lots. Parking management can employ
a wide range of techniques that will result in the more efficient use of existing parking
facilities.
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PMAs are entities responsible for conducting this management and providing access to
resources that will ease the burden on the parking supply. Often PMAs are non~profit
groups supported by retail or business district associations.
With the exception ojthe downtown, it is not anticipated that during the planningperiod
covered by this TSP that the intensity ojdevelopment within the City will be such as to
support a PMA. Currently, within the downtown, development is not intense enough to
support a PMA. However, as the downtown's revitalization efforts mature there will be a
definite roleJor the creation oja PMA. This is particularly true considering the many
small properties lacking current parking and the cost ojdeveloping new parking within
the downtown.
6.5. Regional Transportation Plan
The Regional Transportation Plan 2005-2030 (RTP) contains six (6) parking related policies. The
policies adopted in the RTP address some, but not all, of the strategies noted above. The RTP
parking policies are as follows:
RTP Policy 6.B-l: Local Governments shall consider the adoption ofmaximum parking
requirements (or parking caps) in their zoning codes to reduce excessive off-street parking
supply.
RTP Policy 6.B-2: Local governments should establish low minimum parking
requirements in their zoning codes to encourage in-fill development.
RTP Policy 6.B-3: Local governments should re-designate existing, general use parking
spaces to a different, special use as to encourage the use of alternative transportation
modes.
RTP Policy 6.B-4: Local governments are required to manage roadway space as
necessary to provide for bike lanes, bus stops, turn lanes, no parking zones, and other such
uses that promote use of alternative transportation modes. On-street parking can be
eliminated as required to provide for these facilities. The management of roadway space
also includes the use of narrower streets. Management of the roadway space and the
allocation for these uses can have a measurable impact on the amount of on-street parking.
Bike Lanes: In limited locations, the removal of on-street parking and re-striping
for a bicycle lane is a possibility, rather than by widening the roadway. However,
since most arterial and collector streets currently do not include on-street parking,
elimination of a significant number of parking spaces is unlikely.
Bus Stops: From time-to-time throughout the planning period, the placement of
bus stops will be needed as the Rogue Valley Transportation District's expands
routes and service.
Turn Lanes: Re-striping for tum lanes is a transportation system management
strategy that can be used to increase the capacity of intersections. In many cases,
queuing distances at stop signs or traffic signals wilt require that no~parking zones
be extended for more than 100 feet from the intersection. This could require
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removal of parking that is sometimes permitted as close as 20 feet from a cross-
walk at an intersection.
No-Parking Zones: Designating larger no-parking zones to increase sight
distances at intersections is already implied in the code. Parking is not permitted
within 50 feet of a stop sign, yield sign, or other traffic control device where such
parking hides it from view. A blanket prohibition on parking within 50 feet of a
comer would have a measurable impact on the number of parking spaces and
would have other benefits related to sight distance.
Street Standards: Adopting street standards for residential streets could include
reducing street width to the extent that on-street parking would be pennitted only
on one side or eliminated completely. This technique needs to be carefully
considered and managed through strict design controls to assure that residential
neighborhoods have adequate parking for visitors.
RTP Policy 6.8-5: Local governments shall utilize and encourage appropriate parking
policies and strategies to reduce auto dependence and discourage auto use where other
alternative modes ofaccess are possible. Where appropriate, parking needs to be oriented
to the back or side of buildings with entrances to the front for pedestrian access.
The TPR presented two techniques in this category: Shared Parking; and Parking
Management
RTP Policy 6.8-6: Local government and ODOT shall plan park-and-ride facilities near
transit routes and major transportation connections to encourage transit and shared rides to
discourage single occupancy vehicles.
The parking strategies presented in this chapter have been prepared in coordination, and are
compliant with, the parking policies adopted in the RTP.
6.6. Current Parking Code and Policy Changes
The City's current parking standards were last updated in 1998. Current parking regulations
specify only minimum standards, resulting in some developments, such as retail stores, to provide
an excess ofparking supply. It is the City's policy that parking regulations as set forth in the Land
Development Code be periodically reviewed against best practices, and the Land Development
Code appropriately amended.
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252 0.00 om om 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 000 O.OG% 0.00%
254 62.00 0.0:1 O.O~I 62.00 000 000 0.0:1 62.00 l.2eN~ 0.36%
256 67.00 0.0:1 O.C,zJ 67.00 000 0.00 0.0:1 67.00 j.33% 0.38%
No:e: All Figures E.>:elwde R"'siden:i"'l Parking
11cludes Fan,ing ...;ithin Citylin1i:s and UG3
City Population as. of June, 2008 17,02.5
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6.7. Parking Management Goals and Policies
GOAL 6.1: TO MANAGE AUTOMOBILE PARKING WITHIN THE CENTRAL
POINT URBAN AREA AS NECESSARY TO EFFECTUATE
REDUCTIONS IN PARKING SPACES CONSISTENT WITH STATE AND
REGIONAL GOALS.
Policy 6.1.1. The City shall manage the supply, operation, enforcement and demandfor parking
in the public right~of~way to encourage economic vitality, traffic safety,
transportation system efficiency, and livability ofneighborhoods.
Policy 6.1.2. Except within the Central Business District, where on-street parking is considered
an element ofthe Central Business District's economic vitality, the provisionfor
on~streetparking is second in priority to the needs ofthe travel modes (i.e.,
vehicle, transit, bicycle, pedestrian) using the street right-ofway, and shall be
removed when necessary to facilitate street widening.
Policy 6.1.3. In those areas where demand exists, an adequate supply ofoff-street calpool and
vanpool parking spaces shall be provided. The location ofthese spaces shall have
preference over those intendedfor general purpose off-street parking.
GOAL 6.2: TO PROMOTE AND MANAGE THE PARKING NEEDS OF THE
CENTRAL POINT URBAN AREA IN A MANNER THAT REASONABLY
BALANCES THE DEMAND FOR PARKING AGAINST THE USE OF
TRANSIT, BICYCLE, AND PEDESTRIAN TRANSPORTATION MODES,
WHILE MAINTAINING THE ECONOMIC VITALITY AND
NEIGHBORHOOD LIVABILITY.
Policy 6.2.1. The City shall prepare, adopt and maintain parking standards that reflect best
parkingpractices that further the parking goals ofthe City..
Policy 6.2.2. The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain effective development standardsfor
paved off-street parking areas to include provisionsfor landscaping, planting
strips, pedestrian walkways, curbs, and sidewalks.
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Chapter 7 - Street System, 2008~2030
7.1. Introduction
The City of Central Point's street system contains over sixty miles of roadways serving a variety
offunctions ranging from local streets, collectors and arterials providing a broad range of
transportation services for the City's residential, commercial, and industrial needs. Within in this
system there are thirty-five key intersections, which by the year 2030, these intersections and
their related street segments will require both modernization and extension to accommodate the
City's projected growth as discussed in Chapter 3. In anticipation of this growing demand the
City has completed the four major traffic studies. These studies and their objectives are:
Central Point Transit Oriented Development Traffic Impact Study, JRH Engineers,
Planners & Project Managers, August 1, 20.0.0.
Central Point Highway 99 corridor.})I~~,6T AKlDKS Associates, 2005.
.... ::,:,,:.:-.'....,.,.
East Pine Street Transportation Pla~"(;~I1tralPoint,Oregon, JRH Transportation
Engineering, July 2004. Mostofthe City's\l~cantlatldjsservedby E. Pine Street, a
major arterial. The City re~Wti~s the impactof4~ye1opmenton the service level of E.
Pine Street and commissione4ari;affic study to evaluate future growth impacts and
mitigation options.
City of Centr~lg()i[lt,.TransP~~~~iO~;I~ri,Existing~~~tureConditions Technical
Traffic Repl)rt,JRH'I'~a.nsportatiOtlFngin~ting;lPl1~30,2007. In preparation of this
TSP the Cit.Ycommissi()~~4. a more c(JI11pn~hetlsive traffic analysis that took into
consideration prior findirigsof prior traffic studies ..
• ':.'.'",'. _"C"-,''- ...." .•
7.2. Street System .i'i iiiii\).>......>
The 9itY'S 2630StreetSysteIftlS ilIustnltedlllF.igure7.1, which provides an overview of the
City~sexistingand plat'1n~d artefi~l~nd collectoT.street system.
·····7.2.1. Future Corlditi(}ns</
Il1.C~~pter4, the exis~iJ1g conditions of the City's street system were discussed, including
currel1tdeficiencies. A.~pf2008 the City's street system is operating at an acceptable
level ofS6ryice. In ord~fto maintain this level of service it will be necessary that the
street system bemonitored and improved to meet the City's growing demand for
transportationsrryicesi In recognition of this challenge the City has prepared, as part of
this TSP, forecastsdffuture demands on the City's arterials and collectors for the years
2010,2020, and 2()30. The purpose of these forecasts is to determine improvements
necessary to accommodate growth while maintaining an acceptable level of mobility
(LOS D) throughout the City's street system.
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7.2.2 Operational Analysis and LOS "D": For each of the forecast years (2010,2020,
and 2030), an operational analysis was conducted for each ofthe thirty-five intersections.
The City's policy is to maintain a minimum level of service (LOS) of"D" or better.
Based on land development forecasts, development volume scenarios were prepared for
each of the forecast years. These volume scenarios included growth in regional traffic
volumes and traffic resulting from local development. The future year projections are
based on the availability, probability, and location of vacant lands within the Central
Point urban area as discussed in Chapter 3. If, throughout the planning period, the
average rate of development changes from that used in the model, project timing will
similarly change through either acceleration, or postponement of the project. Throughout
the duration of this TSP, the rate ofland use development and level mobility (LOS)
should be continuously monitored and forecasts and project timing adjusted as
appropriate.
7.2.2.1. Year 2010 Roadway Deficiencies: By 2010, it is projected that nine (9)
intersections will approach, or exceed, minimum performance standards during one or
both peak hours without any improvements. This represents 26% of the City's key
intersections. Table 7.2 summarizes the results of the operational analysis for the Year
2010 scenario are summarized in Table 7.2. The table lists each intersection within the
study area separately with the corresponding mobility standard for A.M. and P.M.
conditions.
Additionally, the fourth railroad crossing and intersection improvement for Twin Creek
Crossing Drive will be needed to accommodate the continued development of the Twin
Creeks TOD. Without this improvement, the recently upgraded intersections of Front St.
& Pine and Pine & Haskell will exceed acceptable levels of service. The following
identifies each of the nine intersections and a general description of the improvements
needed to meet a minimum LOS "0":
1. Scenic Avenue & Hwy. 99. Install a traffic signal when signal warrants are
met. The intersection is shown to exceed minimum performance standards by
the year 20 lOin the P.M. peak hour. Although the level of service will exceed
minimums the criteria for preliminary signal warrants will not be met. Planning
and engineering should proceed in the short-term in preparation of construction.
The intersection should be monitored until such time that signal warrants are met.
2. 2nd Street & East Pine Street. Install a new traffic signal. The intersection
is shown to exceed performance standards by the year 2010 during the P.M. peak
hour. The existing signal at 3rd Street & East Pine Street is planned for removal
when the signal is constructed at 2nd Street & Pine Street. Preliminary signal
warrants are not met in the year 2010. The intersection should be monitored and
signalized when signal warrants are met.
3. 6th Street & East Pine Street. Install a traffic signal. The intersection is
shown to exceed performance standards by the year 2010 during the A.M. and
P.M. peak hours. Preliminary signal warrants are not met in the year 2010. The
intersection should be monitored and signalized when signal warrants are met.
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Table 7.2 Year 2010 PM Peak Hour LOS, of Ceutral Poiut
WESTSIDE
BeaU & Freeman LOS 0 LOSC LOSC
BeaU & BurseU LOS 0 LOSB LOSC
Beall & Grant LOS 0 LOSB LOSB
Beall & LOS 0 LOSB LOSB
Beall & 99 VIC 0.90 VIC 0.85 VIC 0.90
& Grant (south) LOS 0 LOS A LOS A
Grant LOS 0 LOS A LOS A
Bursell & Hopkins LOS 0 LOSB LOSC
99 & East Pine VIC 0.90 VIC 0.67 VIC 0.84
& East Pine LOS 0 LOSC LOS
& Pine LOS 0 LOS A LOSB
& East Pine LOS 0 LOS A LOSB
& East Pine LOS 0 LOSE LOSE
loth & East Pine LOS 0 LOS 0 LOSC
Grant & Scenic LOS 0 LOS A LOS A
Scenic & Hwy. 99 VIC 0.90 VIC 0.27 VIC 0.93
Haskell & LOS 0 LOS A LOS A
Haskell & West Pine LOS 0 LOS A LOSB
Frceman& LOS 0 LOSB LOSC
Hazel & & StoplUnsignalized LOS 0 LOSC LOSB
Haskell & Beall LOS 0 LOSC LOS 0
EASTSIDE
& East Pine LOS 0 LOS FIB restricted LOS FIB restricted
Beebe & Hamrick LOS 0 LOS FIB LOS FIB
& East Pine VIC 0.90 VIC 0.67 VIC 0.94
Hamrick & East Pine LOS 0 LOSC LOS 0
& LOS 0 LOSB B
}-, NB & East Pine VIC 0.90 VIC 0.74 VlCJ.OO
1-5 & Bast Pine VIC 0.90 VIC 0.76 VIC 0.77
Table Rock & East Pine LOS 0 LOSC LOS 0
& Table Rock LOS 0 LOSF LOSF
Vilas & Table Rock Signalized LOS 0 LOSC LOS 0
Haven & Hamrick LOS 0 LOSE LOSF
Gebhard & Wilson LOS 0 LOSB LOSB
4. Wilson Road & Table Rock Road. Install a signal or movements to
right-inJright-outileft-out. The intersection is shown to performance
standards by the year 2010 during the A.M. and P.M. peak hour. Preliminary
signal warrants are not met at the intersection in the 2010. The intersection
should be monitored and signalized when signal warrants are met or restricted by
median control when the intersection begins to excessive delays
and/or an in accidents as an unsignalized intersection.
5. New Haven Road & Hamrick Road. Install a signal or restrict with median
control. The intersection is shown to performance standards by the year
2010, but preliminary signal warrants are not met by the year 2010.
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intersection should be monitored and signalized when signal warrants are met or
restricted by median control when the intersection begins to experience excessive
delays and/or an increase in accidents as an unsignalized intersection.
6. Beebe Road & Hamrick Road. Install a new signal. The intersection is
shown to exceed performance standards under existing year 2006 conditions;
however, preliminary signal warrants are not met under existing conditions. The
intersection should be monitored and signalized when signal warrants are met
when the intersection begins to experience excessive delays and/or an increase in
accidents as an unsignalized intersection.
7. Meadowbrook Drive & East Pine Street. Restrict intersection movements
to right-in/right-outlleft-in movements. The intersection is shown to exceed
performance standards when the development to the south (Hamrick Business
Park) is developed. Seventy-five (75) percent of the Hamrick Road Business
Park project is estimated to be developed by the year 2010, with the remaining
twenty-five (25) percent being developed by the year 2020. Median control
prohibiting northbound and southbound left-turn movements will mitigate the
intersection through the year 2030.
8. Peninger Road & East Pine Street. Remove signal and restrict intersection
movements to right-in/right-out through median controL The close proximity of
this intersection to the northbound 1-5 off-ramp intersection will necessitate the
need to remove the signal and convert the intersection to a right-in/right-out stop-
controll~4i'1tersection. The success of this improvement is contingent on its
coordi118,ti9t1:,\"itl1 improvements to the connectivity ofPeninger Road north and
s()nWof East Pine Street as illustrated in Figure 7.1, which will necessitate the
crossillg of BeafGreek in two locations.
>.The P~~~~S~<l iI11P"~V~l11.~ntwillimpact the use of this intersection for freight
<Burpo~es. TijesignificancepfP1is intersection on the City's freight system
reinfor?~s thesitllllltaneous rieedt(}improve the extensions of Peninger as noted
above;···
,.-::.-,;-:
9. 1-5 N:~t~~()und~~Il1PS & East Pine Street. Initial improvements will add
((capacity to the I10rthboundoff-ramp to accommodate the high right-tum volume
···demand forecastby the year 2010. Eventually, the left-turn lanes onto the ramps
wiU(pe removep.and replaced with loop ramps. Additional capacity
imprQyementsare also needed to accommodate local development traffic.
....,\::::::...;::::::.'.:,:..-::'.'.::'.,.:::-:.::.:.
This impfClVement is listed in the RVMPO Freight Study as a priority freight
system improvement.
10. Twin Creeks Crossing Drive & Hwy. 99. Construct the three-way
signalized intersection at Hwy. 99 and the easterly extension of Twin Creeks
Crossing Drive. The extension of Twin Creeks Crossing Drive will also require
installation ofa railroad crossing.
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7.2.2.2 Year 2020 Roadway Deficiencies: By 2020 it is projected that sixteen (16)
intersections will exceed perfonnance standards during one or both peak hours without
any improvements. This represents 46% of the City's key intersections. The results of
the operational analysis for the Year 2020 scenario are summarized in Table 7.3. The
table lists each intersection within the study area separately, with the corresponding
mobility standard for A.M. and P.M. conditions. The following identifies each of the
sixteen intersections and a general description of the improvements needed to meet a
minimum LOS "0":
1. Table Rock Road & Vilas Road. Widen to increase capacity. The
intersection is shown to exceed performance sta'.ndards by the year 2020. Adding
an eastbound lane to allow a dual eastboundJefttllrn movement and shared
through-right tum movement mitigates t~tj#t.~r§ection in the year 2020.
Additional widening is required to mitiga.teiforth¢future year 2030 conditions.
2. East Pine Street, Table RO~}{~()a~:oI~5.~~~dditionalwestbound
through lane will eventually b~)r¢qtijred based on projected traffic volumes.
3. Gebhard Road Extensio~,~~YXear 2020~itis forec~sttl1~tGebhard Road
will be extended to intersect with E;~iIle StJ'~tilpproximately70qf~etwest of
Hamrick Road. Inad<iition to the exteIl~ioIlPfGebhardRoad, its intersection
with East Pine Streef",byl<ineed to be signalized.
4. Beall Lane & H~.(~~.~adBf()tected-~gffui~~ive phasing to the eastbound
and w~stbound left tum nl()yements''"l"ff~jntersetti9njshown to exceed
perfPrrnantesmndards by't'li¢iyear2{)6{)iQh~n?ing'toprotected-permissive
ph*siIlgmitig~te~tl1eintersebti9~.~hr()UghrUfUI'~year2030 conditions during
botllj\,M. and P.:r.,.tpeak houfK> .' . " .
<5. '" ~~.~?~~~~~·S! ...~~t~ ~~J~IIPine Street. The intersection exceeds
'.' ··········perf'0rmancei~t~ndardsbyth.~?'~ar 2020. Possible improvements at that time
inClud¢ striping tl1t eastbound Jiloyements to include an exclusive left tum and
two thf()u~Ianesy.,i~ha shared right-tum, as well as adding protected-
permissivej)l1asingtOthe eastbound and westbound left~tum movement.
·/i/ 6. Hamri~~)~oad &i~§t Pine Street & Table Rock RoadlBiddle Road.
'/Major capacitYil11Provements are necessary for these intersections to
accpn:lmodateh~a.vyleft-tum volume demand and added traffic due to
developlpeHtsalong East Pine Street that will use existing and proposed cross-
streetsv~rsllsdirect access to East Pine Street.
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7.2.2.3 Year 2030 Roadway Deficiencies: By 2030, it is projected that nineteen (19)
intersections will perfonnance standards during one or both peak hours without
any improvements. This represents 54% ofthe City's key intersections. The
of the operational analysis for the Year 2030 scenario are summarized in Table
The table intersection within the study area separately with the
corresponding mobility standard and type ofcontrol listed.
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The following identifies of the nin,eteEm il1ltersectiOIIS and a gellenfll description of
the needed to meet a miIlimum LOS
Table 7.4 Year 2030 PM Peak Hour LOS, City of Central Point
WESTSIDE
BeaU & LOS 0 LOSC LOSC
Beall & Bursell LOS 0 LOSB LOSC
Beall & Grant LOS 0 LOSB LOSB
Beall & LOS 0 LOSB LOS 0
Beall & 99 VIC 0.90 VIC 1,01 VIC 0.92
& Grant (south) LOS 0 LOS A LOSB
& Grant LOS 0 LOSA B
Bursell & Hopkins LOS 0 LOSB LOSC
& East Pine StoplUnsignalized LOS 0 LOSF/C
& East Pine LOS 0 LOSBIF
& East Pine LOS 0 LOSH LOSH
& East Pine LOS 0 LOS FIB LOS FIB
10lh & East Pine LOS 0 LOS 0 LOSE
Grant & Scenic LOS 0 LOS A LOS A
Scenic & Hwy. 99 VIC 0.90 VIC 0.31 VIC 1.82
Haskell & LOS 0 LOS A LOS A
Haskell & West Pine LOS 0 LOSB LOSB
Freeman & LOS 0 LOSB LOS 0
Hazel & & StoplUnsignalized LOS 0 LOSH LOSH
Haskell & Beall 0 LOSC LOS 0
EASTSIDE
Beebe & Hamrick LOS 0 LOS FIB LOSF/C
East Pine VIC 0.90 VIC 0.56 VIC 0.80
Hamrick & East Pine Signalized LOS 0 LOSC LOSF
& LOS 0 LOSB LOSC
1-5 NB & East Pine VIC 0.90 VIC 0.93 VIC 1.45
1-5 SB & East Pine VIC 0.90 VIC 0.88 VIC 1.26
Table Rock & East Pine Signalized LOS 0 LOSC LOSF
Wilson & Table Rock: LOS 0 LOSF LOSF
Vilas & Table Rock Signalized LOS 0 LOS 0 LOSF
New Haven & Hamrick LOS 0 LOSF LOSF
Gebhard & Wilson LOS 0 LOSH LOSB
Gebhard Rd. & E. Pine ized LOS 0 LOSC LOSF
St.
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1. 10th Street & Pine Street & Freeman. Signal timing improvements. The
intersection is shown to exceed performance standards by the year 2030 during
the P.M. peak hour, but can be mitigated with signal timing.
2. New Signal on East Pine Street. A new north-south public street is
proposed between the existing Peninger Road and Hamrick Road. The new
roadway will extend from Beebe Road to a new east-west street south of East
Pine Street. The new east-west street will allow Peninger Road traffic to use the
new signalized intersection at East Pine Street. A new east-west street is also
proposed north of East Pine Street to accommodate traffic to and from the
Fairgrounds site once the Peninger Road and ~s,tRine Street signal is removed.
The new public streets will relieve traffic dem~#aon East Pine Street to facilitate
the regional function of this roadway whilej;l9commodating local access.
3. 1-5 & East Pine Street Interc~~n~~j;i~i~i:fitllProvementswill add capacity
to the northbound off-ramp to acp?rhmodate the right~tpryt volume demand.
Eventually, the leftAurn lanes9Ilto.the ramps will be ie~(j'Ved and replaced with
loop ramps. Additional capacitY improvements are also ne~(}~<:i to accommodate
added local development traffic.? . . ...
.....::::'::-::.,...:::-.. :::.
7.3. Recommended Street Syst~lrrImproveme~ts·iii.·
Based on the above, a listing of rec0h1r#~m(}~4streetprojebtsllas been prepared and presented in
Table 7.1. Projects are presented by shc.lrt-terin(:top8-2012),tn~dium (2013-20), and long-term
(2021-2030) implementation. It is imp0t'tililt to>rlOtethat the recommendations in this table are
based on the most rec~I1tgr()}Yth forecasts,>\fhroughoptitllTipJanning>period 2008-2030, the City
needs to continuou~IYmOhitoritsneeds andfuake~l(ijristmetltst9thisTSP as justified, both on a
need basis and a fihanbial basis. Gircumstancesy,rilrchangearidsh will street improvement
needs. . .... .. .
It is 'IS?j~.~?'1!'!1!to:~~gl~!ll!1~m~!C§§rt\~!Rf th;ril~ projects are dependent on other projects
to either}").red:~deJhem•.or to beJ.l~'\Ielopedcd#¢u'Tent1y. If developed alone, they will not resolve
anyitt":iffic capacityis~~~~nd mos,tlikely would aggravate existing levels of service. An example
ofsric~.<lproject wouldb~.Temovirigt~e signals atPeninger Road and East Pine Street. Without
new bridge. crossings of BeafSreekandtl1e extension of Hamrick Road and Beebe Road an
unacceptable)evel of service:\ypuld immediately occur.
Tables 7.2 a~J9'?Jist JaCkSO~~()Unty and ODOT projects within the City's urban area that have
been identified asn¢gessary tgs4pport the City's transportation objectives. These listed projects,
although a part ofthis'I'§P.~~>tlot included in Chapter 12 Transportation System Financing
Program, as a financialtespollsibility of the City. It is expected that as the County and state
update their transportation plans that the projects listed in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 will be included in
those plan updates.
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PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE STREET SYSTEM THAT SERVES THE
PRESENT AND FUTURE MOBILITY AND TRAVEL NEEDS OF THE
CENTRAL POINT URBAN AREA, INCLUDING PROVISIONS FOR
BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES.15
The City shall fulfill its system wide travel capacity needs through the use of
multiple travel modes within the public rights-oj-way.
The City's street system shall contain a network ofarterial and collector streets
and highways that link the central core area and major industry with regional
and statewide highways.
The City shallprepare, adopt, and maintain street design standards consistent
with the policies ofthis TSP.
The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain standards that promote connectivity
ofthe street system consistent with the Functional Classification Map.
The City shall actively pursue construction of1-5 interchange improvements at
Pine Street.
Policy 7.1.6
Policy 7. 1. 7
The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain design standards for its streets to
safely qcgopfl1wdate pedestrian, bicycle and motor vehicle travel as has been
acccJ1,jp!i~ft~gi';llthe TOD Districts
Tft~~i~ Stan;:~g$andDetails shall be the basis for all street design within the
CentldlPoint urbdn area.
Policy(ljttJ fifi;tfJ:!;~re::~~'tftll~~!]~iiJ;s'JpH incorporate sqfely designed, aestheticfeatures
intoth.¢~treetscqpeof its publiqtigbts-oj-way. These features may include:
street tfeff,shrubs;and grasses/Planting strips and raised medians; meandering
sidewalk$q1Jiprterial~tl:eets; and, in some instances, street furniture, planters,
speciallighti"ng, public art, or non-standardpaving materials.
Policy 7.1. 9"Jfben eXistini;~iteetsarewidened or reconstructed they shall be designed to the
ddiJpled stree(i:!ehgn standards for the appropriate street classification where
praCtfspI.4[(j#stments to the design standards may be necessary to avoid
eXisting~iJpographicalconstraints, historic properties, schools, cemeteries,
problems With right-oj-way acquisition, existing on-street parking and significant
culturalfeatures. The design ofthe street shall be sensitive to the livability ofthe
surrounding neighborhood
Policy 7.1.10 The City shall work with federal, state and local government agencies to promote
traffic safety education and awareness, emphasizing the responsibilities and
courtesies required ofdrivers, cyclists, andpedestrians.
15 OAR 660-012-0020(2)(b)
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Policy 7.1.11 The City shall place a higher priority onfunding and constructing street projects
that address identified vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian safety problems than
those projects that solely respond to automotive capacity deficiencies in the
street system. Exceptions are those capacity improvements that are designed to




Policy 7.1.12 The City shall select street improvement projects from those listed in the Central
Point Transportation System Plan when making significant increases in system
capacity or bringing arterial or collector streets up to urban standards. The
selection ofimprovement projects should be prioritized based on consideration of
improvements to safety, reliefofexisting conge~t!9'!' response to near-term
growth, system-wide benefits, geographic equlfy,tmd availability offunding.
To maximize the longevity ofits caPitali~t~j~Si~tf,the City shall design street
improvement projects to meet eXisti~lFtfi1velde;;t~tland, whenever possible to
accommodate anticipated travelcje"Xcmdfor the ne~t2p.years for that facility.
The City shall involve represefti~fi~~:Ofaffected neigh~~~W~dtjassociations,
citizens, developers, surveyors,eirgill~ering a~gplanningpf()les~lonals in an
advisory role in the design ofstreet41nprOVelllpltprojects. .....
The City shall require'1rf1ffis/mpact ~:~lW~~~~spartofland use ;e;elopment
proposals to assess tHe.ll1fpactthet a developm~nt will have on the existing and
planned transportation8)Jstemantf~9identifyreitsonableon-site and offsite
improve.,ne.!Jts necessaryto]nitigatcfinipCicts. .
The.(;i~~~;~44ire new ;;tilOP"J#~f?t~;~dhprg~;towardsthe mitigation of
sysWI1l~wide transportation in1"jJtlgtscreated by1tew growth in the community
throiigh.e.{tablish1.~StreetSyste~IJevelopmentCharges (SDCs) and any other
streetfeesrJ;Cit/!f~e4'lClk!ishedbytije.City.
Policy 7.1.16
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Chapter 8 - Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan
8.1. Introduction
The provision and adequacy of facilities and programs that support and promote the needs of
bicyclists and pedestrians is an important transportation strategy in promoting alternatives to the
automobile. The goal of this chapter is to provide guidance in developing transportation
alternatives through the design and implementation ofa comprehensive, convenient, accessible
and safe system of bike and pedestrian ways throughout the City. It is the City's goal to
continually seek improvements to the bicycle and pedestrian systermthat will encourage the
increased use of the bicycle and pedestrian system for journe)(~!Q7y.r6rk trips as well as the non-
work/recreational trip. Increases in bicycle and pedestriap~~er~i11 reduce the City's reliance on
automobile use through reductions in vehicular miles tray~ledati(fparkingdemand.
8.2. Bicycle System Hierarchy ..},X··i,X ..
There are two basic uses for bicycles: as a melll1~()ttransportation, and{ofrecreational purposes.
The focus of this TSP is on the use ofbicycles.~§llmeans oftransportati()n;}yith the recreational
use of bicycles a secondary consideration. It isth~<::ity's positiop that a well#lllIl~ed and
maintained bicycle transportation system will also eff'ectiveIY~~r:vethe needs ofiheFecreational
bicyclist. .. . . .
..:":",': ,:: '.-.. ":," ~'.._..:-::: '-.,- .
As a means of transportation, the bicyclist relies on a netw2flcithllt links local neighborhood use
of the bicycle with intra-city and inter-city uses. In order to l11eettllis objective an effective
bicycle system will offer connectivity from neighborhoods to sc!1o(jls, recreation and employment
centers, commercial districts, transit centers, institutions and recreational destinations. The most
common means of accomplishing this objective is through the provision of dedicated bikeways
on arterial and collector streets. Because ofthe traffic volumes and speeds on arterial and
collector streets, it is prudent to set aside travel lanes dedicated to the use of bicyclists.
Additionally, by their very nature, arterial and collector streets offer connectivity between intra-
city and inter-city activity centers.
In recognition of this means of improving the connectivity and safety of the bicycle system, the
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) has established as a performance measure (Measure 3) the
provision of bicycle facilities on all collector and arterial streets with targeted percentages.
Measure 3 is presented in Table 8.1.
60%48%37%28%
Table 8.1. Regional Transportation Plan Bicycle System Performance Measures
2000
Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark
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8.3. The Bicycle System
As discussed in Chapter 4 approximately] 7% of the City's current arterial and collector street
system contain bike lanes. As illustrated in Figure 8.1 City aiCentral Point Bicycle Plan, it is the
objective of the City to provide bicycle lanes along all arterial and collector streets, linking the
City's major activity centers such as schools, shopping centers, community parks, etc. Over the
course ofthe next twenty years, it is the City's goal to increase the presence of bicycle lanes on
arterial and collector streets by 40%. Table 8.2 presents the City's benchmarks to the year 2030.
Table 8.2. City of Central Point Bicycle System Performance Measures




Inventory and GIS. Current
w/bicycle estimates are that 16% of l6% 21% 48%
70%
collectors and arterials that have
facilities
provisions for bicyclists.
8.4. Infill Project Priorities & ImPlementlti§1l1 Impr~v~mentStrategies
The City's current street standards for arterial and cbl1~tor~i.ncludeprovisions for bike lanes.
Since 2000 all new arterial and coH~ptorstreetshave be~#l'~tiiredto include bike lanes as a
standard provision. However, on th¢Ciiyrsolder arterial#ttdcollector streets, there are gaps
where bike lanes do not currently exisi.overtirne,it is expect~~that these street sections will be
modernized to include bike lanes. ShorH~J1TI andlopg-tenn strat~~ies for closing these gaps are
presented in Table 8.3.'Ih~~hort-tennstt~t~giesfoc~s{)ncreatingfriticallinkages for
developing a moreitlt~gr~itedl)i~ycle facilifi¢$syst~llltlsirigflIierial anH collector streets. The
long-tenn strategie~aieprimariIyXocusedonpt<lyiding safeantl.efficient linkages to the City's














Provide bikeways to/from all public
schools where none exist (emphasis
on arterials and collectors)
Objectives of the Strategy
• Increase percentage of bicycle facilities on arterial
and collector streets
• Improve connections to employment centers,
commercial districts, transit centers, institutions,
and recreational destinations when possible
• Increase percentage ofdaily trips made via bicycle
Objectives of the Strategy
• Primarily improve connections to schools
• Secondarily improve connections to employment
and commercial districts, transit, institutions and
recreation
• Encourage and facilitate safe and convenient bicycle
transportation for younger riders
• Increase percentage of daily trips made via bicycle
• Secondarily increase percentage of bicycle facilities
on arterial and collector streets
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employment centers and parks
where none exist (emphasis on
arterials and collectors)
Provide bikeways to/from major
transit stops where none exist










Primarily improve connections to employment and
commercial districts, transit, institutions, and
recreation
Increase percentage ofdaily trips made via bicycle
Increase percentage of bicycle facilities on arterial
and collector streets
Encourage and facilitate safe and convenient bicycle
Primarily improve connections to transit
Secondarily improve connections to employment
and commercial districts, institutions and recreation
Increase percentage of daily trips made via bicycle
and transit
Encourage and facilitate safe and convenient
bicycle transportation
As described in Table 8.3, the short-term strategy for developing an effective bicycle facility
system will focus on filling in existing gaps in the system. While this approach will eventually
help to meet bicyclist's needs for a comprehensive bicycle system, there is also a need to
prioritize critical projects. Table 8.4 provides a prioritized short-term (5 to 10 years) list of those
projects that are essential for needed connectivity and bicycle safety.
















Front Street is the primary north-south route through Central Point, but it is
very unlikely that bicycle facilities will be developed along Front Street due
to a lack of right-of-way and general driveway conflicts. The Central Point
Highway 99 Corridor Plan l6 evaluated bike lanes along Front Street and
recommended alternative bike routes using the west side of the railroad right-
of-way (south bound) and Second Street (north bound). This alignment is
illustrated in Figure 8.1.
East Pine Street is the primary east-west route through Central Point. The
designation of bicycle lanes on Pine Street would negatively impact parking
and access to local business. To preserve the character of the downtown it is
suggested that E. Pine Street be designated a bicycle route through the
downtown area. Traffic speeds through the downtown should be reduced
through traffic calming, on-street parking, and other site design strategies that
make this section ofPine Street compatible with bicycle users. Under no
circumstance should on-street parking on Pine Street, within the downtown,
be removed to accommodate bicycle lanes.
Taylor Road provides access to Mae Richardson Elemental)' School, Twin
Creeks Development, and is an important connection to the Jackson County
Bicycle System along Grant Rd.
Bursell Road is an important north-south link in the Central Point System,
providing connectiviZ between Beall Lane and Scenic Avenue via to
Hopkins/Freeman/IO .
N. 3rd Street from Hazel Street to N. 10th Street provides a critical north-south
connection and also an important link to both Crater High School and Scenic
Middle School.
There is currently no connection from existing Hazel Street bicycle facilities
to East Pine Street. Bicycle lanes need to be improved along South 3rd Street.
16 Central Point Highway 99 Corridor Plan Preferred Plan, OTAK, May 24, 2005
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8.4. Bicycle Parking, Safety Programs, and Facility Maintenance
While developing and implementing a bicycle facilities improvement program is a priority,
consideration must also be given to bicycle amenities such as parking and safety. Also, once
bicycle facilities are completed, there is a need to maintain them so that bicycling is both safe and
convenient.
8.4.1. Bicycle Parking: Currently, the City does not have standards for bicycle parking.
The City needs to develop standards in its zoning ordinance requiring bicycle parking,
along with other amenities to help meet bicyclist needs. Bicycle parking should include
short-term parking for customers or visitors and all-dayg~rking for employees or
students. Safe, convenient and secure bicycle parki~~ispfirticularly important if
bicycling is to become a viable mode oftransporta#pn., .
Bicycle parking requirements can be speci~~dihf~~':~Wi~ip~lcodeas a percentage of
automobile parking, or building square ~?p~ge. For some use~/r.~latively little bicycle
parking needs to be provided, but the~~~~very few land uses f()tYj~ich no bicycle
parking can be justified. The code cah;il.sg specify locations whidipTpvide for safe,
convenient and secure bicycle parking.F8r~xample, iti~preferablefoi'Bicycleparking
to be located in high-visibility areas near high:traffic<pe4estrian entrancesi() buildings.
8.4.2. Bicycle Promotion &Safe'ty!,rograms:the.~seof the media, bicycle
committees, and other methoclstifeeffective tools forthepromotion of bicycling for
transportation purposes. Promotipnal ca.mp~igns and ()th~r~trategies that encourage the
use of bicyclingfor.transportatioh9.~n haveapp~itive impa.ct•.Encouraging major
employers to provide amenities su2h*~ shp}Y~rs,lopker~, and related facilities that
encouragei~i(:yclists to commute to Vv9r~;.~icycle suitability maps or bicycle system
maps can hetp<;yclists choOse the most appropriate route and can also be used for
educational purp()ses. . .. . ..
Along with prom:ti~~~i~~~l~~idirig,the~itjfcentralPoint needs to promote safe
bicycle riding practices;.8Nldren shOul<l?e taught at an early age basic bicycle riding
skills and safety. The Ceiitt*lj>oint Police Department is developing a Dare-like program
for 5th Grade students that wiItprovide basic bicycle safety education and a free helmet as
well. A consistent problem facoohy the police department is that citations/warnings for
not wearing helmets have not proved to be effective in increasing helmet use. Bicycle
safety programs may also be planned in conjunction with summer Parks and Recreation
programs.
Educating drivers as to the rights of bicyclist is also a critical issue. Areas of particular
concern are those locations where bicycle lanes end and bicyclist enter traffic. This
situation exists throughout Central Point where street improvements have occurred and
short sections of bicycle lanes have been added. Areas of critical concern are located on
East Pine Street near the 1-5 Interchange and the Front Street Intersection. In both cases,
once through these intersections bicyclists enter the flow of traffic without warning
provided to drivers. Another area of concern is the bicycle lanes located on the 1-5 / Pine
Street overpass. Drivers moving from Pine Street onto the freeway entrance ramp may
not be aware of bicycle riders. Visible signage and stripes would be an effective means
of educating the public on their obligation to share the road with bicyclists.
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8.4.3. Bicycle Facilities Maintenance: Once bicycle facilities are developed, they need
to be maintained on a regular basis in order to remove broken glass, mud, vegetation, etc.
Because most of the bicycle system is located within the street system, routine
maintenance can be accomplished in conjunction with regularly scheduled street
maintenance. The Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan includes the following bicycle
facility maintenance recommendations:
• Establish a seasonal sweeping schedule;
• Sweep walkways and bikeways whenever there is an accumulation of debris on
the facility;
• In curbed sections, sweepers should pick up debris; on open shoulders, debris
can be swept onto gravel shoulders;
• Pave gravel driveway approaches to reduce loose gravel on paved roadway
shoulders; and
• Provide extra sweeping in the fall in areas where leaves or pine cones
accumulate in bike lanes.
8.5. The Pedestrian System
In 2008 approximately 30% of the City's arterial and collector street system contained sidewalks.
The Oregon TPR requires sidewalks along all collector and arterial streets within a city's urban
area. The City's currelltstatlclards for development are consistent with the TPR, and also include
standards for sidewfilks6li.tillpuplic streets. As a sidewalk perfonnance measure (Measure 4)
the RTP sets benchmarks for thep~rcentage of arterial and collectors that contain sidewalks.
Table 8.5 describestheRTP performance objectives for sidewalks.
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In recognition of the RTP perfonnance Measure 4 the City has established its own perfonnance
measure for the improvement of sidewalks on the arterial and collector street system. Table 8.6
presents the City's benchmarks over the course of the next twenty years.
Table 8.6. City of Central Point Pedestrian System Performance Measures
2008
Benchmark Benchmark









are that 30% of collectors and
arterials that have sidewalks.
30% 56% 64% 75%
Within the TOD districts, the City has adopted additional~~a~f~~ addressing the design of
sidewalks within commercial areas, including provision~f{),rJallgs(:aping, lighting, delineation,
and on-site connectivity between adjacent developmtlpts.cThe pUl"pgstl of these design standards
is, through both land use and urban design, provid~a:I1environmenrthatencourageswalking.
.. .-.:.":':.".':::::::::",::::,:,':(-:"-."
8.6. Priority of Pedestrian Improvement~i/
The City's most significant pedestrian challenge is. the infilling {)f areas wher~~ipewalks do not
exist, which is generally the older neighborhoods> A systematic approach to filling~aps in the
sidewalk system and an annual allocation for constructi{)nisreoommended. Theprimary
consideration in the infill of sidewalks is safety, particu!arlyof school age children .. Excluding
new development, which is required to construct sidewalks,thepriority for sidewalk infiII
construction should be based on the following considerations:
Street Upgrade: As the City upgrades the
existing street system, it will do so to the
standards for city streets, which includes the
provision of sidewalks.
Pedestrian Connections to Schools: Many
of the streets servicing the schools within the
City are lacking sidewalk improvements,
resulting in not only an inconvenience, but
also a safety concern for students walking to
and from school.
Pedestrian Connections with Transit: Central Point should provide sidewalks and other
amenities to make pedestrian access to bus stops easier. Current efforts at providing
pedestrian access to transit could be significantly expanded by providing better walkways
to commercial centers and providing walkways from subdivisions to bus stops on arterials.
It is vitally important to RVTD that its riders or potential riders have safe, convenient
access to bus stops and passenger shelters. The provision of sidewalks is expected to
significantly increase the ability of RVTD to attract riders. RVTD needs the cooperation
of other area governments with infrastructure improvements, especially sidewalks, to
implement high quality transit service between activity centers.
Pedestrian Connections to Commercial Activity Centers: Commercial Activity
Centers are defined as commercial, civic, and to a lesser extent industrial areas, that
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attract large numbers of employees, customers, visitors, etc. For these areas convenient
access throughout the area, to transit and to adjacent neighborhoods is important.
8.7. Public Awareness
The use of the media, pedestrian committees, pedestrian plans, and other methods to promote use
of walking as a mode of transportation is an important strategy in facilitating the community's
awareness of the pedestrian system and its many transportation and recreational opportunities.
Promotional campaigns and other strategies that encourage the use of walking for transportation
can have a positive impact.
8.8. Bear Creek Greenway
The Bear Creek Greenway is a project that has been in progress for more than 25 years. When
complete, the Greenway will provide a 20~mile, multi-use path from the I-5/Seven Oaks
Interchange in Central Point to Nevada Street in Ashland. In addition to its recreational use, the
Bear Creek Greenway will serve as an important f~gili.ty for intercity pedestrian and bicycle travel
along the I-5corridor. Within the City, the Gree?:»'ily:is divided into two sections:
1. East Pine Street in Central Point,s$4th to Barnett Road in Medford; and
:/ ,~: :::,-: :-: :'::::.:,":-.:
t~~East Pine Street, north section is
andIJpton Road) has been designed
2. limits ofth~lJrban'Gf6Wth Boundary.
The East Pine Street south section
unimproved. Part of this section (be:twleeh basfl?ine S:tl
and approved for construction but not fUl1ideld.
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8.9. Bicycle and Pedestrian Goals, Policies & Actions
GOALS.I: TO PLAN FOR AND FACILITATE THE INCREASED USE OF
BICYCLE TRANSPORTATION IN THE CENTRAL POINT URBAN
AREA BY ASSURING THAT CONVENIENT, ACCESSIBLE AND SAFE






The City ofCentral Point recognizes bicycle transportation as a necessary and
viable component ofthe transportation system, both as an important
transportation mode, and as an air quality improvement strategy.
The Bicycle Element ofthis plan shall serveas:>'i~~CentralPoint Bicycle Master
Plan. ...
The City ofCentral Paint ..hallpr~lf[flf~F~':~~l?l!'~ /inked bicycle network,
focusing on, but not inclusive totJu!,cf/;terial and collegt?r street system, and
concentrating on the provisiolJojrpfcycle lanes, to be c01J1pleted within the
planning period (20 years). fh~ikikeway network will setv~bJcyclists needs for
travel to employment centers, c<Jm1fu!rcial districts, transit ceitters, schools,
institutions and recreational destinations. .. .. .....
The City ofCentr~r~1i1!{s,~all use :d:~kgtf::ities to add bike ;~;, in
conjunction with J'Oadteconstt;lJction and re-stt:iping projects on collector and
arterial streets. ... .. ... . . ....
Thel5i~~ig~~rral POi:;ifirq!' m:;::l~~Nt5;~J!P),tement standards that
assyr~that tlJeije,s'ign ofallf{(!%%fs.ilPtFpublfcilnlJrovement projects facilitate
bicY¢!il1g by proVtcling properpi.ly/hg, lane width, traffic control, storm drainage
grates.$fr'iping, 4{t11age, lighting,parking, etc.
POliCYli.1.6'TJzeCl~;~JQeh~~;~glhi@}zilIIPr~~br(!, adopt, and maintain on~site development
sial1i!W'ds th(]tils~we the prOVisign.ojbicycle access, parking, racks and/or
sheltetsl~kusines~rj(!velopmeni.s,institutions,duplexes and multifamily
developlneitt~andother.locations where bicycle parkingfacilities are required.
Policy 8.1.7:;The City of6~btral POi~t~hall support the local transit provider in their efforts
/iiJ!acilitate "brk:¢s on buses" and bicyclefacilities at transit stations and stops.
~~~~Pt»:lthi11;%:central Business District, the City ofCentral Point shall give
prioritytbklcycle traffic over parking within public rights-ofway designated on
the Bicycle Master Plan or otherwise determined to be important bicycling
routes.
Policy 8.1.8.
Policy 8.1.9. The City shall require pedestrian and bicycle easements to provide neighborhood
connectors and reduce vehicle trips. The City shall modify the street vacation
process so pedestrian and bicyclist through access is maintained.
17 OAR 660.012.0020(2)(d)
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GOAL 8.2: THE CITY WILL PROMOTE BICYCLE SAFETY AND AWARENESS.
Policy 8.2.1. The City ofCentral Point shall actively support and encourage local and state
bicycle education and safety programs intended to improve bicycling skills,
observance oflaws, and overall safetyfor both children and adults.
Policy 8.2.2. The City shall consider the use ofthe media, bicycle committees, bicycle plans
and other methods to promote use ofbicyclingfor transportation pwposes.
GOAL 8.3: TO FACILITATE A COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM OF CONVENIENT~
ACCESSIBLE AND SAFE SIDEWALKS AND WALKWAYS THAT
WILL ENCOURAGE AND INCREASE PEDESTRIAN TRAVEL
THROUGHOUT THE CENTRAL POINT URBAN AREA. 18
Policy 8.3.1. The City shall establish and maintain a Sidewalk Construction Program to
complete the pedestrianfacility network.
Policy 8.3.2. Sidewalks and walkways shall complement access to transit stations/stops and
multi-use paths. Activity centers, schools and business districts shouldfocus
attention on and encourage pedestrian travel within their proximity.
Policy 8.3.3 The City ofCentral Point shall maintain standards that require sidewalk and
pedestrian access and standards for improvement, i.e. crosswalks at signalized
intersections and high volume pedestrian areas such as the Central Business
District. All road construction or renovation projects shall include sidewalks.
Policy 8.3.4. The City shall require pedestrian and bicycle easements to connect
neighborhoods and reduce vehicle trips. The City shall modify the street vacation
process so pedestrian and bicyclist through~access is maintained
Policy 8.3.5. Pedestrian walkway or accessway connections shall be required between
adjacent developments when roadway connections cannot be provided
Policy 8.3.6. The City shall prepare a plan and implement a multi-use trail system, using
linear corridors including, but not limited to: utility easements, rail lines, Bear
Creek, Griffin Creek, Jackson Creek and other creeks that complement and
connect to the sidewalk system.
GOAL 8.4: TO ENCOURAGE EDUCATION SERVICES AND PROMOTE SAFE
PEDESTRIAN TRAVEL TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF ACCIDENTS
INVOLVING PEDESTRIANS.
Policy 8.4.1. The City ofCentral Point shall encourage schools, safety organizations, and law
enforcement agencies to provide information and instruction on pedestrian safety
issues thatfocus on prevention ofthe most important accident problems. The
programs shall educate all roadway users oftheir privileges and responsibilities
when driving, bicycling and walking.
18 OAR 660-012-0020(2)(d)
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Policy 8.4.2. The City shall include in the Sidewalk Construction Program (Policy 9.1.1)
inclusion oja street lighting system.
Policy 8.4.3. The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain standards for the separation oj
pedestrian traffic from auto traffic on streets and, where determined appropriate,
in parking lots.
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Chapter 9 - Public Transit System
9.1. Introduction
Public transportation services fulfill two roles. First, these services provide transportation for
those who cannot or choose not to drive their own automobile. The majority of Central Point
transit riders would likely fall into this category. Secondly, the provision of a comprehensive
local transit service is a key measure ofquality of life within a community. In concert with
walking and bicycling, transit provides an alternative to driving. Transit is also an important
component in the toolbox of strategies that can support Smart Growth through higher density,
mixed use development, and a more compact form of urban development where the dependency
on automobile use is minimized. . ..
:".-",.-,:",:>.":.::<'.c<"
9.2. 2005 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)i.>;iji'/:;
The RTP Transit System Element provides a comprehen~ive revie~i8fthe region's transit system
and future potential for growth. The primary con~~#int confrontingtrilnsit service is the limited
amount of funds available to service the current~yst~tn,not to mentiori~~fundsneeded to
support expansion of ridership. i) ···ii
The RTP includes nine (9) transit related goals6J)~lthrough6.0-9 focusing <:mfunding, market
demographics, and increased ridership. Of the nitH~p()liciesfi,,~apply to local'g()yernments.
Those policies include: ... .. . . .
. -:-: >.,,-: _. , '--,:.:.,-~--:,.- ''''':.,:." " .
Policy 6.D~1 Localfundingact{o1t~shouldbe ta~~h;(Jensurea long term stable
operating and capital-fundingbdsis jdrRVID. .
This policy.iS~geheraIstatementiegardin~ldq~ffttn4inga~aSourceof income for
RVTD. T~etertrl "local"4oes not speci~l::~llY feferto;i~9ividual cities, but rather to the
region as 6pp()sed to state~nd federaIfttrging. The City6f Ashland was used as an
example of one city in thetegion that contributes annually to RVTD for transit services.
Policy 6.D-2 L:c~igovePn111Jhgi~h(JJl,.th!g~gh RVTD, continue provision of
transportation services(:l1Y:lfacilitMsthCJt~nhancemobility/livability and quality oflife
options for the transportf1tion-disadvaniaged.
<: .':~: ': :)":i':',:
The City of Central Point sup#8[tsthis policy as evidenced in this TSP.
Policy 6.D-4 Local governments, RVTD, and ODOTwhere appropriate, shall consider
the development ofpark-and-ride facilities as a cost-effective means ofincreasing the
efficiency ofthe existing transportation system.
The City of Central Point supports this policy as evidenced in this TSP. The Parking
Plan presented in this TSP sets forth as a parking reduction strategy the appropriate use of
park-and-ride facilities (see Chapter 6).
Policy 6.D-8 Local governments, ODOTwhere appropriate, and RVTD should support
transit-friendly design including appropriate inclusion ofbus-only lanes on arterial
streets, bus bays or turnouts on district level State highways, arterial and collector
streets as a means offacilitating traffic flow during peak travel periods, and should
revise building codes that enhance pedestrian access to major destination buildings. This
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transit-friendly design approach will also encourage connectivity to transit by enhancing
pedestrian, wheelchair and bicycle access to bus stops.
The City acknowledges the importance of including transit needs in its development and
street standards. This acknowledgement is not only limited to functional design needs
but also design standards that improve the attractiveness and convenience of the transit
system.
Policy 6.D-9 Where warranted by traffic speeds, volume, and average bus schedule
dwell time; where consistent with maintaining a positive pedestrian environment; and
where approved by RVTD, local governments, and ODOTwhere appropriate, shall
facilitate implementation ofbus bays on congested arterial streets as a means of
facilitating traffic flow during peak travel periods.
The appropriateness of bus bays on congested major streets is a justifiable design
consideration, but one that is time sensitive and dependent of the presence of stable bus
routes. The City will work with RVTD in identifying the need and timing of bus bays on
arterial streets and the development of acceptable bus bay standards as part of the City's
street standards.
In addition to the above policies, the RTP also includes a performance measure for transit service.
Table 9.1 represents Measure 2 of the RTP. In support of the RTP Measure 2, the City as part of
this TSP establishes a similar performance measure. Table 9.2 represents the City's transit
perfonnance measure. It is important to note that attainment of this performance measure relies
on the expansion of transit service to the eastside of the City and other planned transit oriented
development areas. .
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Table 9.2. City of Central Point Transportation System Plan Performance Measures
Current Benchmark Benchmark Benchmark









estimates are that 35% of
DU's are within 1;4 mile
walking distance of
RVTD transit routes.
38% 45% 60% 70%
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9.3. Rogue Valley Transportation District
The Rogue Valley Transportation District (RVTD) providces
Central Point, a combination a nXlea-rollte. tlxled-sctledule
system, and paratransit (Valley Lift) - a with disabiHtices
that them Additionally, RVTD ope:ratles the Valley Ridlestlare and




oint as well as increased headways and weekend The
support additional to Central Point. During Phase II of
n Update, the Valley MPO will be investigating methods
Currently, ridership is than one percent
of total daily and peak-hour vehicular
Although not unusual for a small metropolitan area,
Public transportation the of
accommodating a greater portion of total daily trips
the provided RVTD is adequately timded
as to transit including
enhancements that will make transit more
COlIVel1iell1t to who use auto
Transit's ability to serve an wou
sigil1itlcarltly enhanced by other elements of this
including the TDM, bi














9.3.1. Rogue Valley Transportation District .. Ten-Year Long Range Plan (2007-
2017): The RVTD Ten-Year Plan 2007·2017 is a multi·modal document focused on
enhancing ridership through appropriate best The Plan is designed to address
the community's public transportation needs, with the realization that there will
revenue constraints to be addressed throughout Plan's implementation.
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Priorities and Immediate Needs:
• Service along Hwy 99;
• Detennine location for transfer station and
major bus stops
Downtown reverse service (S~tf¢htly only the
north side of Pine receivesseryi6e);
Expanded hours and incr~:i~dfr~quency;.."
Service to the Twin Creeks TaD \A"l",U''-'
Provide Saturday service;
'::.::':-:':,::::>'.:-::.:.:',".







Central Point is currently served by Route 40 of RVTD
(Figure 9.1), which has a very strong ridership. Route 40
travels from Medford to Central Point and has received
increased frequency from one hour to 30-minute
headways. South of Route 40 the City has created a TaD
overlay District for the Twin Creeks area. Within this
overlay district, future transit facilities have been planned.
The long-range plan proposes the following priorities and
future needs:
Future Needs:
• East Central Point; and
• Area near South Haskell St. and Ash St.
9.4. Strategies to Improve Transit Service
The growth of transit service, in terms of ridership, will necessitate
a variety of strategies that need to be simultaneously employed.
These strategies include a variety of disciplines such as
economics, land use and transportation planning, and urban design
that when considered collectively will provide a solid
infrastructure to build future transit ridership. The following is a
listing of actions that will facilitate growth in transit ridership:
• Additional site plan standards can be incorporated into
the land development code to encourage transit
oriented development.
• Prepare code amendments that provide standards and incentives fostering
enhancements to parking lot design, integration of transit facilities, flexibility to
support various uses over time, such as temporary parking zones, or parking areas
that convert to plazas to support programmed activities; shared parking facilities;
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Transportation infrastructure can be designed to suppOli redevelopment of future
building construction.
Provide clear pathways to transit vehicles from shelters.
Sidewalks should be constructed to the nearest intersection or to the nearest section
of existing sidewalk from all urban transit faci lities.
Provide suitable and universally accessible waiting areas for transit users.
Coordinate locations of crosswalks with placements of way-finding signage and
shelters.
On streets with parking, consider curl?.'~*tensiol1sat near-side bus stops so passengers
can board transit directly from thep~t!:>Without stepping onto the street and to
comply with ADA universal accessibility standards.
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9.5. Transit Goals and Policies
GOAL 9.1: IN COOPERATION WITH TRANSIT PROVIDERS FACILITATE THE
PROVISION OF A TRANSIT SYSTEM THAT PROVIDES CONVENIENT
AND ACCESSIBLE TRANSIT SERVICES TO THE CITIZENS OF THE
CENTRAL POINT URBAN AREA. 19
Policy 9.1.1. The City shall work with RVTD to encourage transit services that meet the City's
transit needs.
Policy 9.1.2. To encourage accessibility and increased ridership, the City shall continue to
encourage future transit-supportive land uses, such as mixed uses, multiple-
family, and employment centers to be located on or near transit corridors.
Policy 9.1.3. The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain development standards and
regulationsfaciUtating accessibility to transit services through transit-supportive
streetscape, subdivision, and site design requirements that promote pedestrian
and bicycle connectivity, convenience and safety.
GOAL 9.2: INCREASE OVERALL DAILY TRANSIT RIDERSHIP IN THE CENTRAL
POINT URBAN AREA, TO MITIGATE A PORTION OF THE TRAFFIC
PRESSURES EXPECTED BYREGIONAL GROWTH.
Policy 9.2.1. Through Transportation Demand Management efforts, the City shall work with
Central Point employers and other government agencies to increase commuter
transit ridership.
190AR 660-0 12-0020(c)
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Chapter 10 - Railroad & Aviation System
10.1. Railroad System.-Introduction
In February 1976, passed the Railroad Re'viulliz,atioln and Keigul:atolry Reform
Act (the Act), which set up a nationwide local and a
rail planning process. a for a state was
required to establilsh:
" .....An adequate for rail ~Pt"Vjt"P(;:
for all transportation in such
updating, revising and amending









accounts for bet'we~m 10 percent of
this total the 1-5 corridor.2°
purpose ofthe rail tr81l1sp!ortati()n
elemell1t is to both and
pas:sen:ger components railway
system relative to The long-
term potential both and
pas:senger ""'MT;"'" for VaHey
1Yrf'!:Atf'!r than present service
is particularly true as the
inclreas,ing cost of l~asiolirle
legllUII. The cOITlbinied hiigh,rvay
10.2. Railroads - Existing
Conditions
The railroad has a long history in Central Point and was one of the driving behind the
founding ofthe city. The Southern Pacific railroad came to the vaHey 1885, four prior to
incorporation ofCentral Point 1889.
20 Re~~ional Transportation Plan 2005 - Rail Transportation Element, Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning
Org,ani.~ticln, 2005
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Today within the City ofCentral Point's transportation inventory, there is a single north-south
railroad track operated by the Central Oregon Pacific Railroad (CORP). This trackage is part of
CORP's Siskiyou Line which provides connections from Eugene-Springfield to Cottage Grove,
Roseburg, Glendale, Grants Pass, Medford, Ashland and on into Califomia (Figure 10.1).
CORP is Oregon's second largest short line railroad, operating on 378 route miles and 8 miles of
trackage rights in Oregon. Its route miles comprise 13.8 percent of all route miles statewide21 •
CORP is strictly a freight line that carries local forest and agricultural products. Steep grades and
tight turns limit operating speeds, which mostly fall in the range of25 to 35 miles per hour.
Forty-three miles of track is limited to an operating speed of only ten miles per hour. In recent
years, CORP carried approximately 28,000 cars on the Siskiyou Line.
10.2.1. Land Use: The CORP line through Central
Point is generally bound predominantly by
residential and commercially zoned properties with
some industrial properties south of Pine Street. With
the exception of the Grange Co-op, which does have
a spur and occasionally uses the rail for shipment of
materials, the City's commercial/industrial use of the
railroad is non-existent.
The speed (low) and frequency (very limited) of the
rail traffic is not a cause for concern at this time.
Along much of the rail line adjacent land uses are
effectively buffered from rail traffic impacts such as
noise and vibration. With the exception of the
commercial lands along the west side of Front Street,
the remaining lands are buffered by either Hwy. 99
on the east and planned open space/landscaped berms along the west side of the tracks.
These buffering systems are anticipated to be sufficient to mitigate any increases in rail
speed and frequency that may occur in the future. Within the City's urban area, there are
three existing (3) and one (l) proposed public at-grade railroad crossings (Table 10.1).
Each of these crossings is located on one of the City's arterial streets.
Table 10.1. Central Point Railroad Crossings
Crossing Name Crossing No.
Beall Lane U.S. DOT #756030T
W. Pine Street U.S. DOT #756050T
Scenic Avenue U.S. DOT #75605IA






10.2.2. Rail Freight - Existing Conditions: Currently, the CORP line is used only for
freight, which can be divided into two major segments: I. A large wood products
operation at Dillard, south of Roseburg, contributes most of the traffic on the northem
end ofthe line. 2. Shippers south of Grants Pass (Timber Products, Boise Cascade, and
Sierra Pine, Ltd.) are the major source of business on the southern end of the line. While
the railroad operates a through train between Medford and Roseburg, most of the traffic
21 2001 Oregon Rail Plan, An Element ofthe Oregon Transportation Plan. Oregon Dept. of Transportation,
November 2001.
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heads either north out of Roseburg or south out of Medford. CORP's line south from
Medford is one of the most rugged rail lines in the western part of the United States with
gradients that approach 3.25 percent. The portion of the line south from Ashland to
Black Butte, California has no weight restrictions but has height and length restrictions in
the Siskiyou Mountains due to size limitations related to tunnels.
In 2002, the Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization (RVMPO) undertook a
survey entitled Strengths and Weaknesses ofthe Current Freight Transportation
System. As relates to rail freight, the survey asked shippers if they were interested in
improving their connections with rail. While there was interest among some
manufacturers in increasing their use of rail for inbound raw materials and outbound
finished product, it was very selective. Shippers with the greatest interest tended to have
a spur either on their property or one nearby and were producing heavy, bulk products or
needed large quantities of bulk raw materials.
The reasons shippers gave for not using rail more extensively had to do with the length of
time it takes to move freight by rail and concerns of the reliability of delivery times. Rail
freight is typically carried by more than one railroad company before reaching its
destination, which means that the originating company loses hands-on control of the
freight in the process. Local rail personnel point to the inconsistency of schedules as an
important issue that they have been working to correct.
The findings of the 2002, Strengths and Weaknesses oftlte Current Freight
Transportation System, particularly as it pertains to timely and cost effective rail service,
have been reinforced by CORP's most recent cutbacks. Any increased shipping times
and costs will ultimately result in increases in demand for motor freight services.
In September 2007, CORP discontinued operations between Vaughn, OR and Coquille,
OR due to unsafe tunnel conditions. CORP estimates the cost for repairing the tunnels at
$23 million and is seeking federal financial assistance for this purpose. Additionally, in
December 2007, CORP notified shippers south of Eugene that the railroad's Siskiyou
Line would be closed to train service into California. Effective January 2008, no freight
trains will be allowed south of Ashland. Instead, companies that want to ship cargo by
rail south into California will have their products loaded onto railcars bound for Eugene.
From Eugene, railcars will be directed to Klamath Falls and then into California. This
change will have a direct impact on businesses using the Siskiyou Line by increasing
shipping times and, potentially, shipping costs.
Based on recent events, the future role of rail freight service to and from the Rogue
Valley is questionable. Based on the most recent actions by CORP it appears that the
market share of products shipped by rail will decline in the near future.
10.2.3. Passenger Rail Service - Existing Conditions: Passenger rail service to and
from Southern Oregon was terminated in 1958. Currently north-south rail passenger
service in the California·Oregon-Washington corridor is provided through Klamath Falls,
bypassing the Rogue Valley region on the way to Eugene. State sponsored thruway bus
service with one daily round trip via the 1-5 freeway between Eugene and Ashland started
in May 2000. This bus connects with the mid-morning Amtrak Cascades train departure
from Eugene.
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10.2.4. Passenger Rail Sen'ice - Future Feasibility: The primary advantage of rail is
its ability to move larger numbers of passengers at approximately the same cost as a
small number of passengers and to move them in a comfortable, time~competitive
manner. Passenger service also can provide peaking capacity parallel to congested
highway corridors. Because of the high infrastructure cost, rail works best where
passenger volumes are high enough to justifY the investment, and generally this means
where multiple frequencies can be operated.
Rail's advantage declines where the available rail route is not competitive with driving
times, either due to a circuitous route or to poor track conditions that limit operating
speeds. Nevertheless, there is a general perception that rail service is more reliable, more
comfortable, and safer because the railway cars provide more passenger space and travel
over a fixed guideway that is not affected by highway congestion.
Recently, interest has been expressed in bringing passenger rail service to southwestern
Oregon. Several studies have been completed providing various scenarios that could
potentially reintroduce passenger service to the area, but in all cases, the cost would be
prohibitive and federal and state support at this time is very limited. These studies
include:
The 2001 Oregon Rail Plan. The 2001 Oregon Rail Plan provided an analysis
of potential rail passenger service between Medford and Eugene. In the Plan, it
was stated that rail service is disadvantaged in southern Oregon by an antiquated
rail line alignment built in the 1880s, twisting track alignment, slow speeds, and
relatively light population. The line is maintained to Class 2 standards with
maximum speed over the route of 25 mph, with many segments limited to 20
mph. A passenger rail service would be unable to match highway times. Rail
running time on the present 205~mile rail route between Eugene and Medford
would require over 8 hours, and the improvements necessary to reduce the rail
running time to competitive levels would require major reconstruction.
Southern Oregon Commuter Rail Study~ 2001. The 1999 session of the
Oregon Legislature instructed the Oregon Department of Transportation to
examine the potential for local passenger service (commuter rail) between Grants
Pass and Ashland, a distance of approximately 45 miles. The operation being
contemplated would operate on trackage owned by CORP. The Southern
Oregon Commuter Rail Study was ajoint effort of the Rail Division of the
Oregon Department of Transportation, the Rogue Valley Transportation District
(RVTD) and the Rogue Valley Council ofGovemments (RVCOG). The overall
goal of the study was to define costs, benefits, and impacts of the project to allow
regional partners to compare the feasibility of commuter rail against other
regional transportation options.
The plan presented a highly visionary concept of rail service in the Rogue Valley
that was determined to be infeasible under current, or foreseeable, levels of
financial support for rail improvements. Key findings and are below:
1Zl With substantial upgrading of the track and signal system, the rail line
connecting the eight Rogue Valley communities is well suited to serve as
the backbone of an effective commuter transportation system for the
region.
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IZI With top speeds of up to 60 miles per hour, commuter trains can travel
the 45-mile corridor from Ashland to Grants Pass in about 80 minutes,
making seven (7) intermediate stops.
I2l The estimated costs for upgrading the rail infrastructure, including track,
ties, switches, a new I.S-mile track through Medford Yard, new sidings,
a modern train movement signaling system, grade crossing safety
improvements, acquiring passenger equipment, and operating the system
at three potential levels of service are summarized in Table 10.2 below:
Table 10.2. Level of Service Explained
Service Level Elements
LEVEL 1 Full service (six (6) round trips in the morning and six (6) in the
evening) between Ashland and Central Point.
LEVEL 2 Levell, plus limited service (two (2) round trips in the morning and
two (2) in the evening) between Central Point and Grants Pass.
LEVEL 3 Full service (six (6) round trips in the morning and six (6) in the
evening) between Ashland and Grants Pass.
Commuter and Inter-Urban Corridors Plan. The focus of this rail plan was
primarily on intercity service, rather than commuter service. However, the Plan did
discuss commuter service, which is getting increasing attention nationwide, both in
major urban centers and in less populous communities where increasing traffic
congestion encourages people to look for transportation alternatives. The recent
introduction of such service between Seattle and Tacoma shows that this trend has
moved to the Pacific Northwest. Several Oregon communities have conducted
commuter rail feasibility studies, and others continue to show interest. The discussion
that follows is intended to provide a perspective on these efforts.
Once considered viable only as a means to move suburban residents into major
downtown employment centers, many communities are now investigating commuter
service potential between suburban areas where employment and housing patterns are
more diverse. Lightly used or abandoned rail lines are seen as having commuter
service potential with minimal or no conflicts with freight operations. A
determination of commuter rail feasibility depends on a number of factors that vary
widely from community to community, but ultimately the viability of commuter rail
hinges largely on a calculation of the balance between its costs and ridership, which
translates to revenue. A number of indicators can be used to measure the potential
success for a commuter service. The checklist below covers the primary attributes
that affect a viable commuter operation:
r.zJ Direct Rail Link: An existing rail line with a reasonably direct route
between the communities to be served and with sufficient unused capacity to
accommodate relatively frequent rush hour passenger service.
[2j Supporting Regional Goals: Land use and transportation system goals that
seek to reduce motor vehicle trips, concentrate commercial and residential
development in and near the urbanized areas in the corridor, and to promote
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higher-density development within the corridor and specifically, near rail
station sites.
IZJ Population Growth and Density: Continuing moderate to rapid growth in
population within and along the corridor, with a high concentration of
residences and/or business/commercial activity close to proposed station
sites.
lZl: Limited Funding for Highway Projects: Difficulty in raising funds for new
highway projects which would increase traffic capacity in the corridor.
lZl Commuting within the Corridor: A high level of daily commuting within
the rail corridor.
I2l Traffic Congestion: Growing traffic congestion on highways paralleling the
rail line.
III Limited Parking: Limited and expensive parking at commuter destination
points.
lZl Competitive Transit Times: Ability to provide rait commuter service
competitive with auto commute times.
I2l Availability to Funding: Ability to provide rail commuter service at a cost
competitive with auto commuting.
IZI Willingness to Use Transit: Daily commuters in the corridor with a
relatively high propensity to use transit. A number of commuter or localized
(interurban) rail services have been proposed in Oregon during the past
decade. The status of each service is summarized below.
Rogue Valley Commuter Rail Project. 2006. In 2006, the RVMPO examined an
additional option for bringing commuter rail service to the Rogue Valley. This study
was brought about as a result of the availability of several self-propelled rail diesel
cars (RDC) owned by onOT Rail Division. Under this scenario, these RDCs would
be purchased or leased and would provide service to Central Point, Medford, Bear
Creek Orchards, Phoenix, Talent, and Ashland. The operation would be less
extensive and require less capital and operating costs than the concept developed as
part ofthe 2001 Southern Oregon Commuter Study. The estimated costs for required
infrastructure improvements would be approximately $12,500,000, while the cost of
the Southern Oregon Commuter would approach $38,000,000.
Funding for the Rogue Valley Commuter Rail Project was limited, and additional
information is required before it can be seriously considered, particularly information
related to travel market demand.
While these studies have, for the most part, focused on infrastructure needs, questions
that need to be answered in future service assessments include:
o Will the service attract sufficient ridership and revenues to justify the service?
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o What are the potential costs and revenues?
o What are the economic and social benefits to the state and local communities?
o Can a service be provided at an affordable cost?
o What are the alternatives to providing the service?
o How does the service satisfy Oregon's transportation goals?
o Will the service contribute positively to other services through connections?
o Does the service accommodate disabled travelers and comply with the Americans
with Disabilities Act?
In summary, the feasibility of passenger rail service must take into consideration not only
infrastructure requirements, but also the following key operational thresholds:
Patronage: To justify rail service, a train should have a minimum average occupancy of
about 75 passengers per train. Occupancy might be lower at the extreme end of a run, but
average occupancy should justify the operation of a train with at least 180 seats (typically
a three car train). The economic efficiency of rail is significantly reduced ifusage falls
below this level, and bus operation often may provide more effective use of
transportation dollars. Most of Oregon's current trains meet this threshold.
Cost Recovery: Typical train operating costs are about $26 per mile. A new rail service
should be expected to attain a 30·40 percent fare box recovery ratio (the proportion of
operating costs covered by fare revenue) to be viable. With a lower cost recovery, the
amount of subsidy per passenger becomes excessive and alternative transportation by bus
becomes a more attractive option. Oregon's long term goal is to achieve or exceed 100
percent operating cost recovery on its rail services.
Running Time: Rail service has to be reasonably competitive with auto driving times to
be successfuL Unfortunately, some branch lines that otherwise might have passenger
service potential drop out of consideration because they follow alignments that cannot be
upgraded to provide time·competitive service at a cost commensurate with the potential
service level. Many of Oregon's branch lines fall into this category. Freight service levels
are insufficient to justify major capital investment in track upgrades or curve reductions
that would also benefit passenger operations, so the entire cost of improvements would be
a passenger-related responsibility. Parallel highways, however, have been improved to
the extent that driving times (and potential bus times) have been significantly reduced
over time, rendering establishment of rail service more difficult to justify.
Other Factors: In certain situations, rail service may be warranted even though it would
not meet the general parameters given above. Justifications may include rail service that
contributes substantially to the patronage ofother trains, service that provides special
benefits to the area served or operations that assist in the mobility of certain travelers (i.e.
handicapped).
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10.3. Aviation System - Introduction
Although the City of Central Point does not
provide aviation service, it is fortunate to have
convenient access to the Rogue Valley
International-Medford Airport. The airport is
located to the east of the City just outside the
urban area. The Rogue Valley International·
Medford Airport is the third largest commercial
service airport in Oregon providing air
passenger and air freight services to seven
counties in Southern Oregon and northern
California. The airport provides national and
international connections to the region with commercial air service provided by Horizon Airlines
and United AirlineslUnited Express. Because of the airport's proximity to the City, it is
considered as a transportation asset.
The governing planning document for the Airport is the Medford-Jackson County Airport Master
Plan Update, which will continue to serve as the airport's guiding document governing
anticipated development of the airport, including the on-site facilities. It is the City's goal,
through this TSP, to maintain convenient and efficient vehicular transportation access to the
Rogue Valley International·Medford airport
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10.4. Railroad and Aviation Goals and Policies
GOAL 10.1. TO PROVIDE EFFICIENT, SAFE, AND EFFECTIVE MOVEMENT OF
GOODS AND PASSENGERS BY RAIL VIA WHILE MAINTAINING THE
QUALITY OF LIFE FOR THE CITIZENS OF THE CENTRAL POINT
URBAN AREA.
GOAL 10.2. TO PROVIDE EFFICIENT, SAFE, AND EFFECTIVE MOVEMENT OF
GOODS, SERVICES AND PASSENGERS BY RAIL WHILE MAINTAINING
THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR THE CITIZENS OF THE CENTRAL POINT
URBAN AREA.22
Policy 10.2.1. The City shall encourage bothfreight andpassenger service as part ofstatewide
rail transportation planning efforts.
Policy 10.2.2. The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain site development standards that
mitigate railroad noise and vibration.
GOAL 10.3: TO PROVIDE EFFICIENT, SAFE, AND EFFECTIVE MOVEMENT OF
PEOPLE AND GOODS VIA INTER~MODALCONNECTIONS WITH THE
ROGUE VALLEY INTER-NATIONAL-MEDFORD AIRPORT.23
Policy 10.3.1 The City shall support the Rogue Valley Transportation District efforts to
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Chapter 11 - Truck Freight System
11.1. Introduction
Efficient truck movement plays a vital role in the economical transportation ofraw materials and
finished products. The establishment of through truck routes provides for this efficient movement
while at the same time maintaining neighborhood livability, public safety, and minimizing
maintenance costs of the roadway system. The significance offreight movement is supported by
the 1999 Oregon Highway Plan, the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), the Transportation
Planning Rule (TPR). Most recently the Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization
(RVMPO) completed a freight study addressing the freight needs ofthe Rogue Vallel4 • As a
result of the findings presented in the RVMPO Freight Study (2006), truck freight movement
warrants a special chapter in the Transportation system Plan (TSP) in order to maintain focus of
truck freight issues.
11.2. Land Use
The safe and efficient movement of goods is a common goal for both truck and rail freight, but
trucks use different infrastructure, have different land use implications, and must be integrated
with other modes in the broader transportation system. Commercial trucks have specific travel
needs such as adequate lane widths, adequate turning at intersections, and adequately designed
loading and unloading areas. Truck services also need roadways operating at an adequate level of
service so that goods and services can move efficiently through the city, the region, and the state.
Most of the Central Point's freight intense land uses are located on the eastside of the freeway
with access predominantly via East Pine Street and Table Rock Road. The downtown and the
area along Highway 99 also contribute but to a lesser degree. Aside from these areas most of the
City is residential in character with limited freight needs.
11.3. Truck Freight - Existing Conditions
Truck freight transportation within the Central Point urban area is primarily concentrated along
the truck routes designated in the Regional Transportation Plan. Figure 11.1 illustrates the truck
routes within the City as identified in the RVMPO Freight Study. The major truck routes include
Interstate 5 (1-5) and Highway 99 (Front Street). 1~5 is the most important freight route in the
region carrying approximately 4,000 to 5,000 trucks per day through the area. 1-5 not only serves
freight heading to destinations within the Central Point UGB, but also serves trucks passing
through the region to destinations throughout the West Coast. Currently, the combined volume of
freight transported over highway and rail modes in the 1-5 corridor through the Rogue Valley
Metropolitan Planning Region is estimated at 25 million tons annually, with the majority of this
freight carried on the highway system25• Additional Central Point Freight Routes as identified in
the RVMPO Freight Study (2006) include: Table Rock Road, East Vilas Road, Pine Street, and
Hanley Road. As part of the RVMPO Freight Study, the Rogue Valley Council ofGovemments
conducted a series of interviews with major freight shippers and carriers providing issues and
concerns related to specific Central Point freight routes. Table 11.1 lists the freight issues that
affect facilities within the City's urban area.
24 Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization Freight Study, 2006
251-5 State of the Interstate Report, OOOT, 2000.
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The four corners intersection at Table Rock and Vilas is very tight. Turning







Table 11.1. Central Point Truck Freight Issues and Concerns
Freight Route Issues & Concerns
1-5 General concerns expressed about the capacity of the interchange and the
Interchange potential for continued growth in the area around the interchange which will
increase congestion in the future.
East Pine Street through downtown Central Point is congested and relatively
narrow for truck freight traffic.
Table Rock Road deliveries are difficult due to the lack ofturning lanes.
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11.4. Central Point Truck Freight ~ Issues & Concerns
As presented in the RVMPO Freight Study, the City of Central Point's capacity to accommodate
truck freight has numerous challenges ranging from capacity and land use conflicts, to
inappropriate route designations.
East Pine Street/Central Point Interchange: Freight trucks moving south on 1-5 often
choose to connect with 1-5 via the East Pine Street/Central Point Interchange, rather than
face the congestion on Highway 62 en route to the North Medford Interchange. USF
Reddaway, the largest bulk facility in the Rogue Valley, is located off Pine Street on
Hamrick Road. Counting just Reddaway traffic, 300 trucks per day exit from 1-5 and
another enter 1-5. Gordon Trucking, a long haul company, is likely to relocate near this
interchange. East Pine Street connects freight on Highway 99 with Table Rock Road, the
route to industrial sites in White City. Issues include the high levels ofcongestion
leading to and occurring within the area. Freight companies are concerned that conditions
at the Central Point Interchange are starting to mirror those at the north and south
Medford interchanges. This is troublesome, since the Central Point Interchange is
currently their only viable alternative south ofthe Seven Oaks Interchange26•
Hamrick Road. In the RVMPO Freight Study, Hamrick Road was identified as part of
the MPO freight system. This section of Hamrick Road is predominantly residential in
character and has been eliminated from the City's freight route map as illustrated in
Figure 11.2. As presented in this TSP, it is proposed that the section of Hamrick Road
from East Pine Street to Table Rock Road be removed as a designated truck freight route
from the RVMPO regional freight route map. Table Rock Road is adequate to serve the
designated freight needs.
East Pine Street (Downtown Core). By its very nature, the downtown core has always
been, and will continue to be, a less than desirable truck route. This is particularly true
given the City's plans for revitalization of the downtown, which includes pedestrian
oriented uses and traffic calming along East Pine Street27• To avoid the downtown
section ofEast Pine Street, truck drivers often travel out-of-direction to the Seven Oaks I-
S interchange.
11.5. Out-of-Direction Travel
Out-of-direction travel is defined as drivers taking an indirect non-designated route rather than a
more direct designated route. The use of out-of-direction routes typically occurs as a result of
regular routes being blocked during construction, drivers avoiding bottlenecks and congestion,
and restrictions that prevent oversized freight. According to the RVMPO Freight Study, there has
been an increase in out-of-direction traveL The result is that manufacturers and shippers are
using alternative routes to Hwy. 99 and 1-5 placing significant burdens on the Central Point
Interchange, Table Rock Road, and Vilas Road.
26 2005-2030 Regional Transportation Plan, April 2005
27 City of Central Point Downtown Revitalization Plan, 2000
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11.6. Truck Freight Goals and Policies
GOAL 11.1. To identify and maintain a truck freight system within the City that serves the
City's and region's freight needs in an efficient and safe manner, with minimal
adverse impacts on adjacent land uses.
Policy 11.2.1. The City shall cooperate with the RVMPO, Jackson County, ODOTandthe City
ofMedford in the coordination ofdesign, funding, and improvement ofthe freight
system within the City that enhances freight movement, while improving the
overall capacity ofthe City's street system.
Policy 11.2.2. The Freight System Map presented in Figure 11.2 shall be considered by the City
as the officialfreight route systemfor the City ofCentral Point. The design and
improvement ofthe street system designated on the Freight System Map shall
accommodate large vehicles typical offreight movement.
Policy 11.2.3. The City shall ensure access to truckfreight via the local street system, with
emphasis on maintaining and efficient and safe designated truck route system.
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Chapter 12 - Transportation System Financing System
Program
12.1. Introduction
In accordance with the Transportation Planning Rule (TPRi8, this chapter presents the City of
Central Point's financing program for its transportation system. By definition the financing
program shall include:
1. Policies that guide the selection of transportation facilitY<~rid improvement projects for
funding in the shortMtenn that meet the standards a?4~richmarks established pursuant to
the TPR. ...
2. A list of planned transportation facilities at1dtn~l~;im;:i~~fuMts;
3. An estimate of the timing for Planned~~~ii~~ationfacilitie~~~am~jor improvements;and .
4. A detennination of rough cg~testimate8;~tihe1raIl~p§~~tionfaciliti::ih4tnajor
improvements identified in:m~[:§p. . . . .. .. . . . ..
In Chapter 7, a list oftransportation~~~r~~~~~~ts~ereid~~fifj~. These are projects that are
forecast to be needed during the planningp~riod&ftlli~J'SP,Intll~~~gregate,the total cost of all
projects approaches $],12jriii,lign. Thesec?sts do notjtlcl~cle the costpf County and ODOT
projects as identifi~4iijfabtes7;?and 7.3 o(ihis'I'$~;'TheQi,1:)'readily acknowledges that it is
beyond the realm orfeasibility t0f!:tnd all proJe¢~Qver the ndttwenty years, and not all projects
are necessary to mainta.illan acce~11tble level ofs~rvice throughout the planning period.
Consequently,it is thepul])gse of.th.1~fBapterto prioritize the projects based on need, and to
reconcile#1¢CQstof the pr()j¢~tsWithth~Qjty's abHlty to fund.
Devel~B:~~t'·~;·~~isi~H~Pter·'i~i6~eg...on t~~Y;~IJ6Win~····~ocuments:
• '<fIle RVMPO R~~igijClITr~~~'~grtationPlan 2005-2030 dated April 5, 2005 and draft
inf()fI1)~tion for the 20q2-2034 RTP;
• Cityotg;~rtral Point's;l);y 2007 M08 Budget
• City of CeJ1tI'lll. Point)~iye- Year Capital Improvements Plan 2008M2012
• Statewide trait~pOI:tati()fi Improvement Program, 2008 - 2011
All expense and reven::~~~il~ates presented in this chapter are in tenns of 2008 dollars. Funding
has been estimated over the duration ofthis TSP.
12.2. Project Prioritization Policies
The TPR requires that the selection of transportation projects be based on policies that establish
standards and benchmarks for project selection. To this end the City relies on its Strategic Plan,
the Comprehensive Plan, the RTP, the STIP.
28Transportation Planning Rule, Section 660-012M 0040
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Initially, one of the standards to be achieved in local TSPs was a 5% reduction in vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) during the planning period of the TSP. On April 3,2002, the Land Conservation
and Development Commission (LCDC), by Order 02~LCDC-026, approved alternative standards
to accomplish reduced vehicle miles traveled (VMT) as required by OAR 660-012-0035(5).
LCDC's approval was conditional subject to completion of certain tasks. The RVMPO
completed the necessary tasks in 2004. The 2005-2030 RTP contains the LCDC approved
alternative measures. In total seven (7) alternate measures were approved. These alternative
measures have been incorporated in this TSP. Where applicable these alternate measures have
been used in developing the standards and benchmarks for prioritization of transportation
projects.
Project prioritization is based on the following criteria:
1. Safety. Projects that improve the safety of the City's transportation system. This
includes all modes of transportation;
2. RTP Benchmarks. Projects that facilitate compliance with the RTP Benchmarks;
3. Economic Development. Projects that reinforce the City's economy, either through
improvements to freight routes, or improvements that facilitate development of land uses
that support the City's employment base;
4. Regional Coordination. Projects undertaken in coordination with the State, County,
and/or City of Medford;
5. Livability. Projects that improve the City's livability through maintenance of minimum
levels of service, connectivity, and modal choice.




The trdrtsP9rtation projeetsptesented in this TSP have been assigned to one of two classifications
referred tO~~~ither Tier 1 or:ti~r 2 projects.
Tier IPI'()j~cts.By defillition, Tier 1 projects are financially constrained. Financially
constrained projects are projects that can be reasonably funded within the next twenty
years. Tier 1pt()jectsare further classified as either: short, medium and long-term
projects. These time periods correspond to the years 2008 - 2012 (short-range), 2013 -
2017 (medium-range) and 2018 - 2030 (long-range).
Tier 2 Projects. Tier 2 projects are those projects identified as having an eventual need
beyond the timeframe of this TSP, and for which funding is unavailable. Tier 2 projects
can advance to Tier 1 as funds become available, or priorities change. Advancing Tier 2
projects requires an amendment to the TSP with justification of the advancement and the
impact on the timing and funding of designated Tier 1 projects.
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12.4. Transportation Funding Sources
Revenue for transportation system projects predominantly comes from three sources: federal,
state, and local. The Federal, State, and local revenue sources that are used to fund street system
projects are described in the RTP. This section will provide a summary of the different funding
sources available to the City. A more comprehensive discussion of each funding source is
available in the RTP.
12.4.1. Federal Revenue Sources: There are numerous federal programs that fund
transportation projects. The forecast federal figure in Table 12.1 is derived from some of
the following programs:
Federal Earmarks: Earmarks are funding~II~A~Hons that are tied directly to a
project through the legislative process'1Q?~llWle offederal earmarks is
Congressional authorization ofTEA 21t.()iillcltld~i~t million of funding for Unit
I of the Bear Creek Greenway and.$1.25mil1ionfqr~idewalk projects in
Medford. Although additional e~J:t11a.rks may be awa.rd~?in future years, no such
assumptions have been madeiQ[9Tecasting revenues forth~City of Central
~~. . ....
Surface Transport~tionProgram (st;P):l'~¢iSfP, is a f1exibl~i#t~r~modal
block grant-type prpgralllthat provides~tJ.gsfora broad range ofthlnsportation
uses. Projects can ifJcl~d~J.1igl1way and trahSi~.fapital projects, carpool projects,
bicycle and pedestrianf~cllitie~,pl~nning, ahdl"~~earch and development. STP
funds areallocated to tlle§tateandiS~1J~allocated·tB.~ities and counties on a
fonnllla1J~isby the Oreg()11!ransP~rtati91l.~omfhi~~ion. The RVMPO is
exp¢Rt~dt(Jr~¢7ive $51.5mVli()IlitiS'rPf1lIlgs through 2034, of which
$4.11nillion li~been progtai11t'n.ed for projects in the RTP and $250,000
fortih,"programl11~d short-teriIl\2009-13) projects through the short-term
[RVMP()];. Ha'lfofthe $51.1rnilIion in SFT funds will be allocated to
·····>RVTD. '.' ..
Congestloll Mitigation and Air QUality Improvement Program (CMAQJ: The
Inter-modal§urfaceTransportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) created the CMAQ
>i> '" program tod~alwith tran~portation related air pollution. States with areas which
i.are designated~$ non-attainment for ozone or carbon monoxide (CO) must use
!h~ir CMAQ f((#~s in those non~attainment areas. The City is within a non~
attiiinlllent ar~'The projects and programs must either be included in the air
qualltYState,Irhplementation Plan (SIP), or be good candidates to contribute to
attainment()f'the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).
STP TrallSportation Enhancements Program: Each state must set aside 10% of
its yearly STP revenues for Transportation Enhancement Activities, which
comprise a broad range of projects. Enhancement funds are allocated to local
jurisdictions throughout the state on a competitive basis. Eligible transportation
enhancement projects include pedestrian and bicycle facilities; preservation of
abandoned railway corridors; landscaping and other scenic beautification; control
and removal of outdoor advertising; acquisition of scenic easements and scenic
or historic sites; scenic or historic highway programs; historic preservation;
rehabilitation and operation of historic transportation buildings, structures, or
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facilities; archaeological planning and research; and mitigation of water pollution
due to highway runoff. Enhancement projects require a 20 percent non-federal
match.
STP Safety FUllds: Each state must set aside 10 percent of its base STP funds
for safety programs (hazard elimination, rail-highway crossings, etc.). The match
rate for safety projects is 80 percent federal, 20 percent state or local.
Highway Bridge Replacement alld Rehabilitatioll Program (HBRR): The
HBRR Program provides funds to replace or maintain existing bridges; new
bridges are not eligible for funding under this prg~?m. Currently, Bridge
Replacement and Rehabilitation funds are dis~~uted through the STIP process.
In the future, these funds will be distribut~<.f~~§6rdingto the Unified Bridge
Program, a rating system that indicates.~h~icoilditignand traffic level on each
bridge in the State. .. . . .....
Timber Receipts: The U.S. F9r¢s.t'Service (USFS) shafuS.gS percent of national
forest receipts with counties. Byigregon law (ORS 294.0(jO);.9.ounties then
allocate 75 percent of the receipts!<:.lthe roadtyl1d and 25 perc~rttto local school
districts. The availa?ility oftimbertep~iptfl;:y~rilies is no longerart;:liable source
of transportation fu@i
l1
g. .. .... . ... .. .. .
12.4.2. State Revenue sou;~~:/¥6dI()r~sastfo;s~i~fulldingis illustrated in Table
12.1 and is derived from some ofJpe fo116",iIlgprogramS:\i
State Highway FUlld: Thel11ajor.s~til"6e6(fljnciing for transportation capital
improvements and activities stitteWide is the State Highway Fund. The Highway
Fund derives its revenue throughIuel taxes, licensing and registration fees, and
weight-mile taxes assessed on freight carriers. Revenues have historically been
divided as follows: 15.57% to cities,@438% to counties, and 60.05% to ODOT.
Revenue from increased tax rates wHlbe shared on a 20-30-50% basis,
respectively. Allocations to the cities are based on population.
Special Public Works Fund (SPWFj: The State of Oregon allocates a portion of
state lottery revenues for economic developmenf9. The Oregon Economic
Development Department provides grants and loans through the SPWF program
to construct, improve and repair infrastructure in commercial/industrial areas to
support local economic development and create new jobs. While primarily a loan
program, grants are available for projects that will create or retain trade-sector
jobs. A traded-sector industry sells its goods or services in nationally or
internationally competitive markets. The SPWF provides a maximum grant of
$500,000 for projects that will help create or retain a minimum of 50 jobs.
OT/A III - Oregon Transportation Investment Act: The 2003 Legislation
continued its prior commitments toward solving Oregon's highway infrastructure
problems. House Bill 3415, also referred to as the Oregon Transportation
Investment Act III (OTIA III), committed to the funding of$3.3 billion in bonds
to increase lane capacity and improve interchanges, repair and replace bridges,
290RS 285BA19 and OAR 123.042.0010, Division 42
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and preserve road pavement. Cities are allocated shares of this fund based on
percentage share of statewide population. For the planning period it is estimated
that Central Point will be allocated .636 %, or roughly six tenths of one percent.
For purposes of this TSP the City percentage of statewide population will remain
constant.
Traffic Control Projects (TCP): The State maintains a policy of sharing
installation, maintenance, and operational costs for traffic signals and luminar
units at intersections between State highways and city streets/county roads.
Intersections involving a State highway and a city street/county road, which are
included on the state~wide priority list, are eligible to participate in the cost
sharing policy. OOOT establishes a statewide priority list for traffic signal
installations on the State Highway System. The priority system is based on
warrants outlined in the Manual for Uniform Traffic Control Devices. Local
agencies are responsible for coordinating the statewide signal priority list with
local road requirements.
State Highway Fund BicyclelPedestrian Program: ORS 366.514 requires at
least 1% of the Highway Fund received by OOOT, counties, and cities shall be
expended for the development of footpaths and bikeways. OOOT administers its
bicycle/pedestrianmtig~,handles bikeway planning, design, engineering and
construction, and ptoyidest~chnical assistance and advice to local governments
concerning bikeways.ii· ..
et(!gf!~. TransPdrt~tion ~111,4~e~ment Program: The
.•.•...... ·.··Transp9rtation EnhaI1cem.eIlt prbf#am provides federal highway
funds fofprojects thaf~trengthenthe cultural, aesthetic, or
ellviron:niental value bf:§ur transportation system. The funds are
aV~ila[)17f9r"t)yelve "transportation enhancement activities"
speCif"isallYidk~111i§~dintheTransportationEquity Act for the 21 st
/Centrity.(IEA~21).111e~~activitiesfall into four main groups:
····~74estrlaIl~d Bicycle Projects, Historic Preservation related to
sillfa.ge transportation, Landscaping and Scenic Beautification, and
EnVir()nmentalty1itigation (highway runoff and wildlife protection
only){/il'he intent of the program is to fund special or additional
activiti6s not normally required on a highway or transportation
.·i ... proj~~!2ii
iJ'fegon Department of Transportation - Pedestrian and Bicycle
Grant Program: The Pedestrian and Bicycle Grant Program is a
competitive grant program that provides approximately $5 million
dollars every two years to Oregon cities, counties and ODOT
regional and district offices for design and construction of
pedestrian and bicycle facilities. Proposed facilities must be within
public rights-of-way. Grants are awarded by the Oregon Bicycle
and Pedestrian Advisory Committee.
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Immediate Opportunity Fund (lOF): The JOF is intended to support economic
development in Oregon by funding road projects that assure job development
opportunities by influencing the location or retention of a finn or economic
development project. The fund may be used only when other sources of funding
are unavailable or insufficient, and is restricted to job retention and committed
job creation opportunities. To be eligible, a project must require an immediate
commitment of road construction funds to address an actual transportation
problem. The applicant must show that the location decision of a firm or
development depends on those transportation improvements, and the jobs created
by the development must be "primary" jobs such as manufacturing, distribution,
or service jobs.
Safe Routes to School: This prograt11tsi()a~sist communities in
identifying and reducing barriers an~i~#ardsit()children, K-12, walking
or bicycling within two miles of~~ schoo1. it#l~y provide grants for
education, engineering and el}f?h~efuent; however~if.grants are to be
awarded, the program mustaqbpt. Administrative Rul~§specifying criteria
that will be used in awardinggi"ants. In addition, HB 1'it~.fequires that
School Districts have a Safe Rout~§to S~4gpl Plan (as despriped in 2001
Oregon legislati0l1,pRS 195 .115}iJ11?1a.c~as the prerequisite!or potentialfunding. .. . .
Oregon Departme~ii~i;Yi~fit~rf'ttio~~iillJf:Grants: The Community
Cyclil1gS~pter (CCC)~~ funding~()ughODPT for grants up to $5,000
forpr(jgram.§i~hat encourage bicycle safety by educating program
pat}ipipants.. Tli~CCC is th~l%gest non-pr§fit organization in the country
thafgses the bi~ycle as a toolifor teaching positive life skills to youth.
Childrell in our,.'pr()gr~ms learn bicycle safety and maintenance and earn
ith~ir ownRiry¢les,l()c¥§~dhelmets. CCC uses the bicycle as a tool for
.... ·learnillg beca~s~nochadcal1resistthe draw of a bicycle. Funding has
beeriay~ilablefor)'outhand tldlilt programs, with a focus on programs
that incorp9rate aStt'gng educational element.
12:4.3,I:0cal Revenu~Sources:Fromthe local perspective there are numerous sources
of reveri~ethatcan be#s.ed to fund local transportation projects. The forecast in Table
12.1 is bdse<J()n the f()IIowing local revenue sources:
Stree(Sys{emDeve!opment Charges (SSDCs): Street Systems Development
Chargesa.re fees paid by developers, and are structured to recover the increased
capital costs incurred by a jurisdiction or utility as a result ofreal property
development. The SDC typically varies by the type of development, i.e.
residential, commercial, and industrial.
The City of Central Point has in place a system's development charge program
for street funding. Table 12.1 includes SSDC projections through the year 2030.
The SSDC estimate is based on household formation and employment
projections presented in Chapter 3 - Land Use.
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Street Utility Fees (SUFs): A Street Utility Fee is a use fee paid by all residents
and businesses of a city, and is used to maintain the existing street system. SUFs
are assessed to all businesses and households in the city based on the amount of
traffic typically generated by a each use category. Most city residents pay water
and sewer utility fees to maintain and operate these utility systems. Street utility
fees apply the same concepts to city streets. Street utility fees differ from water
and sewer fees because usage cannot be easily monitored. Street user fees are
used to pay for operation and maintenance of the City's transportation system.
On February 28, 2008 the City of Central Point adopted its first transportation
utility fee program to assist in the funding oftr~~portation planning and
management, and the construction maintenaIlse#fthe City's transportation
system. The Transportation Utility Fee wilj;s:«n.set on February 28, 2011 unless
extended by action of the City Council~Ta~I~:12.1 includes the SUF through
fiscal year2011.»·»
Revenue and General Ohligation Bonds: Revenu~~'3tl~~tan be used for a
variety of local transportation projects. Revenue bonds a~~nanced by user
charges, such as street system development charges and stree(:M~ility fees, local
gas tax, or any other transportation-related revenue source thafprgyides a stable
stream of revenue. General obligation bonds are supported by a CitY's property
tax base, and must be approved by a majority of a city's voters.
Special Assessments /Local Improvement Districts (LID)/Urhan Renewal
Agency: Special assessments are charges levied on property owners for
neighborhood public facilities and services, with each property assessed a portion
of total project costs. Special assessments are commonly used for such public
works as street improvement, drainage, parking facilities, and sewer lines. The
justification for such levies is that many of these public works activities provide
services to or directly enhance the value of a defined area of benefit, thereby
providing direct financial benefit to the owners.
Local Improvement Districts (LID) are similar to special assessment districts.
An LID is a legal entity established by local governments to levy special
assessments to fund improvements that have local benefits. Through an LID,
streets and other transportation improvements can be constructed and a fee
assessed to adjacent property owners.
Urban renewal agencies are essentially a fonn ofa special assessment district that
uses tax increment financing as a funding tool (ORS 457). The use of tax
increment financing has a successful track record of funding infrastructure
improvements within blighted areas.
Developer Paid Improvements
To an increasing degree developers are funding all, or a major portion, of
transportation improvements required to make a specific development project
possible. Many of the Tier 2 projects listed in Table 12.2 rely on future
developer financing for advancement to Tier I .The availability revenues from
this category are identified in the "Other" column in Table 12.1.
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12.5. Transportation System Revenue Projections
Projecting revenues over long periods - in this case, 20 years - necessarily involves making
several assumptions which may, or may not, prove valid over time. For example, changing social,
economic and political conditions cannot be predicted, yet these factors play important roles in
determining future funding levels for Street System projects. The Tier I revenue projections
presented in this plan are based on the Rogue Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization's
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), with adjustments based on recent changes in the City's SDC
and SUF fees. As illustrated in Table 12.1 it is forecast that there will be approximately $64
million in revenue will be available to fund the City's transportation projects, both non-capital
and capital needs, in the shorHerm, medium-term, and long term.
It is important to remember that the revenues identified in Table:J%~J are forecasts. It is
recommended that annually the revenue figures be re~evaluatedartd appropriately adjusted.
Tabl. 12.1 )1~W1U;1~1~, ..
City of Central Point Projected Transportation~r?~nlmCapfOllFunding











Tier 1 Medium (FY20 14-19)
Tier 1 Long (FY2020-2030
.Tier 2
$ 2,900$>16,590 $>9;670 $






64.1541,004 $ 14520 $Total
I •..• ri·ii ·············i.
Source Rogue Valley Metrolpolitan Planning Orgatlization
2 City of Central Point with 3% annual inflation factor
J City of Central Point SUF thro~ih2010only •.•·.•
4 Deve]operooritributions, .urban rene\vaJ i ..•.
12.6~4ra:sportatio~.·i>rog;~ffi•••~osts··· .
Chaptets7presented a cotllptehensiveIistof transportation projects identified as necessary to
address th¢City's transportiiticmneedsbettveen 2009-and 2030. Table 12.2 summarizes project
costs; including an estimate ofn(m~capitalcosts, for City sponsored projects. The costs presented
in Table 12.2ar~.estimatesand$1iould be updated annually to reflect budgeted and actual
expenditures. Thetotal estimateqcost for Tier 1 projects is approximately $35 million, while non·
capital costs are approxi01at€llY$27 million, for a total of$62 million. When combined with Tier
2 projects ($50 million) thetotal transportation program is estimated to cost in excess of $112
million. .. .'
Tables 12.3A through 12.3D categorizes each project as either a Tier 1 project, or a Tier 2
project. Tier I projects are financially constrained, i.e. it is necessary that sufficient revenues are
available to complete these projects by 2030. Tier 1 projects are further prioritized by short-term
(FY2009-013), medium-term (FY2014~19), and long~term (FY2020~30). Included in Table 12.3
is an estimate of the cost of each project.
Table 12.4 provides a comparison of forecast revenue against total costs. Based on forecast
revenues and estimated project costs there is sufficient revenue to fund the Tier I projects. As
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Table 12.2
City of Central Point Projected Transportation Program Capital Funding
2009 - 2030 (measured in 2008 dollars x 1,000)
1 Source Rogue Valley Metrolpolitan Planning Organization
2 City ofCentral Point with 3% annual inflation factor
3 City ofCentral Point SUF through 20 I0 only
~ Developer contributions, urban renewal
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Table 12.38
CITV OF CENTRAL POINT
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Table 12.3C
CITY OF CENTRAL POINT
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T.ble12.3D
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Table 12.4
City of Central Point Projected Transportation Program Capital Funding
2009 - 2030 (measured in 2008 dollars x 1,000)
Revenues Tier 1
Capital Projects Tier 2
Local Total Non-Capital Funds (financially Projects Revenue
Time Frame Federal l State! SDCs2 FeesJ Other4 Revenue Expenses Available constrained) unfunded) Surplus/Weficit)
Tier I Short (FY2009-13) $ 2,506 $ 4,357 $ 2,604 $ 1,004 $ 1,424 $ 11,895 $ 3,705 $ 8,190 $ 7,875 :.:.: :Ii 315
Tier I Medium (FY2014-19) $ 735 $ 5,687 $ 3,581 $ - $ 443 $ 10,446 $ 5,233 $ 5,213 $ 4,682 ·:i $ 531
Tier I Long (FY2020-2030 $ 2,900 $ 16,590 $ 9,670 $ - $ 12,653 $ 41,813 $ 17,965 $ 23,848 $ 22,029 \: $ 1,820
Tier 2 ."': $ 49,986 $ (49,986)
Total $ 6,141 $ 26,634 $ ]5,855 $ 1,004 $ ]4,520 $ 64,]54 $ 26,903 $ 37,25] $ 34,586 $ 49,986 $ (47,32]
I Source Rogue Valley Mctrolpolilan Planning Organization
'City of Contra1 Point with J% annual inflation factor
'City ofConttal Point SUF through 2010 only
.t Developer contributions, urban renewal
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12.7. Transportation Financing Goals, Objectives, and Policies
GOAL 12.1: A TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM FOR THE CENTRAL POINT URBAN AREA
THAT IS ADEQUATELY FUNDED TO MEET THE CITY'S CURRENT AND
FUTURE CAPITAL, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS NEEDS.
Objective 12.2.1:Meet the current andjuture capital improvement needs ofthe transportation systemfor
the Central Point urban area, as outlined in this plan, through a variety ofjunding
sources based on the principal ofcooperative fundiflglvith afair allocation between
local, county, state and developer funding. .. .
:,:.-.-,:'<,:,:':'>:>::':;.::.\':":--.
Policy 12.1.1. Transportation system development charge~?($f/E~)'i:Jsdefinedby Oregon Revised
Statutes and City ordinances, will be c(J/t~etedby the QUJl!O offset costs ofnew capacity
development. The City will continuet,p;collect SDCs asai1.t,!portant and equitable
funding source to payfor transpor/a/foltcapacity improvem~}its.,
Policy 12.1.2. For all Tier 2 projects the City s~;;i~~qllire thoser~sponsibl:j:?r&~lfdevelopment to
mitigate their development's impacts t()tb~.transporiation system, aS~Ylhorized in the
Central Point Zoning QfiiJ1jR?ce and Oreg()it<!J¢v/sed Statutes, conCUrri!llt with the
development ofthe prope,r}Y'i·. . .
Policy 12.1.3. The City shall continue t;i~~r~;sidJ6itetPercent'j;'t~BllOCatiOn ofState Highway Fuel
Tax funds fOT;(:T;eation ofon;;Sl7;eet bicycle,Pfclestricin a.ncl transit capitalfacilities.
Policy 12.1.4. Whenlb~i'lJ1:;;~JJ~t(J vacati~~()J;t:lJiil~li;;i~hti&f;w;;t the request ofa property
owner,cb1jditions ojsu(;h agreemel1.(shall include payment by the benefittedproperty
owner ojfairllwrketvqluefor the liiit4being converted to private ownership. Funds
..... receivedforvqcptecl!ands§hqll be placed in a trustfundfor the acquisition offuture
>rig~s~o*way. .... ... . .. .. .. .. .
ObjeCti~~l~.;: secu;e;de4ugteju~dih~<t.(Jimp;:;Jl~izi~street maintenance program that will sustain a
/ .. maximum servk:glifefdrpgyement surface and other transportationfacilities.
Policy12.2.1.
Policy 12.2.2
·As~uming no changes in Statljunding mechanisms, the primaryfunding sources for
sireetsystem maint#itance activities shall be the City's allocation ofthe State Highway
FuelTaxand allocation offees supplemented by street maintenancefees.
The Ci:;sk(Jlr~¢'eicadditiOnalfunding sources to meet the long~termfinancial
requirementsOjsustaining a street maintenance program, including alternative modes of
transportation.
Policy 12.2.3. The City shall continue to participate in cooperative agreements with other State and local
jurisdictions for maintenance and operation activities based on equitable determinations
ofresponsibility and benefit.
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Objective 12.2: Secure adequate fundingfor the operation ofthe transportation system including
advance planning, design engineering, signal operations, system management,
illumination, and cleaning activities.
Policy 12.3.1 Assuming no changes in Statefunding mechanisms, transportation system operations
shall be funded primarily from the City's allocation ofthe State Highway Fuel Tax.
Other funding sources should be pursued to augment the financial requirements of
providing adequate future system operations.
Policy 12.3.2. The City shall continue to pursue federal, state nn,ijiril'iv.(J!p grants to augment operations
activities, especially in the planning and en,gi1lte¢;~il1gjiml'.:ticms.
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Chapter 13 - Implementation Policies
13.1 Introduction
The transportation system goals and objectives listed below are broad statements of
philosophy that describe the hopes of the people of the City of Central Point for the future
of their community and its transportation system. Goals and objectives have been
developed around each TSP chapter. A goal and/or objective may never be completely
attainable but is used as a point toward which to strive and should be used to monitor
future transportation strategies and improvements. Policies are statements that provide a
specific course of action moving the community toward the attainment of its goals and
objectives. Each new capital improvement project, land use application, or
implementation measure must be consistent with the policies. Once adopted, the goals,
objectives, and policies, as well as the project lists, will become part of the City of
Central Poines Comprehensive Plan.
13.2 Implementation Goals and Policies by Chapter
Chapter 3 - Land Use & Forecasting
GOAL 3.1: TO EFFECTIVELY MANAGE THE USE OF LAND WITHIN THE
CENTRAL POINT URBAN AREA IN A MANNER THAT IS CONSISTENT WITH,
AND THAT SUPPORTS, THE SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF THIS
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN.
Policy 3.1.1. The City shall manage the land use element ofthe Comprehensive Plan in a
manner that enhances livability for the citizens ofCentral Point as set
forth in the Transportation System Plan.
Policy 3.1.2. The City shall continuously monitor and update the Land Development
Code to maintain best practices in transit oriented design consistent with
the overall land use objectives ofthe City.
Chapter 5 - Transportation System Elements
GOAL 5.1: TO MAXIMIZE, THROUGH TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES, THE EFFICIENCY, SAFETY, AND
CAPACITY OF THE CITY'S EXISTING TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
AND SERVICES.
Policy 5.1.1. The City shall make every effort to maintain mobility standards that result in a
minimum level ofservice (LOS) "D." The City defines LOS D as the equivalent
to a volume-capacity ratio of0.9.
Policy 5.1.2. The City shallfadUtate implementation ofbus bays by RVTD on transit routes as
a means offacilitating trafJicjlow during peak travel periods. The feasib ility,
location and design ofbus bays shall be developed in consultation between the
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City and RVTD.
GOAL 5.2: TO EMPLOY ACCESS MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES TO ENSURE SAFE
AND EFFICIENT ROADWAYS CONSISTENT WITH THEIR DESIGNATED
FUNCTION.
Policy 5.2.1. The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain, either within the zoning ordinance or
the Public Works Standards and Details manual, access management standards
based on best practices.
Policy 5.2.2. The City shall implement the access management strategies presented in the
Access Management Plan for Front Street (Highway 99)/Pine Street and the
Central Point Highway 99 Corridor Plan.
GOAL 5.3: TO REDUCE THE DEMANDS PLACED ON THE CURRENT AND FUTURE
TRANSPORTAnON SYSTEM BY THE SINGLE-OCCUPANT VEHICLE.
Objective 5.3: The City ofCentral Point shall encourage the use ofalternative travel modes by
serving as an institutional modelfor other agencies and businesses in the
community.
Policy 5.3.1 The City shall serve as a leading example jar other businesses and agencies by
maximizing the use ofalternative transportation modes among City employees
through incentive programs. The City shall provide information on alternative
transportation modes andprovide incentives for employees who use alternatives
to the single-occupant automobile.
Policy 5.3.2. The City shall offer flexible schedules and compressed work-week options
wheneverfeasible, as a way ofreducing travel demand. The City shall
encourage employees to telecommute, whenever feasible.
Objective 5.4: The City shall work towards reducing the vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in the
Central Point Urban Area by assisting individuals in choosing alternative travel
modes.
Policy 5.4.1 The City shall encourage major employers to promote work arrangements
providing an alternative to the 8-to-5 work schedule. These arrangements shall
include, but are not limited to, employee flex-time programs, staggered work
hours, and compressed work weeks.
Policy 5.4.2 The City shall encourage major employers to promote telecommuting where
feasible.
Policy 5.4.3 The City and major employers shall encourage ridesharing by making
ridesharing more convenient.
Policy 5.4.4 The City shall encourage major employers to work with RVTD to adopt trip
reduction goals designed to reduce site vehicular trip generation.
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Objective 5.5: Transportation demand management (TDM) measures promoted by the City
shall be consistent with the Regional Transportation Plan strategies aimed at
reducing reliance on the single occupant vehicle (SOV) and reducing vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) per capita.
Chapter 6 - Transportation System Elements
GOAL 6.1: TO MANAGE AUTOMOBILE PARKING WITHIN THE CENTRAL
POINT URBAN AREA AS NECESSARY TO EFFECTUATE REDUCTIONS IN
PARKING SPACES CONSISTENT WITH STATE AND REGIONAL GOALS.
Policy 6.1.1 The City shall manage the supply, operation, enforcement and demandfor
parking in the public right-ofway to encourage economic vitality, traffic
safety, transportation system efficiency, and livability ofneighborhoods.
Policy 6.1.2 Except within the Central Business District, where on-street parking is
considered an element ofthe Central Business District's economic vitality,
the provision for on-street parking is second in priority to the needs ofthe
travel modes (i.e., vehicle, transit, bicycle, pedestrian) using the street
right-ofway, and shall be removed when necessary to facilitate street
widening.
Policy 6.1.3 In those areas where demand exists, an adequate supply ofoff-street
carpool and vanpool parking spaces shall be provided. The location of
these spaces shall have preference over those intendedfor general
purpose off-street parking.
GOAL 6.2: To promote and manage the parking needs of the Central Point Urban
Area in a manner that reasonably balances the demand for parking against the use of
transit, bicycle, and pedestrian transportation modes, while maintaining the economic
vitality and neighborhood livability.
Policy 6.2.1. The City shall prepare, adopt and maintain parking standards that reflect
best parking practices that further the parking goals ofthe City..
Policy 6.2.2. The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain effective development
standards for paved off-street parking areas to include provisions for
landscaping, planting strips, pedestrian walkways, curbs, and sidewalks.
Chapter 7 - Streets System
GOAL 7.1: PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE STREET SYSTEM THAT SERVES
THE PRESENT AND FUTURE MOBILITY AND TRAVEL NEEDS OF THE
CENTRAL POINT URBAN AREA, INCLUDING PROVISIONS FOR BICYCLE AND
PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES.
Policy 7.1.1 The City shallfulfill its system wide travel capacity needs through the use
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ofmultiple travel modes within the public rights-o,Fway.
Policy 7.1.2 The City's street system shall contain a network ofarterial and collector
streets and highways that link the central core area and major indust,y
with regional and statewide highways.
Policy 7.1.3 The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain street design standards
consistent with the policies ofthis TSP.
Policy 7.1.1 The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain standards that promote
connectivity ofthe street system consistent with the Functional
Classification Map.
Policy 7.1.5 The City shall actively pursue construction of1-5 interchange
improvements at Pine Street.
Policy 7.1.6 The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain design standards for its
streets to safely accommodate pedestrian, bicycle and motor vehicle travel
as has been accomplished in the TOD Districts
Policy 7.1.7 The City Standards and Details shall be the basis for all street design
within the Central Point urban area.
Policy 7.1.8 Wherever possible the City shall incorporate safely designed, aesthetic
features into the streetscape ofits public rights-o,Fway. These features
may include: street trees, shrubs, and grasses; planting strips and raised
medians; meandering sidewalks on arterial streets; and, in some
instances, street furniture, planters, special lighting, public art, or non-
standard paving materials.
Policy 7.1.9 When existing streets are widened or reconstructed they shall be designed
to the adopted street design standards for the appropriate street
classification where practical. Aetjustments to the design standards may
be necessary to avoid existing topographical constraints, historic
properties, schools, cemeteries, problems with right-o,Fway acquisition,
existing on-street parking and significant cultural features. The design of
the street shall be sensitive to the livability ofthe surrounding
neighborhood.
Policy 7.1.10 The City shall work with federal, state and local government agencies to
promote traffic safety education and awareness, emphasizing the
responsibilities and courtesies required ofdrivers, cyclists, and
pedestrians.
Policy 7.1.11 The City shall place a higher priority on funding and constructing street
projects that address identified vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian safety
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problems than those projects that solely respond to automotive capacity
deficiencies in the street system. Exceptions are those capacity
improvements that are designed to also resolve identified safety problems.
Policy 7.1.12 The City shall select street improvement projects from those listed in the
Central Point Transportation System Plan when making significant
increases in system capacity or bringing arterial or collector streets up to
urban standards. The selection ofimprovement projects should be
prioritized based on consideration ofimprovements to safety, reliefof
existing congestion, response to near-term growth, system-wide benefits,
geographic equity, and availability offunding.
Policy 7.1.13 To maximize the longevity ofits capital investments, the City shall design
street improvement projects to meet existing travel demand and, whenever
possible to accommodate anticipated travel demandfor the next 20 years
for that facility.
Policy 7.1.14 The City shall involve representatives ofafficted neighborhood
associations, citizens, developers, surveyors, engineering andplanning
professionals in an advisory role in the design ofstreet improvement
projects.
Policy 7.1.15 The City shall require Traffic Impact Analyses as part ofland use
development proposals to assess the impact that a development will have
on the existing andplanned transportation system and to identify
reasonable on-site and off-site improvements necessary to mitigate
impacts.
Policy 7.1.16 The City may require new development to pay charges towards the
mitigation ofsystem-wide transportation impacts created by new growth
in the community through established Street System Development Charges
(SDCs) and any other street fees that are established by the City.
Chapter 8 - Bicycle and Pedestrian System
GOAL 8.1: TO PLAN FOR AND FACILITATE THE INCREASED USE OF
BICYCLE TRANSPORTATION IN THE CENTRAL POINT URBAN AREA BY
ASSURING THAT CONVENIENT, ACCESSIBLE AND SAFE BICYCLE
FACILITIES ARE PROVIDED30•
Policy 8.1.1. The City ofCentral Point recognizes bicycle transportation as a necessary
and viable component ofthe transportation system, both as an important
transportation mode, and as an air quality improvement strategy.
Policy 8.1.2. The Bicycle Element ofthis plan shall serve as the Central Point Bicycle
30 OAR 660-012-0020(2)(d)
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Master Plan.
Policy 8.1.3. The City ofCentral Point shall progressively develop a linked bicycle
network, focusing on, but not inclusive to the arterial and collector street
system, and concentrating on the provision ofbicycle lanes, to be
completed within the planning period (20 years). The bikeway network
will serve bicyclists needs for travel to employment centers, commercial
districts, transit centers, schools, institutions and recreational
destinations.
Policy 8.1.4. The City ofCentral Point shall use all opportunities to add bike lanes in
conjunction with road reconstruction and re-striping projects on collector
and arterial streets.
Policy 8.1.5. The City ofCentral Point shall maintain public improvement standards
that assure that the design ofall streets andpublic improvement projects
facilitate bicycling by providing proper paving, lane width, traffic control,
storm drainage grates, striping, signage, lighting, parking, etc.
Policy 8.1.6. The City ofCentral Point shall prepare, adopt, and maintain on-site
development standards that assure the provision ofbicycle access,
parking, racks and/or shelters in business developments, institutions,
duplexes and multi-family developments and other locations where bicycle
parkingfacilities are required.
Policy 8.1. 7. The City ofCentral Point shall support the local transit provider in their
efforts to facilitate "bikes on buses" and bicycle facilities at transit
stations and stops.
Policy 8.1.8. Except within the Central Business District, the City ofCentral Point shall
give priority to bicycle traffic over parking within public rights-of-way
designated on the Bicycle Master Plan or otherwise determined to be
important bicycling routes.
Policy 8.1.9. The City shall require pedestrian and bicycle easements to provide
neighborhood connectors and reduce vehicle trips. The City shall modifY
the street vacation process so pedestrian and bicyclist through access is
maintained.
GOAL 8.2: The City will promote bicycle safety and awareness.
Policy 8.2.1. The City ofCentral Point shall actively support and encourage local and
state bicycle education and safety programs intended to improve bicycling
skills, observance oflaws, and overall safety for both children and adults.
Policy 8.2.2. The City shall consider the use ofthe media, bicycle committees, bicycle
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plans and other methods to promote use ofbicyclingfor transportation
purposes.
GOAL 8.3: TO FACILITATE A COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM OF CONVENIENT,
ACCESSIBLE AND SAFE SIDEWALKS AND WALKWAYS THAT WILL
ENCOURAGE AND INCREASE PEDESTRIAN TRAVEL THROUGHOUT THE
CENTRAL POINT URBAN AREA. 31
Policy 8.3.1. The City shall establish and maintain a Sidewalk Construction Program to
complete the pedestrian facility network.
Policy 8.3.2. Sidewalks and walkways shall complement access to transit stations/stops
and multi-use paths. Activity centers, schools and business districts
shouldfocus attention on and encourage pedestrian travel within their
proximity.
Policy 8.3.3 The City ofCentral Point shall maintain standards that require sidewalk
andpedestrian access and standardsfor improvement, i. e. crosswalks at
signalized intersections and high volume pedestrian areas such as the
Central Business District. All road construction or renovation projects
shall include sidewalks.
Policy 8.3.4. The City shall require pedestrian and bicycle easements to connect
neighborhoods and reduce vehicle trips. The City shall modifY the street
vacation process so pedestrian and bicyclist through-access is maintained.
Policy 8.3.5. Pedestrian walkway or accessway connections shall be required between
adjacent developments when roadway connections cannot be provided.
Policy 8.3.6. The City shall prepare a plan and implement a multi-use trail system,
using linear corridors including, but not limited to: utility easements, rail
lines, Bear Creek, Griffin Creek, Jackson Creek and other creeks that
complement and connect to the sidewalk system.
GOAL 8.4: To encourage education services and promote safe pedestrian travel to
reduce the number of accidents involving pedestrians.
Policy 8.4.1. The City ofCentral Point shall encourage schools, safety organizations,
and law enforcement agencies to provide information and instruction on
pedestrian saftty issues that focus on prevention ofthe most important
accident problems. The programs shall educate all roadway users oftheir
privileges and responsibilities when driving, bicycling and walking.
Policy 8.4.2. The City shall include in the Sidewalk Construction Program (Policy
9.1.1) inclusion ofa street lighting system.
31 OAR 660-012-0020(2)(d)
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Policy 8.4.3. The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain standard.'ifor the separation
ofpedestrian traffic from auto traffic on streets and, where determined
appropriate, in parking lots.
Chapter 9 - Public Transit System
GOAL 9.1: IN COOPERATION WITH TRANSIT PROVIDERS, FACILITATE THE
PROVISION OF A TRANSIT SYSTEM THAT PROVIDES CONVENIENT AND
ACCESSIBLE TRANSIT SERVICES TO THE CITIZENS OF THE CENTRAL POINT
URBAN AREA,32
Policy 9.1.1. The City shall work with R VTD to encourage transit services that meet the
City's transit needs.
Policy 9.1.2. To encourage accessibility and increased ridership, the City shall
continue to encourage future transit-supportive land uses, such as mixed
uses, multiple:family, and employment centers to be located on or near
transit corridors.
Policy 9.1.3. The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain development standards and
regulations facilitating accessibility to transit services through transit-
supportive streetscape, subdivision, and site design requirements that
promote pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, convenience and saftty.
GOAL 9.2: Increase overall daily transit ridership in the Central Point urban area,
to mitigate a portion ofthe traffic pressures expected by regional growth.
Policy 9.2.1. Through Transportation Demand Management efforts, the City shall work
with Central Point employers and other government agencies to increase
commuter transit ridership.
Chapter 10 - Rail and Aviation System
GOAL 10.1. TO PROVIDE EFFICIENT, SAFE, AND EFFECTIVE MOVEMENT OF
GOODS AND PASSENGERS BY RAIL VIA WHILE MAINTAINING THE
QUALITY OF LIFE FOR THE CITIZENS OF THE CENTRAL POINT URBAN
AREA.
GOAL 10.2. TO PROVIDE EFFICIENT, SAFE, AND EFFECTIVE MOVEMENT OF
GOODS, SERVICES AND PASSENGERS BY RAIL WHILE MAINTAINING THE
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Policy 10.2.1. The City shall encourage both freight andpassenger service as part of
statewide rail transportation planning efforts.
Policy 10.2.2. The City shall prepare, adopt, and maintain site development standards
that mitigate railroad noise and vibration.
GOAL 10.3: TO PROVIDE EFFICIENT, SAFE, AND EFFECTIVE MOVEMENT OF
PEOPLE AND GOODS VIA INTER-MODAL CONNECTIONS WITH THE ROGUE
VALLEY INTER-NATIONAL-MEDFORD AIRPORT,34
Policy 10.3.1 The City shall support the Rogue Valley Transportation District efforts to
provide service to the Rogue Valley International Abportfrom established
routes serving Central Point.
Chapter 11 - Freight System
GOAL 11.1. To identify and maintain a truck freight system within the City that serves
the City's and region's freight needs in an efficient and safe manner, with minimal
adverse impacts on adjacent land uses.
Policy 11.2.1. The City shall cooperate with the RVMPO, Jackson County, ODOT and
the City ofMedford in the coordination ofdesign, funding, and
improvement ofthe freight system within the City that enhancesfreight
movement, while improving the overall capacity ofthe City's street
system.
Policy 11.2.2. The Freight System Map presented in Figure 11.2 shall be considered by
the City as the officialfreight route systemfor the City ofCentral Point.
The design and improvement ofthe street system designated on the
Freight System Map shall accommodate large vehicles typical offreight
movement.
Policy 11.2.3. The City shall ensure access to truckfreight via the local street system,
with emphasis on maintaining and efficient and safe designated truck
route system.
Chapter 12 - Transportation System Financing
GOAL 12.1: A TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM FOR THE CENTRAL POINT
URBAN AREA THAT IS ADEQUATELY FUNDED TO MEET THE CITY'S
CURRENT AND FUTURE CAPITAL, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS
NEEDS.
Objective 12.2.1Meet the current andfuture capital improvement needs ofthe
transportation systemfor the Central Point urban area, as outlined in this
34 OAR 660-012.0020(2)(e)
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plan, through a variety offunding sources based on the principal of
cooperative funding with afair allocation between local, county, state and
developer funding.
Policy 12.1.1. Transportation system development charges (SDCs), as defined by Oregon
Revised Statutes and City ordinances, will be collected by the City to offset
costs ofnew capacity development. The City will continue to collect SDCs
as an important and equitable funding source to payfor transportation
capacity improvements.
Policy 12.1.2. For all Tier 2 projects the City shall require those responsible for new
development to mitigate their development's impacts to the transportation
system, as authorized in the Central Point Zoning Ordinance and Oregon
Revised Statutes, concurrent with the development ofthe property.
Policy 12.1.3. The City shall continue to set-aside one-percent ofits allocation ofState
Highway Fuel Tax funds for creation ofon-street bicycle, pedestrian and
transit capital facilities.
Policy 12.1. 4. When the City agrees to vacation ofa public right-of-way at the request of
a property owner, conditions ofsuch agreement shall include payment by
the benefittedproperty owner offair market value for the land being
converted to private ownership. Funds receivedfor vacated lands shall be
placed in a trustfundfor the acquisition offuture rights-of-way.
Objective 12.2 Secure adequate funding to implement a street maintenance program that
will sustain a maximum service life for pavement surface and other
transportation facilities.
Policy12.2.1. Assuming no changes in State funding mechanisms, the primaryfunding
sources for street system maintenance activities shall be the City's
allocation ofthe State Highway Fuel Tax and allocation offees
supplemented by street maintenance ftes.
Policy 12.2.2 The City shall seek additionalfunding sources to meet the long-term
financial requirements ofsustaining a street maintenance program,
including alternative modes oftransportation.
Policy 12.2.3. The City shall continue to participate in cooperative agreements with
other State and local jurisdictions for maintenance and operation
activities based on equitable determinations ofresponsibility and benefit.
Objective 12.2 Secure adequate funding for the operation ofthe transportation system
including advance planning, design engineering, signal operations, system
management, illumination, and cleaning activities.
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Policy 12.3.1. Assuming no changes in State funding mechanisms, transportation system
operations shall be funded primarily from the City's allocation ofthe State
Highway Fuel Tax. Otherfunding sources should be pursued to augment
the financial requirements ofproviding adequate future system operations.
Policy 12.3.2. The City shall continue to pursue federal, state andprivate grants to
augment operations activities, especially in the planning and engineering
functions.
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